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INTRODUCTION 

The first permanent residential facility exclusively for mentally 

retarded persons in the United States was founded in Massachusetts in 1848. 

Housed in a wing of a school for the blind at its inception, the experimental 

school, as it was called, was quickly deemed a success and a separate facility 

was constructed by that state three years later. Within a quarter of a cen

tury several states had constructed institutions for the "idiotic and feeble

minded" and, to borrow the words of a director of one of these early facili

ties, at ever increasing rapidity, other states were "falling in line." It 

was not long before institutions for the care of the mentally retarded were 

found in most states. Like public schools and public transport they were 

perceived as doing their part to support the functioning of America as a 

nation. 

It would be difficult to separate the general interest in the mentally 

retarded in this country in the nineteenth and early part of the twentieth 

century from the movement to place persons so perceived in institutions. The 

American Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD) spent its first three decades 

(1876 - 1906) as the Association of Medical Officers of American Institutions 

for Idiotic and Feeble-minded Persons. In time, however, the interest in 

those mentally retarded persons who were not in institutions was extended 

beyond the desire to find ways to place them there. Parallel systems of edu

cation and training developed within this century with a focus on community 

treatment, and by the middle of the twentieth century these became the domi

nant force in the programs provided for mentally retarded persons. 

As Sloane pointed out in his Presidential Address to the AAMD in 1963 and 

as Wolfensberger (1975) carefully documented more recently, the place of the 

institution in American society has undergone a number of philosophic trans

formations since the mid-nineteenth century. In the past two decades descrip

tions of the social realities of institutions, powerfully done by Goffman 
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(1963) and several other observers, have sensitized Americans to the abnormal 

social environment of total institutions and have caused service providers to 

seek alternatives to such facilities. Still, even today many public institu

tions for the mentally retarded continue to function, serving as the primary 

residence for approximately 140,000 persons for whom alternatives to institu

tional living have not yet been provided. 

For nearly a century government agencies or non-governmental groups, 

fully or partially aided by federal financial support, have conducted studies 

of the demographic characteristics of residents in public and private residen

tial facilities for the mentally retarded. The purpose of this volume is to 

review those studies. Even though social conditions leading to the growth 

and, in the last decade, the decline in the use of institutions are woven into 

this review, it is not the author's primary intent to write a summary of the 

institutionalization and deinstitutionalization trends and processes. For 

this reason the volume is divided into chapters according to the nature of the 

studies cited and not on what might be seen as salient chapters in the socio

cultural history of American institutions and other residential facilities for 

mentally retarded people. As the reader may note, however, there is a rather 

strong relationship between the methods and care with which these studies were 

conducted and what other writers have outlined as general philosophic periods 

in the development of residential facilities for the mentally retarded. 

In developing this paper, the author has tried, as much as possible, to 

let the words of the persons conducting the studies explain their methods, 

perspectives and rationales for their work. As part of this attempt, through

out the paper, diagnostic terminology applied by the persons conducting the 

enumerations has been used. Because of this, the paper is replete with terms 

such as "idiotic," "feeble-minded," "imbecilic," etc.. Such terms are today 

not only passe, but often considered disparaging. In using the language of 

the times there is certainly no intent to be degrading of these persons. 

Neither, it is hoped, will the use of these terms be seen as an attempt to 

paint the authors of these censuses as insensitive or ignorant. Since 1840, 

terminology applied to those now referred to as "mentally retarded" has 

passed through several stages. These persons have been referred to over the 

years as "idiots," the "feeble-minded," "mental defectives," and "retardates." 

In time each of these terms has come to take on a sufficiently negative 
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symbolism to cause workers in the field to seek a newer, and for a while at 

least, a more palatable term. In retrospect it is clear that one generation's 

euphemism has tended to become the next generation's derogation. The author 

hopes that those reading these terms in this report will find nothing more in 

them than that which was intended. The omission of quotation marks after the 

first major use of a term has been done in the same spirit, with the additional 

purpose of making readable what would otherwise be a seriously cluttered text. 
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In many towns, all of the colored population are stated to be 
insane [the category was, in fact, "insane or idiotic"]; in very 
many others, two-thirds, one-half, one-fourth, or one-tenth of this 
ill-starred race are reported to be thus afflicted; and, as if the 
document del1ghted to revel in variety of error, every proportion 
of the negro population, from seven-fold its whole number, as we 
have shown in some towns, to less than a two-thousandth, as is 
recorded of others, is declared to be lunatic. 

The errors of the census are as certain, if not as manifest, 
in regard to insanity among the whites as among the colored people 

The undersigned, in behalf of said association ... believe it 
would have been better to have had no census at all, than such a 
one as has been published (House Reports, 1844, 8-9). 

It was clear that some change would have to take place prior to the 1850 

census, if its results were to be any more reliable than those of the previous 

one. For the most part, however, the concern shown in Congress was more di

rected to the apparent fraudulent abuses by the census takers than to the 

structure of the census itself. In the act authorizing the Eighth Census in 

1850 it was specified that "each marshall, before entering upon his duties, 

[would be] required to take an oath or affirmation" (Wright & Hunt, 1900, p. 

41). In addition, the responsibility for conducting the 1850 census was passed 

from the Secretary of State to the newly created Department of the Interior. 

There was, however, no response to the suggestion of the Select Committee on 

the Subject of Statistics that a Bureau of Statistics be created. 

The changes which preceded the 1850 census had little effect on the types 

of data the census was directed toward gathering. Neither was the methodology 

substantially altered, although there was hope expressed that the fidelity of 

the census takers could be somewhat increased. 

The 1850 census was the first one in which the "insane" and "idiotic" 

were treated as distinct categories. Additionally, it seems data were col

lected on the number of ''idiots" in institutions. The Instructions to the 

Assistant Marshalls - 1850 Census (Wright & Hunt, 1900, p. 152) say: 

Should a poorhouse, asylum for the blind, insane or idiotic, or 
other charitable- institution ..• be visited by the assistant marshall, 
he must number such building in its regular order, and he must write 
after the number ... the nature of such institution •.. (and) opposite 
the name of each person he must state the character of the infirmity 
or misfortune. 

Unfortunately, the data collected on idiotic persons in institutions, alms

houses, hospitals for the insane and jails in 1850 were never reported. 



Neither were they reported in 1860 or 1870, even though census takers were 

again instructed in those years to collect that information. 
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The census of 1850 enumerated 15,787 idiots, nearly the number of the com

bined category insane and idiotic of the 1840 census. The statistics collected 

showed large differences in prevalence among states and regions. 

New Hampshire had the highest reported rate of idiocy in 1850 with about 

110 reported cases per 100,000 population. Rates for all of New England aver

aged about 90 per 100,000. The rates for Southern states varied from Tennessee's 

84 to Louisiana's 34 per 100,000. At the lowest extreme were the territories of 

Utah and California, which had reported rates of less than 10 per 100,000. 

In addition, the Compendium of the Seventh Census provided a "Table of 

White Idiotic and Insane in Ten States in 1850." The rationale for this first 

inclusion of age data was that: 

It is of little importance ... to know the mere number of blind 
and idiotic, if they are of extreme old age, and therefore, beyond 
the age of treatment. Upon the age of the person will depend the 
opportunity or hope of his amelioration (U.S. Census Office, 1854, 
p. 58). 

The census of 1860 retained the format of the one which preceded it. 

Within its volume of Population, however, many pages were devoted to a sympa

thetic discussion of blindness, insanity and deafness. In addition, in his 

Introduction, Joseph Kennedy, the Superintendent of the Census, indicated what 

he considered to be the major barriers to collecting reliable information on 

the incidence of insanity and idiocy in the United States. Kennedy said: 

Of the obstacles which prevent a perfect return in regard to 
the various subjects comprehended in the Eighth Census, doubtless 
those which were encountered in the enumeration of the insane, and 
the idiotic, are greater and more nearly insurmountable than any 
others. Perhaps the greatest of them is that sensitiveness to 
public exposure which widely exists among persons who look upon 
mental alienation in a false light, regarding it as humiliating, 
and often a special dispensation of Divine Providence, rather 
than as one of the numerous diseases which afflict the human 
race, and from the liability to an attack of which no one can 
claim exemption. Persons cherishing these views not infrequently 
consider themselves justified in conce~ling a knowledge of the 
insanity (or idiocy) of a relative, when the acknowledgment of it 
to the census takers would, as they erroneously believe, lead to 
the publication of that relative's disorder, coupled with his 
name, in some official report (Kennedy, 1864). 

In his introduction Kennedy also mentioned a census of idiots and insane 

conducted by the state of Massachusetts in 1854. In that census, physicians, 
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clergymen, "over-seers of the poor," "selectment" and superintendents of 

hospitals were asked to indicate those persons in their community who were in

sane or idiotic. In comparing the results of the Massachusetts returns from 

the 1860 census with those obtained in the special Massachusetts census of 

1854, Kennedy concluded that the Massachusetts census was "undoubtedly more 

nearly perfect." It had enumerated 1,087 idiots in Massachusetts versus the 

712 counted six years later in the national census. Kennedy went on to say, 

"It is hoped that, for the next national census, some method of enumerating 

these classes, which shall be equally efficient with that pursued in Massa

chusetts, may be devised" (Kennedy, 1864, p. 79). It would not be until the 

1880 census that Kennedy's wish was fulfilled. But when it was, the result 

would be exactly what he expected, a large increase in the enumerated insane 

and idiotic. 

The results of the 1860 census of the idiotic were nearly the same as 

those of the 1850 census. While the total number of idiotic persons identi

fied rose by over 3,000 to 18,930, the rate per 100,000 dropped from 68.1 to 

60.2. This drop was in part due to data included for the first time on three 

Midwestern states which were reported to have abnormally low rates of idiocy. 

But beyond this was the glaring fact that the reported rates within states 

between the 1850 and 1860 censuses showed high variability. For example, 

Delaware's reported number of idiots in 1860 was only 70% of the number re

ported in 1850. Its rate per 100,000 dropped from 100 to 60 during this same 

period. These differences cannot be accounted for by methodological changes, 

since the format for the 1850 and 1860 censuses was nearly identical. In 

retrospect, there seems little reason to accept Kennedy's judgment that the 

1860 census was "a much nearer approximation to accuracy than either of those 

which preceded it" (Kennedy, 1864, p. 79). There simply does not exist any 

objective standard for comparison. The final report of the Eighth Census 

provided only tabular data regarding the idiotic, even though, as has been 

mentioned, long discussions are provided concerning other handicapping condi

tions. The only remarks which are devoted to the idiotic in the entire 1860 

census are found in an 1862 Preliminary Report: 

IDIOTIC. The number of those unfortunate beings who constitute 
this class, while numerically greater, has decreased slightly in 
ratio to the population. As but little has been effected for the 
elevation of these imbeciles, and it is conceded that their condition 



has rendered them, for the most part, incapable of mental improvement, 
the efforts of humanity have been mainly directed to their personal 
comfort and physical requirements. 

Among the numerous attributed causes of idiocy, none is more 
generally conceded by those who have investigated the subject, than 
the intermarriage of near relatives (U.S. Census Office, 1862, p. 57). 

Prior to the initiation of the Ninth Census in 1870, a Committee on the 
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Ninth Census was formed. On January 18, 1870, it presented its report to the 

House of Representatives. In that report, which provided a brief history of 

census taking in Western societies from the days of Athenian and Roman anti

quity, the Committee proposed new legislation that would give permanence to the 

Office of the Census. Additionally, the proposed legislation would have allowed 

for more thorough data collection by providing heads of households with a copy 

of the schedule twenty days before the census taker arrive d for the interview. 

Beyond these changes in the organization and instrumentation of the census, the 

Committee report called for new zeal in the gathering of information that a 

rapidly industrializing nation would need to make wise decisions. Even the rec

ommendation that more detailed information be collected on persons with mental 

and physical defects contains this fervor: 

It is not generally known how large a proportion of each nation 
is wholly or partially unfitted by physical disability for self
support. The statistics of France show that in 1851, in a population 
of less than thirty-six million, the deaf, dumb, blind, deformed, 
idiotic, and those otherwise mutilated or disabled, amounted to 
almost two million. We thus see that in a country of the highest 
civilization the effective strength of its population is reduced 
one-eighteenth by physical defects. What general would venture to 
conduct a campaign without ascertaining the physical qualities of 
his soldiers as well as the number on his rolls? In this great 
industrial battle which this nation is now fighting, we ought to 
take every available means to ascertain the effective strength of 
the country (House Reports, 1870, p. 51). 

Though this bill to expand the 1870 census passed in the House of Repre

sentatives, it was defeated in the Senate. As a result, the Ninth Census (1870) 

was conducted under the law which had governed the censuses of 1850 and 1860, 

and was similar in format to those earlier censuses. 

Nevertheless, the census of 1870 was the first to make some attempt to aid 

the census taker in determining idiocy. A special section of instructions was 

offered for collecting information on certain classes of handicap. It said: 

Deaf and Dumb, Blind, Insane or Idiotic. Great care will be 
taken in the performance of this work of enumeration, so as at once 
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to secure completeness and avoid giving offense .•.. The fact [of] 
idiocy will better be determined by the common consent of the 
neighborhood, than by attempting to apply any scientific measure 
to the weakness of the mind or will (Wright & Hunt, 1900, p. 158). 

In reality, however, it was only practical for the census takers to employ 

such a consensual definition at times when questions were raised in their minds 

since, for the most part, this enumeration of society's handicapped depended on 

a procedure whereby family heads were merely asked if any members of their fam

ily were deaf and dumb, blind, insane, idiotic, paupers, or convicts. 

The census of 1870 counted 24,527 idiots, an increase of over 5,500 over a 

ten-year span. But the population of the country was increasing rapidly too, 

and in terms of rate per 100,000 on a national level, the results of this cen

sus were quite near those of the censuses of 1850 and 1860. There remained, 

however, within the states rather substantial flux in prevalence over the ten

year periods. 

By 1870, there was apparently a growing conviction among those interested 

in the census of the handicapped that the procedures employed were not effective 

in obtaining an accurate count. Francis Walker, the Superintendent of the Cen

sus, commented on this in the Compendium of the Ninth Census (1872, p. 626): 

data: 

It is held by many persons conversant with the special subject, 
that the returns of the census in respect to the blind and deaf and 
dumb, and also, in a higher degree, to the insane or idiotic, are 
always, and necessarily, considerably below the fact. F. B. Sanborn, 
of Massachusetts, late Secretary of the Board of Charities for that 
Commonweal~h, has advanced the opinion that the numbers reported in 
the census, be -~ it State or National, rarely embrace more than sixty 
or seventy per cent of their respective classes. 

In two years, Walker wrote of-concrete evidence of the inaccuracies of his 

Since the following tables (of the 1870 census) were sent to 
press, the office has received, by favor of the Secretary of the 
Illinois State Board of Charities, 1 the lists, prepared for and by 
the Board of the Insane and the Idiotic in that State. The list of 
the idiotic has not been examined for the purposes of the remarks, 
but the list of the insane has been subjected to careful comparison 
with the returns of the census, name by name. This comparison ex
hibits such an utter want of correspondence, at nearly every point, 

1
The Secretary of the Illinois State Board of Charities was Frederick H. Wines, 
who would be appointed Special Agent for the 1880 U.S. Census Report on the 
Defective and Delinquent Classes of the Population of the United States. 



as not only renders criticism impossible, but is, in itself, wholly 
inexplicable (U.S. Census Bureau, 1872, p. 426). 
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The list of insane provided by the Illinois State Board of Charities had 

2,376 names. The 1870 census in Illinois had collected the names of 1,621 

insane persons. When the lists were compared, it was discovered that only 721 

names were common to both the lists. 

In 1879, a bill was passed through both Houses of Congress providing 

important revisions in the methods previously employed in the census of the 

United States. For one thing, this bill established a Census Office in the 

Department of the Interior. Additionally, the bill responded to m2ny of the 

problems evident in the censuses which had been conducted in the decennia prior 

to 1880. According to Wright and Hunt (1900, p. 59, 63): 

The entire inadequacy of the machinery provided by the law of 
1850, under which the seventh, eighth and ninth census had been 
taken, had been made clearly apparent, especially at the ninth 
census period, and the work of supervising the enumeration, here
tofore charged upon judicial marshalls, was by the new law intrusted 
to a body of officers specially chosen for the work .... The collection 
of the social statistics ... was also withdrawn from the general enu
merators, under the provisions of Section 18 of the act of March 3, 
1879, and the information was collected either wholly by experts and 
special agents without regard to locality, or partly by special 
agents and partly by correspondence. 

The decision as to which classes of statistical inquiry would be taken from 

the hands of the ordinary enumerators and given over to special agents was left 

to the Census Office, and ultimately to its Superintendent, Francis Walker. 

Walker, who had commented at some length about the inaccuracies of the 1870 

census in its count of handicapped persons, reported to the Secretary of the 

Interior in November, 1879, that eight special reports would be conducted. One 

of these was of "The Defective, Dependent, and Delinquent Classes." In the 

report to the Secretary of the Interior, Walker gave this rationale: 

The reason for the recognition of these classes, in preparing 
·for a census, is fourfold: first, philanthropic, in order that 
humane efforts made by individuals or communities for the protec-
tion or relief, and, so far as possible, the restoration to society, 
of the unfortunate lasses, may receive intelligent direction; 
secondly, scientific in order that the physiological laws which 
govern the appearance of mental and physical defects, and the social 
laws which govern the commission of crime, may be disclosed; thirdly, 
political, in order that the state may know what portion of its 
citizens are incapacitated for military and civil service; and fourth
ly, economical, in order t~t it may be known w·hat is the burden laid 
by pauperism and crime upon p uctive labor, and what the extent to 
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which exceptional physical infirmities and afflictions in classes of 
the population, as blindness, deaf-mutism, etc., create an excep
tional liability to future pecuniary dependency (U.S. Census 
Office, 1883, p. 29). 
In picking his special agent for this report Walker turned to the man who 

had s.o clearly demonstrated the inadequacies of the 1870 census of the insane 

and idiotic in Illinois, Frederick H. Wines. Walker wrote: 

Mr. Fred H. Wines, for ten years the Secretary of the Illinois 
Board of Commissioners of Public Charities, has been appointed the 
special agent of the Census Officer, and has undertaken an inquiry 
which for breadth of plan and fullness of detail leaves nothing to 
be desired. 

Undoubtedly, the choice of Wines was heavily influenced by his having 

provided Walker, following the 1870 census, with more extensive lists of insane 

and idiotic persons in Illinois than had been compiled by the federal census 

takers, as was noted above. Beyond this, however, Wines was a man thoroughly 

familiar with the subject he was being charged with studying. Wines, during 

his thirty-year tenure on the Illinois Board of Public Charities, was involved 

in innovation in the area of treatment of abnormality, such as the establishment 

in 1877 of the first psychiatric treatment center in the United States built on 

the cottage plan. 

Although a foresightful thinker and drafter of some of the more progressive 

legislation of his era (for example, the Illinois Lunacy Law), Wines' "Introduc

tory Remarks" to the Report on the Defective, Dependent, and Delinquent Classes 

demonstrated concerns about these classes that were shared by many of his con

temporaries. Said Wines (1886, p. 10): 

There is a morphology of evil which requires to be studied. How 
far it may extend, or what may be its ramifications, no one can yet 
say. All of these forms of misfortune are often a cause of pauperi
zation of individuals and of entire families. Preventive work among 
children is calculated to check the growth of them all, or to allevi
ate the condition of their hapless victims. They strike those whom 
.they assail at a very tender age, even before birth. And there is 
still another point of view from which they demand to be studied 
simultaneously and in connection with each other. This branch of the 
census may be likened to the wrong side of the balance sheet in making 
up the national account. We have enumerated our wealth of men, of 
money, of property of every description; we have ascertained approxi
mately the rate at which we are advancing as a nation in all the 
material elements of progress. We need also to case a glance at the 
increasing burdens which civilization has to bear. A very considera
ble portion of the revenues raised by the several states by means of 
taxation is absorbed in the care of the criminal and the unfortunate; 
in some states, more than half of the general revenue fund is devoted 



to this specific end. For the information of legislatures, it is 
important that the whole extent of the evil to be contended against 
shall be known, and that it shall be accessible in a single report, 
in order that they may make adequate provision for its care or alle
viation. The proper care of all these classes is the dictate 
alike of duty, of sentiment, and of self-interest. The subject de
mands a degree of interest and attention which it is difficult to 
secure for it. 
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There were, however, some contemporaries of Wines who objected to categoriz

ing those on "the wrong side of the balance sheet" of the nation's human resources 

as defectives. Wines acknowledged these objections in his Introductory Remarks, 

responding that: 

The insane, the idiots, the blind and the deaf are known in the 
census by the title defectives, or the defective class. Exception 
has been taken to this word as offensive, and not really descriptive 
in its application to them. The force of this exception is freely 
admitted. I should have preferred another term, had I been able to 
think of a better, but no one has suggested a better. The deaf and 
blind lack the sense of hearing or the sense of sight; the idiots 
lack the full development of their mental powers; and the insane have 
lost, to a greater or less extent, the faculty of reason or the bal
ance between the intellectual powers of which, before becoming insane, 
they are possessed, and which the most of them still partially retain. 
In the case of these four classes, their claim to the protecting care 
of the government is, therefore, based on a physical or mental defect 
.... It is because of this peculiar relation which they sustain to the 
public, that they are enumerated in the census, in. order that the 
governments referred to may know the precise extent of the claim which 
may justly be made in their behalf and the amount of provision to be 
made for them (Wines, 1888, p. 8). 

For Wines, the need to thoroughly carry out the census of society's deviants 

was urgent. He could be content that many of these misfits he set out to enu

merate were victims of fate, but that did not negate their place in the "morphology 

of evil" that demanded study. Wines set out to weigh society's burden, and to 

Wines, these various nonconforming elements were not unique and unrelated, merely 

be summed to obtain the total cost to society. On the contrary, they were highly 

related, influencing each other in some unknown, almost sinister way. About 

studying the different elements of the nonconforming classes in one study, Wines 

said: 

To my mind, the entire subject is one. The causes that work in 
modern society, with its high degree of organization and development, 
which tend to hasten the growth of either of the forms of misfortune 
included in this inquiry, affect the growth of all of them. The 
physical and moral causes which are the occasion of insanity in one 
man excite another to crime. The connection between crime and pauperism 
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is exceedingly close; so is the connection between crime and 
imbecility; but not more intimate than that between insanity and 
idiocy .... It is a well-ascertained fact that, in the operation of 
that mysterious but potent factor in the production of defective 
types of humanity which we call heredity, insanity in an ancestor 
may become idiocy or crime in a descendant, and vice versa (Wines, 
1888, p. 10). 

With this sense of urgency in locating and enumerating the deviant classes, 

it is not surprising that Wines and his co-workers developed proce.dures far more 

extensive than those employed in any previous census. Wines' p·rocedure for the 

enumeration of idiots and insane persons had three phases. It began with: 

... a list of institutions, throughout the United States, prepared 
with great care in adva~ce of the actual taking of the census, so that 
it is demonstrable that few, if any, of the important charitable and 
correctional institutions of the country failed to be accurately re
ported. Second, a system of special s chedules was devised, one for 
each separate class; and every enumerator was required not merely to 
enter upon the general population schedule the name of every defective 
person enumerated by him, but also to transfer the name of every such 
person to its appropriate special schedule and upon the schedule to 
answer certain definite questions, applicable to him as a member of 
the class to which he was supposed to belong. For this extra service, 
the enumerator was offered additional compensation; and it was im
pressed upon him that he shc uld exert himself to find these defective 
persons, and to make a full report of each case. He was asked to coun
sel with physicians upon this point, to make inquiries of neighbors, 
and to report all defectives, whether the information respecting them 
should be derived from the family to which they belonged or from other 
sources, if in his judgement it was worthy of confidence. By this 
method it was sought to obtain approximately as complete an enumeration 
of defectives outside of institutions as of the inmates of such insti
tutions. Third, with respect to the idiots and insane, the work of the 
enumerators was supplemented by correspondence with physicians, in all 
parts of the United States, to the number of nearly 100,000~ all of 
whom were furnished blank forms to return, and were invited and urged 
to report to the Census Office all idiots and lunatics within the sphere 
of their personal knowledge. Four-fifths of them responded to this 
invitation. . . . (Wines, 1888, p. 10). 

fhe third step in Wines' methodology of enumeration, that of asking 

physicians to furnish reports of idiots and lunatics known to them, may have 

been the result of the successful use of that procedure in a special census of 

insane and idiotic by the state of Massachusetts in 1854. But Wines and his 

co-workers were not simply after the numbers of persons falling within the 

"defective classes," although they were successful in enumerating over three 

times the idiots that had been counted just ten years prior. It was Wines' 

hope that the members of the defective, dependent and delinquent classes could 
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be studied in more depth than had ever been done before on such a large scale. 

To this end, the supplemental schedules were developed. (The 1880 supplemental 

schedule for idiots can be found at Appendix A with a list of the specific ques

tions contained within it.) 

In all, the 1880 census of idiots enumerated 76,249 members of that class. 

In addition, detailed information was collected on 27, 661 idiots. This data in

cluded the ability of those studied to use hands, feet and speech as well as the 

individual's head size. From this information Wines outlines a methodology f or 

the classification of the severity of the idiocy. Said Wines of his sample: 

These may be divided into five general groups: those which, in 
respect of the head size, use of hands, use of feet, and the power of 
speech are in the highest grade; those in the highest gra de of any 
three of these particulars; thos e in the highest grade in respect of 
two; thos e in the highest grade in r espect of one; and those not in 
the highest grade in any particular. [Unfortunately, Wines did not 
specify how one's being in the highest grade of power of speech, for 
example, was defined or measured.] The first of these groups numbers 
427; the second, 4,406; the third, 8,558; the fourth, 9,422; the fifth, 
4,848 (Wines, 1888, p. 44). 

Wines went on to discuss the results of this rather detailed study of over 

27,000 idiots saying: 

The first group, which contains those who have heads of natural 
size, who can speak well, and do skilled labor, are not, if correctly 
reported, idiots .... 

The idiocy of those in the second group may be questioned. Of 
this group, 194 are equal to those of the first group in every par
ticular, except that their heads are not believed to be of natural 
size .... 

The third group is inferior to the other two. It contains, 
however, 231 persons capable of skilled labor .... 

In the fourth group, we find a large number (1,140) of those 
who can neither walk nor speak, .. but, even in this group, 3,934 
can do coarse labor, and 35 are reported to be capable of labor of 
a higher grade ..•. 

The lowest grade contains 1,173 who cannot walk, 2,368 who 
cannot speak, and 1,304 who can do neither. Even in this group, 
however, there are 833 who can do coarse manual labor (Wines, 
1888, p. 45). 

Having looked at the results of this more close examination of over a third 

of the idiots whom his census managed to enumerate, Wines was compelled to recog

ni~e that over one-sixth of this group may not have been idiotic by what seemed 

to him a reasonable definition of the affliction. There seemed only one obvious 

conclusion and Wines drew it. He said: 
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I think its quite apparent, without further examination . .. 
·that idiocy is largely a question of definition, and that it is 
scarcely possible to form a correct opinion as to the amount of 
it from the enumeration contained in the census (1888, p. 45) . 

Owing to Wines' procedures of enumeration, the census of 1880 counted over 

three times the number of idiots than had been counted just ten years prior . 

Twenty-nine percent of this total came from the schedules supplied directly to 

physicians (U.S. Census Bureau, 1895). In addition, the 1880 census provided 

the first nationwide data on the number of mentally retarded persons in public 

institutions. Table 1 shows the results of the censuses from 1850 - 1880 in 

terms of the reported prevalence and incidence of idiocy. Table 2 summarizes 

the place of residence of those persons identified as idiots in the 1880 census. 

Wines observed on the basis of the 1880 data that of all the handicapped 

groups, those whom we now call mentally retarded are the least provided for. He 

commented: 

Provision for the training of idiotic children is of compara
tively recent origin and has not yet reached its full development. 
There are not one-half so many schools for the feeble-minded as 
there are for the blind, yet they contain a considerably larger 
number of inmaLes, which goes to show that there is a great unsat
isfied demand in the direction, and that the movement for the relief 
of idiots is in its infancy (U.S . Census Bureau, 1888, p. 28). 

To Wines, providing for the idiotic meant training in institutions for that 

class. At one point, he indicated that: 

Of ~~e 74,466 idiots outside of institutions [specifically 
for idiots], so far as it appears to us, only 809 have received 
any special training [spent time as an inmate in an institution, 
and following the training had been released]; and this not 
withstanding the fact that idiocy, as we have seen is a disease 
of infancy, three-fourths of the entire number being congenital 
cases (1888, p. 37). 

After locating in his census 809 idiots who had formerly been inmates of 

institutions for that class Wines commented that: 

These are certain and positive fruits of the system of public 
charities in this country. But there is reason to believe that 
the actual result, could it be ascertained, is very much greater 
than these figures would indicate (1888, p. 37). 

Since the 1880 census was the first to include in its final report the 

number of idiots in institutions, there is little in the way of comparison that 

can be done with Wines' findings. It is clear, however, that this census took 

place during a period of considerable growth both in the numbers and size of 



Table 1 

Idiotic Persons Identified by the U.S. Census 
over a Thirty-year Span 

Census Year 1850 1860 1870 

Number 

N/100,000 

Total 

76,895 

Institutions 
for Idiots 

2,429 

15,787 

68.1 

18,930 

60.2 

Table 2 

Residency of Idiotic Persons 
Enumerated by the 1880 Census 

Institutions 
for the Insane 

1,141 

Other 
Institutions 

241 

24,527 

63.6 

Almshouses 

5,867 

1880 

76,895 

153.3 

17 

Prisons/ 
Reform 

47 
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institutions for the retarded. In his special enumeration, Wines mentioned the 

four largest institutions for tha mentally retarded in the United States in 1880 

and furnished their inmate populations. Then Wines' figures are compared with 

those provided in the Proceedings of the Annual Session of Medical Officers of 

American Institutions for the Idiotic and Feeble-minded, 1879, a very sizable 

growth in these four largest institutions can be seen to have taken place be

tween 1878 and 1880. Table 3, found on page 22, shows that growth. 

A comparison of the 1878 and 1880 figures shows an increase in the inmate 

population of the nation's four largest institutions of 35% over a two-year 

pe riod. Whether all of the nation's other six institutions were experiencing 

equally rapid growth rates during this period is not known for sure, but it is 

clear that at least one of them was growing rapidly. At the 1879 Annual Session 

of the Medical Officers, 0. W. Archibald of Iowa reported: 

On September 5, 1876, we organized our school with only two 
children, but gradually received new recruits, until, at the end 
of fourteen months, we had in our school eighty-five pupils. 

At the present time, just two years and a half from our 
opening, we have one hundred and thirty-six children, with four
teen others accepted, making our school number one hundred and 
fifty, which is the utmost capacity of our building, and already 
have rejected sixty-five urgent applications for want of room 
(Status, 1879, p. 106). 

Before the mountains of data collected in the 1880 special report could be 

tabulated by the clerks hired for that purpose, edited into a volume and pub

lished, the ye~~ was 1888. By then the ten states with institutions about 

which Wines reported had been joined by four more. Between the 1887 and 1888 

Annual Sessions of the Medical Officers, in the words of the organization's 

president, George Knight, "two more states [had] fallen in line" (Knight, 1888, 

p. 51). This was a period of very rapid growth in providing for institutional 

care for retarded persons. Knight summed up this period of institutional 

growth in 1888 when he reported to his colleagues, the administrators of these 

institutions, that "public sentiment is with us" (1888, p. 51). 

It was during this period of rapid expansion of institutional facilities 

for the mentally retarded, and only two years after the publication of Wines' 

1880 census, that the 1890 Report on the Insane, Feeble-minded, D.eaf and Dumb 

and Blind in the United States was carried out. As the title of the special 

census indicates, it was concerned only with the class of persons considered 

defectives in Wines' study of "defective, dependent and delinquent classes." 
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In other wo~ds, paupers and convicts were not included in this special census. 

This study, under the direction of Dr. John Billings, who at the time of 

his appointment as Expert Special Agent was Deputy Surgeon General of the Army, 

was more restricted than the 1880 census in other ways. The major difference 

in the methodology of gathering demographic information on the "feeble-minded" 

(the term used in the Billings' special census, and equivalent to Wines' 

"idiots"), did suggest to the enumerators that "valuable hints as to the 

existence of feeble-minded and idiotic persons in the neighborhood and their 

residence may be obtained from physicians in their respective districts" 

(Wright & Hunt, 1900, p. 206). Inasmuch as prevalence figures in the two 

censuses are nearly the same, it would seem that enumerators must have availed 

themselves of this or some similar technique to locate those feeble-minded 

persons who had eluded census takers prior to 1880. It was to their advantage 

to do so since reimbursement for the enumeration of defectives was more than 

twice the rate paid for the normal populace. 

Another difference between the two special censuses was the absence in 

the latter of the extensive analytical narrative which accompanied the tables 

of the 1880 census. Whereas Wines had gone to great lengths to describe his 

findings and draw conclusions from them, Billings limited his presentation of 

the data primarily to tables. Where Wines had pointed out how idiocy rates 

decreased consistently as one moved west and south from New England, Billings 

apparently had found it sufficient to provide the rates for the various states 

and leave the analysis to the reader. Despite these differences, the special 

census of 1890 was modeled after that of 1880 and, therefore, allows many 

parts of the two to be compared. One area in which the two are comparable is 

in the report of institutionalized feeble-minded persons. 

In the span of ten years, from 1880 to 1890, the number of public 

institutions for the feeble-minded had doubled from ten to twenty. Addition

ally, there were four private institutions reported in 1890, where none had 

been found in the 1880 census. There were now 5,254 persons listed as being 

patients in institutions for the feeble-minded versus 2,429 just ten years 

before. The numbers of feeble-minded in institutions for the insane also 

doubled during this period, going from 1,141 in 1880 to 2,469 in 1890. Yet, 

because of the change in scope of the 1890 census, no data were reported on 

the number of feeble-minded in other types of institutions and prisons. It 
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is known, however, based on the data compiled for the 1890 Census Report on 

Paupers, that 7,811 inmates of almshouses were listed as idiots (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 1895). This compared with 5,867 in 1880. 

The 1880 and 1890 censuses also seem worthy ·of comparison in terms of the 

total number of idiotic feeble-minded persons counted. In that ten-year 

period, the number of enumerated feeble-minded persons rose from 76,249 to 

95,571. But the nation's population was rising very rapidly as well. In terms 

of feeble-minded persons per 100,000 population, the 1890 data provided a rate 

of 152.7 as compared with 153.3 in 1880 for the U.S. as a whole. Comparisons 

within and between states showed extreme fluctuations between the two enumera

tions. The rate of Rhode Island, for example, went from 84.6 per 100,000 in 

1880 to 141.2 in 1890. (An intermediate state census in Rhode Island in 1885 

had shown the rate to be 71.6.) 

Billings, like Wines in the 1880 census, also discovered that the Western 

and Southern states had substantially lower rates of feeble-mindedness. Both 

censuses found that the prevalence of feeble-mindedness in cities of over 

50,000 was less than half the national average. Again, however, those rates 

were highly unstable between censuses, with Washington, D.C.'s rate going from 

52.3 to 113.3 in ten years, while the rate in Buffalo dropped from 90.2 to 59.5 

during the same period. The largest shifts in rates during that period among 

cities over 50,000 were reported for Columbus, Ohio and Syracuse, New York. In 

these cases, however, it is clear that the rapid growth of the large institu

tions located in these cities during the ten-year period accounted . for most of 

that change. 

As can be seen in comparing the supplemental schedules in Appendix A, the 

format of enumerators' interviews was quite similar in the 1880 and 1890 cen

suses. There was, however, one significant addition to the 1890 schedule. 

This regarded "whether [the feeble-minded person] has had, or now has, any in

sane or feeble-minded relatives" (Wright & Hunt, 1900, p. 205). Billings ob

tained this information on 44,033 of the 95,571 feeble- minded persons enumer

ated. The rate of feeble-minded persons with feeble- minded relatives reported 

by Billings was 56.4 percent. Going back over Wines' data for 1880, Billings 

located 8,728 persons on whom information about relatives had been recorded. 

(Wines did not include this data in his report.) Using this information, 

Billings found that the rate in the 1880 group was 51.3 percent. We are 

1 
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provided no way of knowing how this sub-population which was examined for other 

cases of feeble-mindedness in the family was selected. There appears no reason 

to assume this selection was in any way random. 

Almost as suddenly as these enormous undertakings of enumerating the 

nation's defectives were given high priority among the many possible special 

investigations of the Census Office, they were halted. The 1900 special cen

suses were devoted primarily to the nation's interest in its rapidly growing 

industrial and commercial spheres. No inquiries about any special classes were 

authorized as special reports in 1900, and none were included with the general 

census of the population. 

Table 4 contains highlights of the census data from 1850 - 1890 concerning 

the numbers of enumerated mentally retarded persons in the United States and 

also the numbers of mentally retarded persons found in institutions for the 

feeble-minded and insane in 1880 and 1890. 

From 1899 through 1902 a good deal of attention was devoted in congres

sional committees and floor debates over the creation and organization of a 

permanent Bureau of the Census. Many scientists, economists and statisticians 

were asked to testify and most did so in favor of a permanent Bureau. After a 

good deal of debate and several amendments, a bill was passed through both 

Houses of Congress and was signed by the President on March 6, 1902. This 

legislation created a permanent Bureau of the Census within the Department of 

the Interior. (The Bureau was transferred to the Department of Commerce and 

Labor the following year.) W. R. Merriam was made the first full-time Director 

of the Census and Frederick Wines was appointed Assistant Director. 

The debates which had preceded the passage of this legislation had focused 

not only on the potential statistical improvements which would come from a 

permanent Bureau, but also on ways to economize and streamline the agency. 

After all, argued a number of persons, much of the information collected by the 

census was outdated before it could be disseminated. For this reason, a number 

of restrictions were placed on the work of the Bureau. One of these greatly 

restricted future enumerations of special classes. 

According to the legislation, 

The Director of the Census [was] authorized to collect 
statistics relating to special classes; including the insane, 
feeble-minded, deaf, dumb, and blind ... Provided [emphasis 
within legislation], that the reports herein authorized re
lating to mines, mining, and minerals shall be published on 
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Table 3 

Growth of Inmate Population of the Four Largest Institutions for Idiots, 
1878-1880 

Location of Institute 

Columbus, OR 

Media, PA 

Lincoln, IL 

Syracuse, NY 

Census Year 

Number 

N/100,000 Population 

# in Institutions for 
Mentally Retarded 

# in Institutions for 
Mentally Ill 

# in Almshouses 

1878 

400 

260 

160 

270 

1,090 

Table 4 

Idiotic Persons Enumerated by U.S . Census, 
1850-1890 

1850 1860 1870 1880 

15,787 18,930 24.527 76,249 

68.1 60.2 63.6 153.3 

2,429 

1,141 

5,867 

1880 

549 

322 

306 

295 

1,472 

1890 ' 

95,571 

152.7 

5,254 

2.469 

7,811 



or before July first, anna Domini nineteen hundred and three 
(House Report, 1902, p. 48). 

Even, however, should the Bureau be able to conclude its census of the mining 

industry on time, other restrictions were included in the legislation: 

The statistics of special classes, and of crime, pauperism and 
benevolence specified in this section shall be restricted to insti
tutions containing such classes [emphasis provided] .... The collec
tion of statistics .authorized by this section shall be made at such 
time or times and in such a manner as will not interfere with nor 
delay the rapid completion of the census reports provided in section 
seven of this act [population, mortality, pr·oducts of agriculture 
and manufacturing], and all reports prepared under the provisions of 
this section shall be designated as · "Special Reports of the ·census 
Office" (Ibid., p. 49). 
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The first e'Special Report" conducted under the new law was of "Insane and 

Feeble-minded in Hospitals and Institutions." The study was undertaken in 1904 

and published in 1906. As required by the Act of March 6, 1902, it was limited 

to institutionalized persons in facilities for the insane and feeble-minded. 

Summary 

Decennial enumerations of idiots and the feeble-minded were conducted 

between 1850 and 1890. In each census, an attempt was made to count all 

idiots or all feeble-minded persons within the nation. These enumerations 

were part of the regular census until 1880. In that year, the work of the 

regular census takers were supplemented with lists provided by approximately 

100,000 physicians who were asked to provide the names of the idiots of whom 

they were aware. These special lists accounted for 29 percent of the total 

enumeration. In addition, the 1880 census takers were provided with supple

mental schedules on which they gathered additional information on "defectives." 

Also reported for the first _time in this census was the number of institution

alized persons. 

While the 1890 census did not appear to approach its enumeration of special 

classes with the same rigor as the census which preceded it, the results of the 

census were remarkably similar to the 1880 census. In 1880, 76,895 persons were 

found to be idiots; in 1890, , 95,609 feeble-minded were counted. Still, the nurnr 

ber per 100,000 population in the two years was 154.3 and 152.7, respectively. 

Between the two censuses, the number of feeble-minded persons institutionalized 

doubled. 
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In 1900, no census of special classes was conducted. In 1902, the act of 

Congress governing the work of the Bureau of the Census prohibited the Bureau 

from attempting any other general census of special classes. From 1902 on, 

studies of feeble-minded persons were limited to those who were inmates in in
stitutions. 

IN 



ENUMERATIONS OF 

FEEBLE-MINDED PERSONS IN INSTITUTIONS 

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE DECENNIAL CENSUS, 

1900-1923 

An extensive study of the mining industry and the mineral wealth of the 

United States was completed on schedule and published with the rest of the 

Twelfth Census of 1900. As authorized, the Bureau then began planning for a 

census of institutionalized special classes. 

John Koren, a statistician and permanent employee of the Bureau of the 

Census, was appointed Expert Special Agent for the "Special Report on Insane 

and Feeble-minded in Hospitals and Institutions: 1904." Not only was Koren's 

area of inquiry limited by the 1902 legislation, it was also limited by his 

concept of the role of the statistician. Said Koren (U.S. Census Bureau, 1906, 

p. 205) about the rigid demographic orientation of the special census: 

It is not feasible to enter upon a more intimate statistical 
study of a small group of this class at the present time. In fact, 
what belongs to the etiology of feeble-mindedness should be eluci
dated by medical experts rather than by statisticians, and so long 
as alienists make but little progress in diagnosis of the origin of 
feeble-mindedness in the individuals under their personal observa
tion ... it is extremely dangerous for statisticians to enter upon 
the field. 

Because of this feeling on Koren's part, which may well have been influenced 

by the reality that he was legally authorized to do little more, the 1904 special 

report did not deal "with the causes and kinds of feeble-mindedness, the family 

relations of the defective, nor any other aspect of the etiology of the individ

ual case" (Ibid). 

Still, while apparently satisfied with conducting a study which avoided 

the genetic and medical questions related to feeble-mindedness, Koren was 

clearly disturbed by the restriction to institutions of the census of special 

classes. In Koren's opinion (Ibid, p. 206): 

..• what should be the primary object of an enumeration of the 
feeble-minded Iis] to determine the number and distribution of all 
the feeble-minded in the country. The importance of accomplishing 
this one object can not be overestimated. The existing provisions 

25 
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made for the institutional care of the feeble-minded are, on the 
whole, much less adequate than those of other defective classes, 
and in many sections of the country they are wholly lacking. Little 
improvement, however, can be looked for as it is not even known how 
many stand in need of such care. 

Koren's estimation was that the number of feeble-minded outside of insti

tutions who "urgently require(d) institutional care" was in the "thousands·." 

Still, that was another study to be put off until Congress could comprehend its 

importance. For now Koren's job was "merely to give in outline, a statistical 

picture of the movement of population in special public and private institutions 

or schools for the feeble-minded during twelve months, together with general 

facts in regard to the color, sex, age, and nationality of the inmates (p. 206). 

Copies of the Schedules used are attached in Appendix A. 

The period between the 1890 "Report on the Insane, Feeble-minded, Deaf and 

Dumb, and Blind" and the 1903 study was one of significant growth in all types 

of charitable institutions. During this period the greatest increase occurred 

among those institutions designated as for the insane, where the number doubled 

from 162 to 328. Substantial growth occurred as well among institutions for 

the feeble-minded. These institutions grew from a total of 24 in 1890 to 42 in 

1903. During this period private institutions for the feeble-minded increased 

by ten, while public institutions increased by eight. By 1903 there were 21 

states which had a private, but no public, institution. During this thirteen

year period, nine states which previously had not had either public or private 

institutions, ~ade provision for the institutional care of the feeble-minded. 

As large as was this growth in the number of institutions, even greater 

was the growth in the size of the public institutions. The reason for this may 

have been accurately assessed by Enerich (1917) when he said that "it seems 

easier to get the legislature to appropriate funds for more buildings for the 

institutions we already have, than it does to get new institutions" (p. 74). 

Institutions for the feeble-minded faced two great pressures during this 

period. The first was the pressure to admit more and more children. The senti

ment of the nation seemed to support Wilmarth's (1895) "fullest faith that there 

[would] be no halt in the progress ... until this class, largely created by the 

sins of ancestry and the senseless laxity of laws regulating marriage, has pro

tection from the vicious element of society and the indulgence of their own 

natural instincts, unbridled by the control of a moral sense" (p. 517). But 

the other pressure was to do all this at the least possible cost. The concern 
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over minimizing costs of institutional care permeated the discussions of the 

Medical Officers of these institutions. Many practical suggestions on how to 

keep down costs were offered, such as the one by Dr. A. C. Rogers of the Minne

sota School for Feeble-minded at Faribault, who reported: "Low grade children 

who can do nothing else are set to carrying stones from one pile to another, 

and by these well-directed efforts, the destruction of clothing and furniture 

is prevented" (1895, p. 593). But while this sort of effort could save the 

public substantial amounts of money, it was in making the institution as self

sufficient as possible that the savings could be maximized. It was the large 

institution with its many departments that could bring about the largest sav

ings, and so the institutions grew. 

During the period from June 1, 1890 until December 31, 1903, the population 

of institutions for the mentally retarded grew from 5,254 to 14,347. In the 

calendar year 1904, that number grew another 1,164 to a total of 15,511, showing 

nearly a three-fold increase in a period of fifteen years. Of these totals, 

only about 3.2 percent were residents of one of the fourteen private institu

tions. 

By 1904 the average public institution held over 500 inmates, doubling the 

average resident population of only fourteen years before. The largest insti

tution, The Asylum for Feeble-minded Children in Lincoln, Illinois had grown to 

a population of 1,241, more than four times as large as it was a quarter century 

earlier. 

In addition to directing the study of the insane and feeble-minded in 

hospitals and institutions, Koren was concurrently in charge of the 1904 report 

on "Paupers in Almshouses." While finding that the number of almshouses had 

only grown from 2,373 to 2,476 since 1890 and that the rate of "paupers cared 

for by the public authorities in almshouses" had dropped from 132 to 101 per 

100,000 of the general population, Koren noted that the number of feeble-minded 

in almshouses had grown from 7,811 in 1890 to 16,551 in 1904. Twenty percent 

of all those in almshouses were reported to be feeble-minded. But Koren warned, 

"the classification of paupers as insane, feeble-minded, etc., lays no claim to 

scientific precision; therefore, some of the persons designated as insane are 

probably only feeble-minded and vice-versa" (Bureau of the Census, 1906, p. 35)• 

For the first time in the 1904 study, patient movement was observed. During 

that year, 2,599 persons were admitted to institutions, while 574 died, 212 were 
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transferred to other institutions, and 635 were discharged. Of those discharged, 

571, about 88%, were placed in the custody of relatives or friends, while 9% were 

released outright. 

Concerning the condition of the inmates of the institutions for the feeble

minded, Koren noted: 

More than three-tenths, or 30.2 percent, of the feeble-minded 
in institutions were defective in other ways. Among this class 
epilepsy seems to have been the most common additional defect, as 
nearly three-fifths of them were epileptics. The maimed, crippled, 
or deformed were slightly more numerous than the paralytics, who 
constituted nearly one-sixth of those with additional defects. The 
proportions of deaf-mutes (1.5%) and blind (.2%) among the class 
we r e small. 

As the first thorough study of the characteristics of inmates of institu

tions f or the feeble-minded, Koren's special report f orms a comparative base 

for demographic studies of institutionalized populations in the years that fol

low. But this study and all subsequent governmental studies lacked the vigor 

of earlier census studies. The studies became, henceforth, straight statistical 

descriptions of institutional populations. 

At the time of the Thirteenth Census in 1910, another study of the Insane 

and Feeble-minded in Hospitals and Institutions was undertaken. Like the spe

cial report of 1904, this census did not require special enumerators. The pro

cedure for these special enumerations involved the following system, described 

by Joseph Hill, the Expert Special Agent for the 1910 study: 

The canvas was made through the agency of officials or other 
persons connected with the institutions who were commissioned as 
special agents of the Bureau of the Census to fill out and return 
the required schedules. A sheet schedule with a line for each 
name was used for the enumeration of inmates at the beginning of 
the year; but the records of admissions during the year were ob
tained on individual cards which were filled out and returned to 
the Bureau each montq. Similar card schedules were obtained for 
inmates who were discharged or were transferred to other insti
tutions, or who died (Bureau of the Census, 1914a, p. 11). 

Like his predecessor, Hill undertook his restricted task (enumerating only 

those feeble-minde~ who were in institutions) with a feeling that an important 

task was being overlooked. In his final report, he discusses a census conducted 

in Massachusetts in 1912: 

An indication of the situation as to the feeble-minded in a 
single state is furnished by the Massachusetts state board of in
sanity, which has charge of institutions for this class. According 
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to the report of this board for 1912, the results of a special 
census of the feeble- minded showed a total of 5,007 feeble-minded 
enumerated in the general population (2,640 males and 2,367 fe
males) . In addition, 245 were reported by the overseers of the 
poor, making 5,252 not in institutions . The number in institu
tions was 2,587 , including 1,915 in two state institutions for 
the feeble-minded and 672 in state hospitals and asylums. Ac
cording to this census, the total number of feeble-minded in the 
state was therefore 7,839. The Census was not regarded as being 
complete, but is of interest to note that if the number of feeble
minded in proportion to total population was the same for the en
tire United States as it was in Massachusetts according to this 
census, the total number of feeble-minded would be over 200,000. 
Probably this may be regarded as a conservative estimate of the 
number of feeble-minded in the United States. It would indicate 
that not over one-tenth of the feeble-minded are being cared for 
in special institutions (Bureau of the Census, 1914a, p. 183-184). 

The 1910 special report revealed that the number of institutions for the 

feeble-minded had grown rapidly in just six years. From the 1904 total of 42 

institutions, 28 public and 14 private, the numbers had swelled by 1910 to 63, 

35 public and 28 private. As the number of institutions grew, so too did 

their populations. By January 1, 1910, the numbers of persons in special in

stitutions for the feeble-minded was reported as 20,731. 2 Of these persons, 

19,499 (94%) were residents of public institutions and 1,232 (6%) were resi

dents of private institutions. 
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In 1910 a special report on "Paupers in Almshouses," was conducted by Hill 

and ran concurrent to the census of insane and feeble-minded. In that report 

13,238 feeble-minded persons were reported among institutionalized paupers. 

While Hill commented that "it should be noted that the number of insane, feeble

minded, and epileptics in almshouses is doubtless an understatement" (Bureau of 

the Census, 1914b, p. 42), his analysis of patient movement during that year 

revealed that almshouses were being less frequently used for housing the feeble

minded. On January 1, 1910, 15.7 percent of all persons in almshouses were 

l:ls.ted as feeble-minded. This compared with 20.2 percent in 1904. Of those ad

mitted to almshouses in 1910, only 4,408 were feeble-minded. This compared with 

2The survey form was not returned by South Dakota in 1910. Interpolation form 
1904 and 1916 data from South Dakota would indicate about 180 residents in 
that state's institution. Using that figure, rather than zero as used by Hill, 
the total inmate population of institutions for the feeble-minded in 1910 would 
be 20,911. 
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6,363 feeble-minded admitted to almshouses in 1904. In other words, by 1910 

only five percent of those admitted to almshouses were feeble-minded versus 

about eight percent six years before. The reason for this change did not elude 

Hill. In his introductory remarks to the special report on "Paupers in Alms

houses" he says: "The number of insane and feeble-minded in almshouses is 

shown to be declining, doubtless as a result of the establishment of special 

institutions for the care of these classes of defectives" (Bureau of the Census, 

1914b, p. 10). The data from the 1904 special report show the ratio of feeble

minded in almshouses to feeble-minded in special institutions to be 115.4/100. 

By 1910 that ratio dropped to 63.9/100. The "special institution" was by 1910 

clearly accepted as the most appropriate place to send the feeble-minded. Un

fortunately, as was the case in 1904, the 1910 report provided no information 

on the number of feeble-minded who were inmates in hospitals for the insane. 

While there appears to have been considerable movement of patients from 

almshouses to special institutions from 1904 to 1910, there was no substantial 

shift in the age distribution of the inmates of these institutions. In both 

years, the percent of residents under the age of thirty remained about 86 per

cent. Admissions figures for 1910 show that about 74.2 percent of new patients 

fell in the 0-19 age range, with about 50 percent of the new admissions falling 

from 10 to 19 years of age. 

In the one-year period of January 1 to December 31, 1910, 3,825 persons 

were admitted to institutions for the feeble-minded (3,531 public and 294 pri

vate), 1,009 inmates were discharged from these institutions, 180 were trans

ferred to other types of institutions, and 895 died. Of those inmates discharged, 

only 55 were reported as able to care for themselves. 

It is of interest to note that while on a national level there appeared 

certain degrees of stability in demographic characteristics of people institu

tionalized as feeble-minded, there was considerable change in the physical 

characteristics reported for those residents. Based on figures from the 1904 

and 1910 enumerations, the percentage of physically defective declined from 

30.2 to 25.3 during that period. The explanation for this decline may be in 

the growth in the numbers and size of institutions for the feeble-minded which 

could now admit less severely handicapped persons than they could previously. 

In 1910 the percentage of physically defective admissions had dropped to 23.8. 
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Equally interesting in looking at physical characteristics of the 

institutionalized feeble-minded persons are the differences in percentages of 

physically defective among .institution populations in the various regions of 

the United States. In the most urbanized and developed New England and Middle 

Atlantic states the physically defective made up from 15 - 20 percent of the 

total institutionalized population, while in the much more sparsely populated 

states west of the Mississippi River, the percentages of physically defective 

ran more than two times the rate of the Eastern states. This differential may 

be explained in part by the greater difficulty in dealing with a physically 

handicapped person in the more rural parts of the country, but equally impor

tant is that most of the Western states had rates of institutionalization con

siderably below those of more urban states. In other words, these Western 

states seemed to be not yet at the point of active recruitment of institutional 

populations. These states were not long to remain behind, however. During the 

1910 calendar year, the residential population of institutions for the feeble

minded in the Mountain and Pacific states grew fifty percent. 

In his discussion of the results of the census, Hill commented on the 

growth of institutions and noted how he felt their function was perceived by 

his contemporaries: 

Institutional care of the feeble-minded ... has become almost 
entirely a function of the state. A variety of causes have com
bined to produce this result. The tendency of the day is to re
gard all dependents of whatever class as wards of the state, for 
whose care the state is primarily responsible. Anothe r influence 
may be the realization that the state institutions are to a con
siderable degree superseding the almshouses and like them are 
discharging a public function in caring for the defective class. 
Still another, and probably the most important cause, is the in
creasing conviction that the segregation and institutional care 
of the feeble-minded is necessary, even more as a matter of pro
tection to the public than of benevolence for the inmates, and 
that the needed care can be secured only through the enforcement 
of law, which can scarcely be intrusted to private institutions 
(Bureau of the Census, 1910a, p. 184). 

It is interesting to compare Hill's observations with those of William 

Harris in a Summary of State Laws Relating to the Dependent Classes: 1913 

(published in 1914). In the summary Harris took note of the "change in the 

attitude of the state and the public toward those who are unable to provide 

for themselves, whatever the cause of their inability" (p. 5). Harris cited 

what he considered evidence of this change contained within laws providing for 
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dependent classes: 

Insane asylums are called state hospitals; state "charity" with 
its almost inevitable stigma, is gradually giving place to state 
"aid," and it is coming to be recognized that the mere fact of ina
bility to support oneself does not necessarily involve any disgrace . 
That stage, indeed, has not been reached everywhere, but that the 
later laws in many states have been framed in recognition of it is 
very evident (p. 5-6). 

Harris continued, saying: 

This change in attitude has been accompanied by a marked tendency 
toward the centralization under state auspices of those agencies for 
the care and relief of dependents, which formerly were left distinc
tively to local authorities -- town, county, or municipality; and 
state after state has made statutory provision for that care and for 
its supervision or control (p. 6). 

Harris went on to point out that in 1904 only 15 states had any organiza

tion to supervise the functioning of charitable and correctional facilities 

within its boundaries. But within "another decade ... there is not a single 

state that does not, in some form, recognize its duty to secure better care for 

those who cannot care for themselves" (p. 6). 

Harris characterized the contemporary legislation as follows: 

Thus the laws affecting dependent, neglected, and delinquent 
children almost invariably contain the caution and the injunction 
that they should be interpreted liberally, to the intent that the 
child's best interests may be subserved; and with this in view the 
child ... is to be placed in a good home or a well-conducted insti
tution, or, better still, kept in its own home, even if it costs 
the state something to keep it there .... The feeble-minded ... and 
others ·are no longer regarded as drags upon the community, who 
must somehow be taken care of, but as unfortunates to whom the 
community owes relief and support (Bureau of the Census, 1914c, 
p. 6). 

The contrast between the observations of Hill and Harris in the two Census 

Bureau documents, both published in 1914, is rather remarkable. Clearly this 

period stood out as one in which no single attitude could be attributed to the 

populous as a whole. A number of reasons for this lack of consensus can be 

mentioned. For one thing, it appears that many people in the community did not 

find the idea of -locking a person up because he was considered feeble-minded 

easily justifiable. This was especially true with the "moron class," the 

"mildly retarded" persons who had struck so much fear into the hearts of those 

who had considered all social problems from crime, to pauperism, to insanity, 

to feeble-mindedness, interrelated and inseparable thirty years prior. Said 
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Fernald (1919, p. 119): 

That such misgivings are well-founded is apparently shown by the 
studies made of discharged patients at Rome and Waverly. At Waverly, 
a careful study of discharges for twenty-five years showed that a 
very small proportion of the discharged male morons had committed 
crimes, or had married or become parents, or had failed to support 
themselves, or had become bad citizens. 

As time appeared to strip away the fear that had directed the public 

attitude toward the feeble-minded, what was left? The answer seemed to be: 

the cost. Fernald spoke to this as well, saying: 

The average citizen is not yet convinced that he should be taxed 
to permanently support an individual who is capable of thirty, fifty 
or seventy percent of normal economic efficiency, on the mere theory 
that he is more likely than a normal person to become 5 social prob
lem (1919, p. 120). 
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What was the cost? No one, it seemed, had ever asked that question. By 

1915 there were over 500 institutions, hospitals, colonies and other facilities, 

operated by state funds caring for members of the "defective, dependent, and de

linquent classes," and no one had ever assessed the cost to the nation. It was 

a job that needed attention and it was undertaken in 1916. This study was con

ducted by the Bureau of the Census "in cooperation with the Eugenics Record 

Office ." 

In all, the 1916 Statistical Directory of State Institutions for the 

Defective, Dependent and Delinquent Classes covered institutions caring for 

ten different classes. One of these classes was the feeble-minded. 

In the Statistical Directory, institutions for the feeble-minded were 

reported on in three groups: institutions for the feeble-minded (27), feeble

minded and epileptic (9), and feeble-minded, blind, and deaf (1). This study 

is unique in that for the first time administrative data are provided on the 

various institutions. It is limited in that it reports only on state institu

tions. Under the direction of Sam L. Rogers, it developed a format for data 

collection that influenced later demographic and administrative studies. 

In the years between 1910 and 1916 four states (Colorado, Vermont, 

Oklahoma, and Wyoming) opened their first institution for the feeble-minded. 

This brought the total of state institutions to 37. Since the 1904 and 1910 

census covered all "public" institutions, including in its study city and 

county institutions for the feeble-minded and wards for the feeble-minded in 

asylums for the insane, the 1916 data on population are not comparable to 
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earlier studies without some recomputation. This is not to the fault of the 

study, however, since the restricted purpose of this survey was to measure only 

the cost of operating the various state institutions. (Neither was it concerned 

primarily with the diagnostic labels placed on the inmates.) 

Adding in the 1910 resident populations of the public institutions which 

were not included in the data on feeble-minded in the Statistical Directory, the 

number of feeble-minded inmates in the 40 public institutions in 1916 was about 

27,665. This represents more than a twenty-five percent growth in six years. 

No data wer~ gathered on private institutions in this study. But as rapidly 

as the inmate population was growing in the state institutions, the institutions 

were averaging only 96% of capacity according to this survey. 

One marked trend which is demonstrated by this data is a shift in the ratio 

of males to females in the institutional population during this era. In 1890 

there were 124.2 feeble-minded males for every 100 feeble-minded females in 

public institutions. In 1904 the ratio was 116.2 males/100 females. By 1910 

the ratio had dropped to 113.4/100. In 1916 the ratio had nearly leveled out 

with 101.2 males/100 females. By 1923 that trend would stabilize and the ratio 

would remain 101.2/100. 

The explanation for this trend from 1890 to 1916 lies not in changes in 

admission patterns. In all the studies from 1890 to 1923, males were more fre

quently admitted than females. The trend is explicable in looking at the dis

charge rates. During this period, the discharge rates for men were 30-40 percent 

greater than of women. A woman, at least until past childbearing age, was much 

less likely to be released from an institution than was a man. Examining the 

1910 admission figures, it is evident that the only period in which female ad

missions were higher than male were the childbearing years 20-44. In the child

hood, middle age and later years, male admissions were always higher. 

In 1915, a total of 4,839 persons were admitted to state institutions for 

the feeble-minded. Of these, 1,101 were admitted to institutions for epileptic 

and feeble-minded. In that same year, 1,309 left the institution and 882 died 

while inmates. The net gain in institutional population was, then, 2,423 for 

the year. 

The administrative data collected in 1915 for the year 1915 is the first 

attempt ever to estimate the costs incurred in operating state institutions 

for defective, dependent and delinquent classes on a nation-wide basis. The 
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value of the physical plants of institutions for the feeble-minded was 

calculated to be $24,358,804. This came to about $920 per capita institutional 

residents . The value of these plants per 100,000 population of the state shows 

wide variation in the relative financial outlays by various states, with the 

Massachusetts facilities valuing $53,332 per 100,000 persons in the state and 

North Carolina facilities valuing $4,608 per 100,000. While not as large as 

the relative difference among states in the value of their physical plants, 

the range of expenditures for maintenance and operation of state institutions 

was also large. The national average expenditure per inmate per month was 

$15.21, while Colorado was spending over $30.00 in its new institution opened 

in 1912 and Ohio was spending less than $12.00 to run the nation's largest in

stitution for the feeble-minded. Similarly, patient/staff ratios varied 

widely, with Colorado's being the lowest (3.6/1) and Kentucky's the highest 

(11.8/1); the national average being 6.1/1. Breakdowns of institutional staffs 

according to job description showed that of the 4,165 employees, about one

sixth (687) worked in a professional or administrative capacity, about one

half (2,024) worked as attendants, nurses, or in other direct-care capacities, 

and the other one-third (1,454) worked as ancillary personnel (cooks, mainte

nance worker, etc.). 

The facts and trends summarized here will be found entabled in more 

detail in the last section of this report. In examining the figures provided 

concerning the percent of total state governmental expenditures that the various 

states spent on state institutions, one finds the range stretching from 5.4% 

in Alabama to 30.5% in Massachusetts. The median percent of total state expend

itures was 15.4%. It is of little wonder, then, that all subsequent reports 

on institutionalized populations of the feeble-minded would contain information 

on the cost of providing that care. 

All Bureau of Census studies following the publishing of the Statistical 

Directory included administrative data (costs, employees, value of the institu

tions, etc.) as introduced in the 1916 study. In addition, the sections refer

ring to the characteristics of residents were substantially amplified. The 

main force in this revision was the growing acceptance of a method of classify

ing feeble-minded persons. 

The classification of "mental defectives" was first proposed by an 

Englishman, P. M. Duncan, as early as 1860. Duncan outlined three levels of 

feeble-mindedness: 
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... simpletons, imbeciles and idiots. The first are those feeble
minded, who have not been able to receive instruction in the ordinary 
manner, who do not possess the experience in life peculiar to those 
of their age in their social position, and who are said to be "dolts," 
"stupids," or "fools" by the uncharitable. They have nearly all the 
faculties to a certain degree, but indicate their alliance to the 
true idiot Iemphasis provided] by their physiological deficiencies 
and general inertia of mind. They are to be distinguished from the 
backward and ill-taught (Duncan, 1860, p. 5-6). 

While this t erminology and modifications, particularly in regard to the 

highest grade f or which "simpleton," "moron," "debile," and "feeble-minded" were 

applied by various authors, were much discussed by workers in the field, it was 

not included in the Bureau of the Census studies until the 1923 study. The rea

son for the delay was the lack of any systematic way of making such distinctions 

until the general adoption of the Binet scale as an instrument of categoriza

tion. The history of this process of acceptance of the scale in the United 

States as a measure of an innate and fi xed level of intelligence is ex tremely 

interesting, but hardly within the scope of this review. Suffice it to say the 

Binet scale received a rather rapid success in the United States from the time 

it was introduced in the country in 1908, and by 1920 was accepted as a means 

of classifying mental defectives by the American Association for the Study of 

Feeble-mindedness. This association, previously the Association of Medical 

Officers of American Institutions for Idiotic and Feeble-minded Persons and 

to become in 1933 the American Associations on Mental Deficiency (AAMD), 

adopted the terms "idiot," "imbecile" and "idiot" to refer to the feeble

minded. In defining those terms the association relied on the scores derived 

from Terman's adaptation of the Binet scale. That definition will be outlined 

in the next chapter of this review covering the annual censuses of institutions 

for the feeble-minded and epileptics beginning in 1926. It was, however, first 

employed in the 1923 Bureau of the Census' report on the "Feeble-minded and 

Epileptics in Institutions." 

The 1923 census of institutions also added institutions for the epileptic 

within its scope. The first such institution had been opened in 1894 by the 

state of Ohio. In 1898, Massachusetts and New Jersey opened institutions ex

clusively for epileptics, and one (North Carolina) had an exclusive department 

within its State Hospital. In enumerating the feeble-minded and epileptics, 

the 1923 census was structured so as to enumerate feeble-minded and epileptics 

as a single class as well as providing a breakdown according to primary "defect." 
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This allowed comparison witn earlier studies which had included the colonies 

for the epileptic. This dual computation of the feeble-minded (later "mentally 

defective" and "mentally retarded") and the epileptic was continued in govern

ment censuses of institutions through 1959. At that time the distinction would 

be considered "no longer meaningful." From then on, the two types of institu

tions were considered as a single kind. 

By January 1, 1923, the number of public institutions for the feeble-minded 

had grown to 66, 26 more than there were in 1916. The most notable growth during 

this period, however, was in the number of private institutions for the feeble

minded. Although no data were collected on private institutions in 1916, from 

1910 to 1923 the number of private institutions for the feeble-minded grew from 

28 to 73 . Still, these 73 private institutions accounted for only 3,788 or 7.2 

percent of the 49,096 total inmates of institutions for the feeble-minded and 

epileptic, up from 6 percent in 1910. In addition to the study of "Feeble

minded and Epileptics in Institutions," the Bureau of the Census conducted 

special reports on the "Insane in Hospitals" and "Paupers in Almshouses" in 

1923. The returns from those censuses indicated that there were 6,887 feeble

minded without psychosis in hospitals for the insane and 12,183 feeble-minded 

in almshouses. The number of feeble-minded in almshouses had decreased by 25 

percent from 1904 when 16,551 feeble-minded persons were in almshouses. 

In addition to the demographic information contained in the 1923 report, 

the administrative data first collected for the Statistical Directory of 1916, 

were now made part of census of institutions for the feeble-minded. This in

formation, however, was collected only for the state institutions. In the 

period from 1916 to 1923, the national average cost for maintaining a person 

in a state institution rose from $15.21 per month to $25.75 per month (or $16.74 

controlling for inflation during that interval). During the same period the 

total value of institutions for the feeble-minded grew from ~bout 24.4 million 

dollars to 41.5 million dollars, with the per capita value increasing from $920 

to about $1,230. The increase in per capita cost of care occurred despite an 

increase in the patient-staff ratio from 6.1 in 1916 to 6.6 in 1923. The reader 

will find the results of these surveys of institutions for the feeble-minded 

summarized in the final chapter of this volume. 

Much more could be said about the 1923 study of "Feeble-minded and 

Epileptics in Institutions." As a document, it contained nearly two hundred 
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pages of charts with brief descriptions . In the following years it became the 

standard methodology and format for subsequent annual reports on feeble-minded 

in institutions through 1946. Since its methodology and format became that of 

a series of studies beginning in 1926, they have not been discussed here, but 

will be in the next section of this review. 

While primarily a statistical document and containing little narrative 

other than that which explained the tables of data, the introduction of the 

1923 census contained a subsection entitled, "Value of the Study." In this 

section the author, whose identity was not recorded, stated: 

It must be borne in mind in considering the data herein presented 
that only a small part of the feeble-minded in the United States are 
in institutions established for their care. The vast majority are in 
the community, where many of them get along reasonably well and are 
partially or wholly self-supporting (Bureau of the Census, 1926, 
p. 14). 

The fear of the feeble-minded seemed considerably subsided by the time this 

document was published in 1926. In fact, in terms of government enumerations of 

feeble-minded, the attitude seemed to turn in this period to a clear lack of 

interest. From 1926 on, the Bureau of the Census studies would be conducted 

routinely, with no change in methodology or format, until 1946. These studies 

became, as Lurnburg and Morse (194 7) so aptly characterized them, "essentially 

a bookkeeping project." 

It is somewhat difficult to draw a clear line separating the study of 1923 

from those which followed it. As has been said, in content and format the 1923 

census of institutions is more similar to those which were undertaken subsequent 

to it, than it was to those which proceded. The distinction made here in link

ing it with earlier studies is made solely on the basis of the nature of its 

authorization. The 1902 act making permanent the Bureau of the Census author

ized the Bureau to conduct one enumeration of special classes in institutions 

in conjunction with each decennial census. These occurred in 1904 in conjunc

tion with the census of 1900, in 1910 in conjunction with the census of that 

same year and 1023 in conjunction with the census of 1920. As authorized by 

the act of 1902, these census were limited to one per decade. 

In the years 1926, 1927 and 1928, the Secretary of Commerce authorized 

the Bureau to conduct three annual studies of "inmates of penal institutions 

and of institutions for the care of the mentally diseased and of feeble-minded 

and epileptics" (Senate Reports, 1929, p. 2). These reports had the advantage 
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in the eyes of W. M. Steuart, the director of the Bureau, of being able to 

show changes in administrative costs and population movement at regular, annual 

intervals. Beyond this, Steuart went to the Congress to get formal approval 

and funding of these annual censuses of institutions. That authorization wa s 

made as a public law on March 4, 1931. 

Surrunary 

Unlike the attempts to enumerate the total number of idiots and feeble

minded persons in the United States conducted in conjunction with the national 

census of 1840-1890, the 1904 and 1910 special censuses were conce rned only 

with insane and feeble-minded in institutions. This change was required by 

the legislation which created a permanent Bure au of the Census. 

In addition to the special census of institutionalized feeble-minded 

persons, a 1916 Statistical Directory of State Institutions for Def e c tive , 

Dependent and Delinquent Classes was published by the Bureau in 1919. It 

contained the first administrative data (costs, staffing , e tc.) collected on 

a nationwide basis on institutions. This type of data was retained in sub

sequent censuses by the Bureau. 

In 1923 a census of institutions was conducted in conjunction with the 

1920 national census. It included both patient and administra tive data and 

was the first census to categorize inmates according to degree of feeble

mindedness. The methodology of the 1923 census wa9_ used for the annual studies 

of feeble-minded ("mental defectives" beginning in 1929) and epileptics in 

institutions which were conducted on an annual basis by the Bureau of the 

Census from 1926 - 1946. 



ANNUAL BUREAU OF THE CENSUS SURVEYS 

OF MENTAL DEFECTIVES IN INSTITUTIONS, 

1923-1946 

In examining the demographic studies of feeble-minded persons which were 

undertaken prior to 1926, the reader is often struck with the sense of purpose 

of those undertaking the studies. That is not to say, of course, that the 

ideas expressed and the methods employed always represented positive directions 

in the enlightenment of America's citizenry concerning the nature of institu

tions for the feebie-minded and their inmates. These studies contained many 

forays into areas of research no longer considered fruitful. Many ideas ex

pressed by the authors of these reports are today passe and at times disturbing 

and objectionable. Still these studies, as was the institutional movement they 

reflected, were governed by a clear sense of purpose. Like the ideas about the 

feeble-minded in general which were expressed in word and deed prior to the 

mid-twenties, these studies sought not only to describe the r ealities of feeble

mindedness and institutions for that class, but also to pr ovide information to 

affect what were hoped would be better new realities. In short, these studies 

were perceived as having a clear reason for being conducted and they were car

ried out so that their purpose might be realized. 

The demographic studies which followed those reported in the first part 

of this review appear to reflect a totally different attitude about mentally 

defective persons in institutions. While from 1904 until the present day 

studies of demographic characteristics of mentally retarded persons in insti

tutions have generally been less flexible in providing useful information about 

those persons who have been relegated to long-term segregated care, it is the 

period from 1926 until the present in which the increasing rigidity most stands 

out. Spanning an era in which many options to institutionalization have been 

created, these studies continued to present year after year the same basic in

formation about the ages, sex, and level of retardation of mentally retarded 

persons committed to the nation's institutions. While much of these data had 
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potential utility, seldom were they carefully analyzed. Relegated to library 

shelves, these studies produced as little interest as the institutions and 

inmates they had enumerated. The primary value of reviewing these studies now 

is to document statistically the development of institutional care for men

tally retarded persons in the United States and the subsequent trends toward 

"deinstitutionalization." 

The summary tables relating to institutional populations will be found in 

the last section of this report. It should be noted that from 1939 through 

1959 the statistics reported by various surveys for the nation's total popula

tion of institutionalized mentally retard~d persons have been estimated from 

the incomplete returns of the forms sent to each institution. Never in those 

years did the returns fall below 89 percent (1940) and estimates have been made 

by interpolating between years in which the individual institution did forward 

its patient movement statistics to the agency conducting the survey. After 

1960 these estimates were made by the reporting agency. In some of the more 

specific movement categories (e.g., level of retardation of first admissions), 

the data presented in this review may be based on returns as low as 70%, but 

generally the annual reporting of these specific movement data fell in the SQ-

95% level of reporting. Since the incomplete returns are reported proportion

ally, it is believed that they are very nearly what would have been obtained 

had all institutions reported. The last complete government census of mentally 

retarded persons in institutions covered fiscal year 1969-1970. Since that 

time what demographic data there are on residential populations have been pro

vided by nongovernment researchers, although these projects were frequently 

supported, at least in part, by federal government funds. 

As has been pointed out, the census of "Feeble-minded and Epileptics in 

Institutions" of 1923 was conducted in conjunction with the 1920 census of the 

United States. The authorization for that census was derived from legislation 

passed in March 1902, which called for a census of "special classes" at the 

time of the decennial census, but restricted those enumerations to institu

tionalized populations. 

Following the 1923 report on special classes in institutions, the 

Secretary of Commerce authorized the collection of statistics on "inmates in 

penal institutions and of institutions for the care of the mentally diseased 

and of feeble-minded and epileptics" (Senate Reports, 1929, p. 2). This 
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authorization, however, was limited to the years 1926, 1927 and 1928. In 

addition, the authorization was specifically limited to public institutions. 
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In essence, these three studies of patient movement and administration costs 

were part of a trial period in which it was to be seen whether such data could 

be collected systematically on an annual basis. The limitation that these 

studies be only of public institutions did, however, make them more restrictive 

than the 1923 census of institutions upon which they were modeled, since the 

1923 study included private as well as public institutions. 

In 1929, W. M. Steuart, Director of the Bureau of the Census, approached 

the committee on Commerce of the U. S. Senate with a proposal to make permanent 

the institutional censuses which had been conducted under the authorization of 

the Secretary of Commerce since 1926. In addition to having the annual reports 

of patient movement and administrative expenditures made a permanent responsi

bility of the Bureau of the Census, Steuart was interested in having the 

authorization widened to include private as well as public institutions. Since 

such permanent authorization was not immediately forthcoming, subsequent annual 

authorizations were made by the Secretary of Commerce beginning in 1930. These 

special authorizations were made for the years 1930, 1931 and 1932. 

On March 4, 1931 a bill was passed through Congress which included 

authorization of the Bureau to conduct annual enumerations of institutionalized 

persons in both public and private facilities. The first census conducted 

under the new law was "Mental Defectives and Epileptics in Institutions, 1933." 

Following the 1923 study, then, there was a period of two years (1924 and 1925) 

in which no census of institutions was conducted. From 1926 through 1932 these 

censuses were restricted to state institutions. From 1933 until the responsi

bility for the annual census of institutions for mental defectives and epilep

tics was given to the National Institute of Mental Health in 1947, the scope 

was again widened to include both public and private institutions. 

The 1923 census of "Feeble-minded and Epileptics in Institutions" was one 

of those conducted in conjunction with the national decennial census. It is 

discussed here because in it was developed the methodology and the format for 

reporting data that were used in all subsequent Bureau of the Census studies 

of institutionalized populations. For the purposes of comparing data collected 

on an annual basis of institutionalized feeble-minded ("mental defectives" 

beginning in 1929) and epileptics, a more detailed look at the 1923 study will 

be included here. 
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The 1923 census of institutions introduced a methodology somewhat more 

sophisticated than that of the earlier studies. For one thing, "An individual 

schedule was used for each patient resident, admitted, discharged or died. On 

another schedule was reported the movement of patient population during the 

year" (Bureau of the Census, 1926, p. 13). These schedules are found in 

App~ndix B. This technique allowed for computation of institutional data as 

well as cross-tabulation of specific occurrences (e.g., "readmissions") within 

special data categories such as age, degree of feeble-mindedness, and type of 

institution. In addition, "for the State institutions two other schedules were 

used to obtain data concerning administrative personnel, value and acreage of 

institution plants and financial operations': (Ibid.). The Bureau also developed 

a reporting method calculated to maximize the return of its four schedules: 

"At each institution all schedules were filled in by some one in authority, who 

was employed for that purpose by the Census Bureau" (Ibid.). The employment 

of institution personnel to collect the demographic data on individual institu

tions was discontinued after the 1923 study. 

The 1923 census introduced a number of categories and definitions which 

had not been employed in previous censuses. To minimize problems associated 

with these, "instruction sheets accompanied the schedules giving instruction 

for supplying the data and defining the several terms used" (Bureau of the Cen

sus, 1923, p. 13). One change was that residents of institutions for the first 

time in this census were enumerated according to the levels of feeble-minded

ness as measu·red by Terman's adaptation of the Binet scale. The appropriate

ness of using intelligence tests as a measure of intellectual potential was 

already a hotly debated issue during this period (the famous exchanges between 

Walter Lipmann and Lewis Terman appeared in the New Republic in 1922 and 1923). 

Still, the test was welcomed by the American Association for the Study of 

Feeble-mindedness, a group still dominated by the heads of the public institu

tions, as a means of categorizing feeble-minded persons. In fact, this group 

developed a Statistical Manual for the Use of Institutions for the Feeble

minded which was published in 1921. This manual contained the framework for 

the classification of "mental status" adopted by the Association in 1920. This 

classification scheme was used for the 1923 census of institutional populations 

and for the subsequent annual enumerations. The scheme included three levels 

of feeble-mindedness: "idiot," "imbecile" and "moron." They were defined as 

follows: 
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An "idiot" is a mentally defective person having a mental age of 
not more than 35 months, or, if a child, an intelligence quotient of 
less than 25. 

An "imbecile" is a mentally defective person having a mental age 
between 36 months and 83 months, inclusive, or, if a child, an intel
ligence quotient between 25 and 49. 

A "moron" is a mentally defective person having a mental age 
between 84 and 143 months, inclusive, or, if a child, an intelligence 
quotient between 50 and 74 (Bureau of the Census, 1923, p. 14). 
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The 1923 census introduced a number of other distinctions which had not 

been made in previous censuses. Prior to 1923 no distinction was made between 

first admissions, readmissions and transfers. These all had been treated as a 

single category, "admissions." The 1923 census defined these three types of 

admission in the following way: 

A first admission is a person admitted to an institution who 
has not previously been a patient of an institution of the same 
class. 

A readmission is a person admitted to an institution who has 
previously been a patient of an institution of the same class. A 
patient returned to an institution after discharge or indefinite 
parole would be counted as a readmission, but not one returned 
from ordinary parole. 

A transfer is a patient who goes from one institution to 
another of the same class within the same State (Bureau of the 
Census, 1923, p. 13). 

In addition to the new distinctions made in the 1923 census, a number of 

areas of information were carried forward from previous studies. The adminis

trative data on costs and staffing of institutions were added in a form similar 

to the way they had been developed for the 1916 Statistical Directory. Included 

among the administrative data on costs were numbers of officers and employees 

and the amount spent for their salaries, expenditures for the maintenance of the 

institution, cost of provisions and value and acreage of the various institu

tions. The costs per resident of operating the institutions were computed and 

presented on a state-by-state basis. This information, however, was collected 

only from public institutions. 

In all, the 1923 institutional census report contained several score of 

tables. This was permitted by the availability of individual data cards on 

each patient moving (i.e., being admitted, placed on parole, dying, etc.) during 

the year. While no report after 1923 presented data as extensively as did the 
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census report of that year, with the exception of 1926-1932, years in which 

the reports were conducted without special congressional allocations, the 

amount of information presented about categories of patient movement was much 

greater during the period from 1923-1946 than it had been previously or has 

been since. (Appendix B shows individual data cards for a number of movement 

categories, as well as the institution schedules for total patient movement 

and administrative data.) 

As has been suggested in the discussion of the Bureau of the Census 

studie s preceding the initiation of the annual studies, these reports in many 

ways reflect the societal attitudes regarding this class of American citizenry. 

Wolfensberger (1975) has referred to this period from the mid-twenties onward 

as a time of "momentum without rationales" in the history of the institutional

ization process in the United States. Rationales, of course, were not totally 

absent, but clearly a change can be seen in the place of the institution in 

America. During the early part of the twentieth century the institution as a 

phenomenon became accepted. Because of this the "institutionalization movement," 

now integrated into societal patte rns of thought did not require ongoing justi

fication to secure its survival and growth. The rationale for the institution 

had become in essence to perform its function; that is, to provide a place 

where feeble-minded and epileptic persons could b e "placed." The reason for 

the ex istence of institutions to care for the feeble-minded and epileptic was 
I 

not at issue, and their function was not challenged. The institutions became 

storehouses·· of mental defectives and these studies of them became as Ltimburg 

and Morse (1947) so fittingly termed them "essentially a bookkeeping project" 

(p. 3). 

Penrose (1934) summed up the integrated role that the institution developed 

with the rest of the society during this period when he wrote: 

At present almost all states provide for institutional care. 
More frequent discovery of mentally deficient children in the 
schools; rapid increase in urbanization; emotional and similar 
stresses brought about by the proliferation of mechanical devises; 
the flood of mass immigration that has poured over the country, 
with the consequent clash of cultures and the personal and social 
disorganization of those most affected by the clash; economic, 
social, and emotional unrest associated with divorce, desertion, 
and non-support which has been so closely correlated with the 
breakdown of traditional functions of the family--have all con
tributed to these extensions of state institutions (1934, pp. 
189-190). 
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In essence, the institution may be seen in this period as much an almshouse 

as a facility for the treatment of the feeble-minded. Penrose appeared to sup

port this concept of the institution saying: 

Prior to 1910 it was maintained that all mentally deficient 
persons should be confined in institutions for life. At the 
present time, however, life segregation is applied only to those 
who are socially and economically unadaptable elsewhere (1934, 
p. 190). 

In 1946, Hamilton, Mental Health Advisor for the U.S. Public Health Service, 

elaborated on this theme saying that: 

The primary purpose of most of these institutions [for mental 
defectives] is humanitarian. They relieve public agencies and the 
home of humble citizens of human burdens that otherwise do damage 
to their environments [by] hampering the normal activities of a 
family and developing a sense of shame and inferiority on the part 
of the other children (Hamilton, 1946, p. 452). 

The information gathered in the Bureau of the Census surveys from 1923 

through 1946 documented sizable changes in the use of public institutions for 

the residential care of mental defectives. In 1923 there were 66 public insti

tutions for the mentally defective with a total resident population of 47,963. 

By 1946, 93 public institutions had a resident population of 115,928. During 

the period the number of residents in public institutions per 100,000 of the 

general population doubled, increasing from 39.3 to 81.6. Also growing nearly 

twofold was the average number of patients per institution (from 685 to 1,248). 

These few illustrative facts are sufficient to demonstrate the enormous expan

sion of the total institution model of care for mental defectives which occurred 

between 1923 and 1946. 

The same year in which Hamilton outlined the "primary purpose of most of 

these institutions" (1946) the National Mental Health Act was passed and the 

responsibility for the annual census of institutions was transferred to the 

Public Health Service as specified in the Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1946 

(Code of Federal Regulations, 1957). The actual task of conducting the annual 

census would eventually befall the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) 

which was authorized by the National Mental Health Act (Public Law 79-487). 

Summary 

From 1926 through 1946, the Bureau of the Census conducted annual surveys 

of institutions for mental defectives, gathering information on demographic 

characteristics of the residents and aspects of the administration of these 
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facilities. From 1926 through 1932 this information was collected only from 

public institutions, with the scope of the surveys widened in 1933 to include 

private institutions as well. The methodology employed in these surveys was 

essentially that developed for the 1923 survey of institutions conducted in 

conjunction with the 1920 federal census. The analysis of data, however, was 

considerably less exhaustive than had been the case in 1923. As Lumburg and 

Morse (1947) noted, these surveys constituted "essentially a bookkeeping 

project," collecting the same basic demographic and administrative data at the 

end of each year. With the passage of the National Mental Health Act in 1946, 

the responsibility for these annual surveys was passed to the National Insti

tute of Mental Health. That agency conducted its first institutional census 

in 1947. It will be considered in the next section. 
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ANNUAL INSTITUTE OF 

MENTAL HEALTH SURVEYS OF MENTALLY 

RETARDED PERSONS IN INSTITUTIONS, 

1947-1970 

The passage of Public Law 79-487 and the subsequent establishment of the 

National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) had their roots in the two decades 

preceding World War II. In 1930 a Mental Hygiene Division was established 

within the Public Health Service. This agency was involved with state and 

local agencies during the 1930s in cooperative efforts to provide specialized 

services for the "mentally ill" (National Institute of Mental Health, 1950). 

The need for a specific agency within the federal bureaucratic structure which 

would emphasize research and training in this area was not advocated until 1940, 

when the American Psychiatric Association recommended the establishment of an 

institute with such a focus within the Public Health Service. While the out

break of World War II temporarily interrupted these plans, the War's end 

brought renewed calls for the establishment of such an institute. Legislation 

toward this end was proposed in the summer of 1945 and the first congressional 

hearings were scheduled for the fall. In July of the following year President 

Truman signed into effect the National Mental Health Act. 

The Federal Security Agency of the Public Health Service was specified in 

the legislation as having the responsibility of administering the Act and was 

authorized to establish a National Institute of Mental Health, although the 

formal establishment of the NIMH did not come until April 1949 (National 

Institute of Mental Health, 1950). This formal establishment represented 

basically an expansion of the Mental Hygiene Division of the Public Health 

Service, to which had been delegated the responsibility for the institutional 

censuses in the Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1946. 

The first census of "Patients in Mental Institutions" conducted by what 

became in 1949 the Biometrics Branch of the National Institute of Mental Health 

was undertaken in 1947. This branch of NIMH would retain responsibility for 

the enumeration of "patients in institutions for mental defectives and epileptics" 

until 1968, when this function was transferred to the Division of Mental 
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Retardation of the Social and Rehabilitation Service in the Department of Health, 

Education and Welfare. 

The 1947 census of "Patients in Institutions for Mental Defectives and 

Epileptics" was published as Parts IV and· V of a larger volume entitled 

Patients in Mental Institutions. Although the title of this volume was 

unchanged from earlier Bureau of the Census studies, the method of data collec

tion had one major change from the earlier studies. In the earlier censuses, 

data were collected on line schedules which provided information on all 

patients in "movement." These line schedules yielded individual punch cards 

which allowed the cross tabulation of several categories (e.g., the cross 

tabulation of mental status and length of time instiutionalized for all dis

charges during a given year). Beginning in 1947 personal data on individual 

patients "in movement" were no longer collected. This, of course, created a 

relative inflex ibility in the data acquired and limited the examination of the 

data to analysis by consolidation (i.e., populations of individual categories 

or cross categories could be consolidated but examination of, for example, the 

number of "morons" under five years admitted during the year from urban versus 

rural communities was no longer possible. (The 1947 schedules are attached as 

Appendix C.) 

Commenting on the discontinuation of the line schedules with the 1947 

institutional census Charles Lumburg, the statistician supervising that 

enumeration, stated that "data based upon individual case records made possible 

more detailed and relevant analysis than is possible under the present system, 

and for the present, the statistician can only envy the methods used in earlier 

surveys" (National Institute of Mental Health, 1947, p . 3). It was Lumburg's 

anticipation that: 

In the long run ... the orientation [would] change again in the 
direction of greater emphasis on analysis of the data obtained in 
the annual survey as well as upon the basis of sampling surveys .... 
Attention [could] thus be directed to particular aspects of the 
overall problem such as questions of the reliability of basic 
records, the adequacy of statistical classifications, and charac
teristics of persons treated, the etiology of specific diseases, 
and the results of treatment (NIMH, 1947, p. 4). 

This anticipated change of focus, at least in regard to the study of patients in 

the institutions for the mentally defective and epileptic (as opposed to those 

in hospitals for "mental disease"), was never fully accomplished. In general 
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the limitations of the 1947 study of institutions for mental defectives and 

epileptics were still very much evident in the study of institutionalized 

mentally defective persons twenty years later. 
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For the most part, then, the studies of patients in institutions for the 

mentally defective and epileptic conducted by the National Institute of Mental 

Health from 1947-1968 were continuations of the Bureau of the Census studies 

which preceded them. The fact that the individual line schedules had been 

discontinued was, for the most part, inconsequential in that the many possi

bilities for analysis through the use of these schedules seldom was undertaken 

extensively in preparing the Bureau of the Census publications prior to 1947. 

As had been the case with the earlier studies, the National Institute of 

Mental Health censuses were standardized according to the categories outlined 

in the statistical manual of the American Association on Mental Deficiency. 

While this manual provided a model for data recording within institutions, it 

was not employed in all instances by all reporting facilities. This caused 

some slight variations in the comparability of information reported under the 

various categories. While these variations are not of great importance 

(especially in retrospect), they did affect the precision of the data reported 

and should serve to caution against a too literal acceptance of the specific 

numbers appearing in the reports. The following, cited from the 1947 report 

will serve as an example: 

The admissions data shown for California State hospitals include 
observation cases: i.e., patients who are seen for a few days and 
are then either released or formally admitted. Those admitted sub
sequent to observation are thus counted twice, which means that the 
number of first admissions reported constitutes an overstatement. 
Similarly, the number reported as discharges from California State 
hospitals includes patients discharged from observation in addition 
to those released from actual resident status (NIMH, 1947, p. 8). 

In general, then, "state statistics ... are not truly comparable due to the 

many procedural differences in the collection of the data" (NIMH, 1947, p. 8). 

In addition to collecting information on the total number of patients in 

hospitals for mental defectives and epileptics and basic demographic charac-

teristics of the persons residing in them, 

(t]he survey included inquiries on movement of population by sex 
of patient; first admissions by mental disorder [category of 
mental defect and type of epilepsy in the case of the mentally 
defective], age and sex; discharges by mental ~i~order, condition 
on discharge, and sex; number of persons comprlslng the adminis-
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trative staffs of mental institutions by occupation and sex; and 
the annual expenditures of mental institutions by purpose. All 
of this information was requested ... of public institutions for 
mental defectives and epileptics; but only data on movement of 
population and first admissions were requested of ... private 
institutions for mental defectives and epileptics (NIMH, 1947, 
p. 5). 

While the information sought in this series of annual studies remained 

relatively constant (despite Lumburg's anticipation that changes would occur) 

certain categories were dropped or altered during the period from 1947-1967. 

From 1947-1949 figures for "excess population over capacity (overcrowding)" 

were reported as they had been in the Bureau of the Census Studies. In 1950, 

however, the computation of excess population over normal capacity was dropped. 

The reason for this change was given in the report for 1952: 

Data are not presented on overcrowding of public institutions 
for two reasons: One, many institutions for mental defectives and 
epileptics maintain waiting lists and tend to admit patients as 
space becomes available. Secondly, the standards upon which rated 
capacity is measured vary so widely both in time and among states 
as to make comparisons misleading (NIMH, 1952, p. 10). 

Prior to 1952, the annual censuses of institutions reported both the 

population of residents at the beginning and at the end of each year, but pro

vided no average daily resident population figure. Beginning in 1952 the 

average daily population was also included in the reports. It is this figure 

which is presented in the summary of trends in institutional populations to be 

presented later in this volume. For the years prior to 1952 the figure which 

appears represents the number of patients at the beginning of each year. 

In 1960 the terminology applied to the subjects of these annual reports 

began to undergo specific changes. The first change occurred in 1960 when the 

persons studied no longer were referred to as "mentally defective and epileptic," 

but simply as "mentally retarded." The first specific distinction between the 

feeble-minded and the epileptic had been made in the Statistical Directory of 

1916. 

It should be pointed out to the reader that after 1936 some of the data 

regarding resident characteristics refers only to "feeble-minded" among "feeble

minded and epileptics." A separate analysis of feeble-minded persons in 

institutions for the feeble-minded and epileptics and epileptics in these 

institutions was made beginning in 1936. These data on patient movement in 
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these institutions after 1936 were reported on each class separately. Adminis

trative data were consolidated in the report. The rationale for this approach 

to computing administrative data stemmed from the fact that admissions to 

either type of institution for the feeble-minded or the epileptic was never 

clearly determined by the existence of one or the other of the disorders. In 

reality the designation of institutions specifically f or epileptics was never 

widespread and as a trend lasted only a few years, although a number of 

"epileptic colonies" retained their title as such after they had begun to 

function as general facilities for mental defectives. 

The first institution specifically for epileptics was the Ohio Hospital 

for Epileptics which opened in 1893. In 1894 New York State opened the Craig 

Colony for Epileptics. Massachusetts and New Jersey followed this lead in 

1894. A number of other states continued the trend towards separate colonies 

for epileptics during the period between 1900-1920. In all during the period 

between 1893 and 1920, twelve states had created institutions exclusively for 

epileptics. However, three of those states already by 1920 had consolidated 

these colonies for epileptics with adjoining institutions for the feeble

minded or had admitted feeble-minded persons to the colonies, changing the 

name of the institution to reflect the admission of both classes. During the 

period covered by the Bureau of the Census reports on Feeble-minded and 

Epileptics in Institutions beginning in 1923, the distinction among these types 

of institutions was no longer clear enough to warrant separate analysis of 

patient movement and administrative data. From 1923 through 1935 feeble-minded 

and epileptic persons were treated as a single group for the purposes of 

collecting and reporting institutional data. In 1936 "in compliance with the 

suggestions of the American Psychiatric Association (APA) and the American 

Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD), an entire separation of mental 

defectives and epileptics [was] made in the report" (Bureau of the Census, 

1936, p. 1). 

While movement data (e.g., readmissions and discharges) were provided in a 

section of consolidated data, for analyses involving characteristics of 

residents the mental defectives were categorized according to mental level , 
while the epileptics were reported by clinical diagnosis within the categories 

of "symptomatic" or "idiopathic" epilepsy. By 1959, however, fewer than half 

the states were reporting any epileptic patients, only nine states were 
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reporting over two hundred epileptic residents, and fewer than eight percent 

of all residents of public institutions for the mentally defective .and 

epileptics were considered to have epilepsy as the primary diagnosis. The 

following year (1960) the distinction between the two groups was eliminated. 

According to the 1961 report (NIMH, 1961, p. 5), "for statistical presentation 

of data, and in light of the American Association on Mental Deficiency's 

Revised Medical Classification, it was believed that the distinction was no 

longer meaningful." 

The new terminology and categories of mental retardation outlined in the 

"Manual of Terminology and Classification in Mental Retardation" (Heber, 1961) 

brought about other changes in the classification of mentally retarded persons, 

changes that were over a three-year period incorporated into the NIMH census 

of institutions. The new terminology applied to levels of mental retardation 

and their definitions are presented below as they were outlined in the intro

duction of the NIHH studies beginning in 1961. 

Degree of Range of Corresponding 
Deviation in Categorization in IQ Scores 

Standard Deviation Standard Deviation 
Classification Units Units (SD = 15) 

Average Intelligence < 1 +1.00 to -1.00 85-115 
Borderline -1 -1.01 to -2.00 70- 84 
Hild -2 -2.01 to -3.00 55- 69 
Hoderate -3 -3.01 to -4.00 40- 54 
Severe -4 -4.01 to -5.00 25- 39 
Profound -5 Less than -5.00 Less than 25 

This classification system was first employed with first admissions in 

1961. In 1963 it was adopted for reporting on all mentally retarded patients, 

those in residence as well as those being admitted. 

With the exception of the variations noted above and a few other minor 

changes, some of which will be mentioned later, the annual census of residents 

of institutions was carried out and reported in a consistent format from 1947 

through 1966 as part of the volume Patients in Mental Institutions. In 1967 

and 1968 similar surveys were conducted by the National Institute of Mental 

Health, but the results were published only as "Statistical Notes" and "Current 

Facility Reports," much abbreviated pamphlets containing tables of basic 

population and movement data regarding public institutions for the mentally 
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retarded. The 1968 study was the last of the NIMH surveys of institutional 

populations. The results of these censuses, as well as those conducted by the 

Bureau of the Census will be presented later in this paper, combined with 

subsequent data compiled and published by other sources. 

On January 1, 1967 a Division of Mental Retardation (later the Division of 

Developmental Disabilities) was formed within the Public Health Service to 

bring together under one authority the wide range of programs dealing with 

mental retardation within that agency. In August of that year the Division was 

transferred to the Rehabilitation Services Administration of the Social and 

Rehabilitation Service. Part of the responsibility of the Division became the 

continuation of the annual survey of populations of institutions for the 

mentally retarded. 

In 1969 the Division of Mental Retardation conducted its first survey, as 

part of its Mental Retardation Reporting Program. In comparison to the Bureau 

of the Census and NIMH censuses which preceded it, it was extremely brief, 

collecting only the most general information on patient population, movement 

categories and administrative data of the individual public institutions. The 

results of the survey for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 were completed 

and published as "Current Facilities Reports: Residents in Public Institutions 

for the Mentally Retarded." The questionnaire used in these studies is attached 

in Appendix C. The results of these surveys were also contained in the Mental 

Retardation Source Book, published by the Office of Mental Retardation 

Coordination in September 1972. This document contained not only the results 

of the surveys of the Office of Developmental Disabilities, but also concurrent 

surveys by the National Center for Health Statistics ("Surveys of the Master 

Facility Inventory"), Office of Research and Statistics of the Social Security 

Administration ("Survey of Institutionalized Adults"), and several other 

government agencies involved in residential and treatment programs for mentally 

retarded persons. 

Beginning in fiscal year 1970-1971, the government's annual collection and 

dissemination of information on the numbers and characteristics of residents in 

institutions for the mentally retarded ground to a halt after nearly fifty 

years of interrupted processing. For fiscal year 1971 data were collected, 

analyzed and prepared for publication, but the Division of Mental Retardation 

was never authorized to publish the results (Mental Retardation Biometrics 
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Program, no date). Surveys were also conducted by the Division for fiscal 

years 1972-1975. These surveys, however, lacked a completeness of returns 

sufficient to make the data of any use. The rate of return of these surveys 

varied somewhat from year to year and state by state, but seldom were returns 

completed by more than sixty percent of the public residential facilities in 

any given year. No substantial follow-up procedures were employed by the 

Of f ice of Developmental Disabilities to increase that rate of return and 

according to the Office the surveys would "receive a low priority until the 

publication and distribution problem can be overcome" ("Hental Retardation 

Biometrics Program," no date, p. 4). 

From 1947 to 1967 the growth in the number of retarded persons in public 

residential facilities continued to increase each year. From 116,278 residents 

in the 94 public institutions in operation in 1947, the population increased 

in twenty years to 194,650. The number of public institutions grew to 162 in 

this same period. In the following three years the number of institutions 

continued to increase, reaching 190 in 1970. But beginning in 1968 the total 

population of these facilities began to decrease. In 1970 that number had 

fallen to 186,743. 

Summary 

Beginning in 1947 the responsibility for conducting the annual surveys 

of institutions for the mentally retarded was passed to the Biometrics 

Division of the National Institute of Hental Health. For the most part this 

agency maintained the structure of the Bureau of the Census surveys, although 

the methodology of the earlier studies was somewhat simplified. The major 

change in methodology involved the discontinuation of the use of "line 

schedules " for individual patients in movement. The NUlli surveys were 

conducted through 1968. 

In 1969 the responsibility for continuing the annual surveys was shifted 

to the Division of Hental Retardation of the Social and Rehabilitation Service. 

This agency greatly abbreviated the survey, collecting only the most general 

information on total institutional population, patient movement and program 

costs. Survey results were ' reported for the fiscal years 1969 and 1970, but 

no data were reported for subsequent years, even though the survey question

naire was mailed to public institutions through fiscal year 1975. 

c 
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SU·RVEYS OF MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONS 

IN INSTITUTIONS CONDUCTED IN THE. 1970s 

After nearly fifty years of uninterrupted annual surveys of institutions 

for the mentally retarded, in the early 1970s the federal data collection 

system ceased effective operation. It is interesting to note that this occurred 

immediately following the halt of a century and a quarter of steady growth in 

the number of persons committed to public institutions for the mentally 

retarded. A discussion of the social forces which sufficiently impinged on 

the residential service system creating in recent decades a steady growth in 

the parallel philosophies of "deinstitutionalization" and "normalization" has 

been discussed often in recent years and is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Suffice it to say that it slowly became recognized that institutions were far 

more atypical among social settings than their residents were among human 

beings. By 1968 the number of persons residing in public institutions for the 

mentally retarded began to decrease. Although this trend would continue into 

the 1970s, it occurred without an institutional census apparatus which could 

measure the change. This void, however, to some extent has been filled by the 

National Association of Superintendents of Public Residential Facilities 

(Scheerenberger, 1974; 1976; 1978) and the Developmental Disabilities Project 

on Residential Services and Community Adjustment (DDP) at the University of 

Minnesota (Hauber, Kudla, Wieck & Kirwin, 1979) which have surveyed and 

reported the trends in institutional populations and characteristics of the 

residents during the 1970s. 

The first census of institutional populations reported by Scheerenberger 

(1965) was one conducted for the American Association on Mental Deficiency 

(AAMD) for the year 1964, "accurate as of November 1, 1964" (Scheerenberger, 

1965, p. 4). Most of the survey can be seen as a duplication of "Patients in 

Public Institutions for the Mentally Retarded" conducted by the National 

Institute of Mental Health for that same year. Although the survey reported 
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by Scheerenberger did contain information concerning types of educational 

programs available for the residents of the institutions which was not included 

in the NIMH survey, the major value of this study may be in the fact that it 

provided a reliability check on the survey procedures employed in the federal 

censuses of this same period. 

When the AAMD survey is used as a standard of reliability for the NIMH 

study of the same year (or vice versa), one is struck by the congruence among 

the data of the two studies. Some major data categories are cited here as 

e x amples: 

Category 

Public Institutions 

Patients on Books 

Employee s (full-time) 

NIMH 

135 

191,7861 

74,1283 

Scheerenberger (1965) 

135 

192,4932 

76,7514 

Generally, then, each of the two comparable studies seemed to support the 

reliability of the other. As is so often the case with separate studies of the 

same phenomenon, there were minor discrepancies influenced by differing defini

tions and time frames. To the degree that the data differed, once again the 

need for a standardized methodology for defining and collecting basic demo

graphic information which can be used in the analysis of change over time was 

highlighted. Still, the e x istence of these two very similar studies conducted 

at nearly the· same time demonstrates that this type of population data can be 

collected with a high degree of reliability. Later, when the federal govern

ment's annual census process broke down in the early seventies, the need to 

interpret studies with slightly varying definitions and methodologies would 

again cause some concern about the comparability of results. One-shot studies 

generally have been adequate in the collection data for a point in time, but 

lnecember 31, 1964, Residents in institution + "on visit" + Unauthorized 
absence. 

2November 1, 1964, "Actual population" 

3June 30, 1964 (with an average monthly growth between June 30, 1964 and 
June 30, 1965 of approximately 430 employees per month) 

4November 1, 1964 
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they have been less useful in analyzing trends in a service system that is 

rapidly undergoing change . Fortunately three of the "non-annual" studies con

ducted i n t h e 1970s were carried out using virtually the same methodology 

(Scheerenberger , 19 74; 1976; 1977), providing adequate standardization of the 

data collected on public institutions and their populations in recent years, 

although the set of institutions included in the most recent of Scheerenberger's 

surveys created rather serious problems which will be discussed subsequently. 

As the reader will note in comparing Scheerenberger's schedule contained in 

Appendix D with the NIMH schedule in Appendix C, most of the data are based on 

similarly defined categories of patient movement, administrative information, 

resident characteristics and time frame. 

Scheerenberger's 1974 report was sponsored by National Association of 

Superintendents of Public Residential Facilities. This study was the third in 

a series sponsored by the Association, the two previous ones being by Rosen and 

Bruno (1970) and Rosen and Callan (1972). Like Scheerenberger's 1974 study, 

however, these studies failed to elicit complete returns from the public 

residential facilities surveyed. In Scheerenberger's 1974 survey, for example, 

191 of 235 (81%) returned either the long form original questionnaire or the 

short form follow-up questionnaire . The data acquired from the Rosen and 

Bruno (1970), Ros en and Callan (1972) and the Scheerenberger (1974) reports did, 

on the other hand, permit an analysis of trends in patient movement among the 

176 public facilities which had responded in all three of the studies. No 

attempt was made to estimate residential population of those institutions from 

which no response was received. Such attempts would have been subject to unknown 

error, given the changes occurring at this time in the provision o f residential 

services for mentally retarded persons. 

In 1976, however, Scheerenberger was able to survey all of 237 operating 

public residential facilities in the United States. This effort, authorized 

and s upported by t he President's Committee on Mental Retardation as well as 

the National Association of Superintendents of Public Residential Facilities 

for the Mentally Retarded, also produced retrospective reports of resident 

population data for the fiscal years 1971-1972 through 1975-1976. This survey, 

then, provided some tentative closure in the gaps in annual population figures 

for mental ly retarded persons in public residential facilities which were 

created when the Office of Developmental Disabilities was unable to continue 

its annua l survey of residents in institutions for the mentally retarded. 
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For his 1976 study of characteristics of public institutions for the 

mentally retarded, their programs and their residents, Scheerenberger developed 

a 33-item long questionnaire and a short form questionnaire of six items to use 

as a foLlow-up instrument. The long form of Scheerenberger's instrument 

involved six primary areas of inquiry: basic demographic data; population 

movement; placement/post-placement procedures and services; resident programs; 

parental participation; and administration, including budgeting and staffing 

(Scheerenberger, 1976, p. 1). The short form omitted patient movement, place

ment, and programming data, emphasizing basic demographic and budgetary infor

mation. The two forms are shmm in Appendix D. 

Of the 237 public residential facilities surveyed by Scheerenberger in 

1976, 70 percent returned the long form and 30 percent the short form. As was 

the case with the government studies after 1960, the definitions of categories 

employed in this survey were those of the American Association on Mental 

Deficiency. Although not perfectly analogous to the Bureau of the Census and 

National Institute of Mental Health studies prior to 1970, Scheerenberger's 

efforts provided some continuity to the effort to account for those persons 

living in institutions for the mentally retarded. Unfortunately, since only 

70 percent of the residential facilities surveyed completed Scheerenberger's 

long form, most of the data collected in his study represents only a portion 

of the total number of institutions. That percentage was very nearly the same 

as the percen~age (66%) which completed the long form in Scheerenberger's 1974 

survey. In 1974, however, the follow-up short form was completed by only an 

additional 16 percent. Since the long form contained most of the questions 

regarding resident movement, the low completion rate may make these data less 

accurate than those collected in the Bureau of the Census and NIMH studies. 

Resident movement data from these latter studies were usually based upon com

plete returns from more than 80 percent of the public institutions for the 

mentally retarded. 

For fiscal year 1976-1977, Scheerenberger again surveyed the nation's 

public residential facilities for the mentally retarded. This study was 

supported by a federal grant to the Developmental Disabilities Project on 

Residential Services and Community Adjustment (DDP) at the University of 

Minnesota under a grant from the Office of Developmental Disabilities, U.S. 

Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Scheerenberger was contracted by 
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the project to conduct this survey based on his previous experience and success 

with similar studies of institutional populations. Minor changes were made in 

Scheerenberger's 1977 questionnaire to make it congruent with the concurrent 

national census of community residential facilities for the mentally retarded 

conducted by the Developmental Disabilities Project. In addition to a 31-item 

questionnaire, a five-item short form was developed by Scheerenberger for a 

follow-up inquiry to facilities failing to respond to the long form . As with 

previous studies, Scheerenberger solicited his information directly from the 

superintendents and program directors of the state residential facilities known 

to the National Association of Superintendents of Public Residential Facilities 

for the Mentally Retarded. This 1977 survey received long form responses from 

218 (83%) of the 264 facilities known to be operational during the year and 

short form responses from 46 (17 %), for a 100 percent participation rate 

(Scheerenberger, 1978). 

Scheerenberger's 1977 survey expanded the universe of public institutions 

with the inclusion of twenty mental hospitals and mental health centers which 

were known to have mentally retarded residents. The use of institutions for 

the mentally ill in providing residential space for mentally retarded persons 

has been noted since the first institutional census of 1880. Because of the 

complications this practice has caused in data collection, researchers have 

tended to conduct their surveys on the basis of institution type rather than 

attempting to enumerate mentally retarded persons in all institutions. In 

straying from this convention Scheerenberger's 1977 report creates a major 

problem in interpreting the survey results. The main difficulty is that the 

census included only a small fraction of the mental hospitals with mentally 

retarded residents and mixed the number of mentally retarded persons in insti

tutions for the mentally ill with those in institutions for the mentally 

retarded in such a way that the two groups cannot be separated. This creates 

the impression that the number of public residential facilities grew 

substantially from June 30, 1976 to June 30, 1977 when in fact what grew was 

the universe of facilities included in the survey. Other problems naturally 

follow. Scheerenberger (1978) reported: 

The rate of total resident population decrease between FY 
(fiscal year) '75-'76 and FY '76-'77 was only 1.36%. This result 
supports last year's conclusion that the number of mentally 
retarded persons being returned to the community is decreasing. 
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This year's figure, however, was substantially less than anticipated 
and markedly below that reported for FY '71-'72, FY '72- ' 73, FY 
'73-'74, FY '75-'76: 4.37%, 4.33%, 4.32%, and 3.44%, respectively 
(pp. 3-4). 

This conclusion, however, was based on an increased base for institutional 

population for the period covered. This made the computed percentage decrease 

in the population of institutions for the mentally retarded considerably less 

than it would have been had the same universe of institutions used in earlier 

surveys been used in 1977. (For the reasons stated above the reader will not 

find the population of institutions for the mentally retarded reported in 

Scheerenberger's 1977 institutional survey included in the summary of insti

tutional population statistics in the last section of this review.) 

The preceding discussion of Scheerenberger's universe of institutions 

poses the question, "How many mentally retarded persons are in institutions 

primarily serving the mentally ill?" There have been ongoing attempts to 

answer this question since the first institutional census of 1880. There are 

serious problems inherent in the simplicity of the question which have made it 

difficult to study. Put simply, the problem is: Though many residents of 

mental hospitals may be seen as functionally mentally retarded, is that retar

dation secondary to mental illness or a primary disability? 

The number of mentally retarded in public institutions for the mentally 

ill has been recorded since 1880. The reported numbers of these persons grew 

from 1,141 in ' l880 to 18,829 in 1923. By 1961 the number had peaked at 41,823 

(based on reports of 95 percent of the 285 known public facilities). From then 

on, like the population of the public institutions for the mentally ill as a 

whole, the number began dropping, although not as rapidly as did the total 

institutional populations. In 1961 mentally retarded persons made up 8.4 percent 

of the total population in institutions for the mentally ill. By 1970 they 

composed 9.0 percent, and by 1973 they were 12.2 percent or 30,237 of the 

248,518 residents of these institutions. The total number of mentally retarded 

residents of these institutions in 1973 was 92.4 percent of the 1969 total . 

This rate of decrease was by far the lowest of any diagnostic category within 

the mental hospitals. In the few years in which such data were reported, 

approximately 25 to 40 percent of the mentally retarded persons in mental insti

tutions were judged to be without psychosis in addition to the mental retarda

tion. Mental institutions, then, have been and remain a significant factor in 
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residential service system for mentally retarded persons. (Those interested in 

this topic are directed to the series of surveys of population demographics 

relating to public mental hospitals which paralleled those studies reviewed in 

this volume. More recent information is available in the Statistical Note 

Series of the Division of Biometry of the National Institute of Mental Health ' 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare.) 

Scheerenberger's 1977 study was designed to be comparable to a concurrent 

study of community residential facilities conducted by the Developmental 

Disabilities Project on Residential Services and Community Adjustment (Hauber 

et al., 1979; DDP, 1979). Community residential facilities were differentiated 

from public facilities in this coordinated effort on the basis of the latter's 

being a "state supported and administered facility" versus the former's 

independent operation under the restrictions of state licensure and/or contract 

as a service provider for mentally retarded persons. A brief discussion of the 

results of this coordinated effort will be made in this volume since basic data 

from these studies are not provided in the historical summaries in the final 

section. 

The 1977 survey of community residential facilities found 4,427 facilities 

providing residential services to 62,397 mentally retarded persons on June 30, 

1977. This compares with approximately 150,000 residents in public residential 

facilities. Despite this status of utilization of the two types of facilities, 

the surveys produced ample evidence of the growth of community residential 

placements and the concurrent decrease in the use of public facilities. 

From June 30, 1976 to June 30, 1977, 27,530 persons were admitted (both 

first admissions and readmissions) to facilities for the mentally retarded. Of 

these, 63 percent were admitted to community facilities (17,398), while 37 per

cent were admitted to public facilities. Among the 24,153 releases (live 

releases and deaths), 59 percent (14,244) were from public facilities while 

41 percent (9,909) were from community facilities. It is clear that at the 

present time the growth in the residential service system is taking place among 

community residential facilities which tend to have younger and less seriously 

handicapped residents. 
One of the more notable, and expected, differences found between public 

and community residential facilities was in their size. While public residential 

facilities in Scheerenberger's survey averaged 585 residents, the community 
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facilities averaged 17 residents . Still , while nearly three-fourths of all 

community residential facilities contained ten or fewer residents, over one- half 

(51%) of the persons in community facilities for the mentally retarded lived in 

residences with more than 30 other persons. "Normalization" in the sense of 

living in family - sized units, then, it would seem is still far from realized 

even though fewer persons are residing in public residential facilities. 

The Developmental Disabilities Project on Residential Services and Com

munity Adjustment (DDP), in addition to the study discussed above, conducted a 

survey of Mentally Retarded People in State-operated Residential Facilities : 

Year ending June 30, 1978 (Krantz, Bruininks & Clumpner, 1978). Unlike 

previous surveys, this effort collected data from the central records of each 

state on the rationale that "residential service to mentally retarded people is, 

within the U.S. Constitutional framework, basically a state responsibility. 

The states may discharge the responsibility with different mixes of direct and 

regulated services, but their operation of residential facilities as such is 

clear- cut definable operation" (Krantz et al . , 1978, p. 3). 

Every state and the District of Columbia provided information, through use 

of a mailed questionnaire and extensive telephone follow-up. The survey 

obtained nine items of information regarding numbers of residents, patient move

ment categories and per diem costs for facilities whose primary mission was 

residential service to mentally retarded people, and for people with a primary 

diagnosis of mental retardation in facilities whose primary mission was service 

to other populations. Information was obtained regarding 374 facilities, of 

which 236 were in primary service to the mentally retarded. 

This survey was complete in its coverage of the states, but quite restricted 

as to the amount of information sought. It also distinguished two types of 

facility, those primarily for mentally retarded persons and those other public 

facilities in which some number of other mentally retarded persons might be 

residing. Additionally this project demonstrated it was possible to disseminate 

its findings withi~ five months of the close of the fiscal year upon which it 

reported, compared with an average of two to three years for the Bureau of the 

Census and NIMH surveys. The questionnaire (attached in Appendix D) was des igned 

to collect information comparable to that secured in previous surveys . 

Recognizing that "in significant numbers, mentally retarded people are given 

residential service by many states in facilities that are not designed 
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exclusively or even primarily for the mentally retarded" (Krantz et al., 1978, 

p . 3), the DDP s urvey of 1978 made a distinction between residents of "state 

residentia l fac ilities for the mentally retarded" and "persons whose primary 

diagnos i s was mental retardation" in "other state residential facilities" (Ibid., 

p. 10) . The numbers reported under the former category provided population 

data comparable to that of other studies reviewed in this volume. The latter 

category provi ded considerably less reliable information since "in many states, 

an agency o t her than the one initially contacted by the Project has responsi

bility for facilities that do not primarily serve the mentally retarded, and 

sometimes s uch persons are not officially 'tracked"' (Ibid., p. 12) . In com

menting on t h i s category of data the authors of the report noted that "Four 

states were not able to provide a figure, and nine others reported estimates" 

while 23 states reported that "they had no significant number of mentally 

retarded persons [primary diagnosis] in PRF/other [state residential facilities 

not primarily for the mentally retarded] placement" (Krantz et al., 1978, p. 12) . 

The f i ndings of the DDP survey of 19 78 indicated that approximately 

10,000 persons with a primary diagnosis of mental retardation were found in 

public residential facilities other than those primarily for mentally retarded 

persons . This represented about 7 percent of the slightly more than 150,000 

mentally retarded persons reported to be in state residential facilities . As 

has been consistently found in comparisons of institutions for the mentally 

retarded with those for the mentally ill, the ratio of admissions and discharges 

to the average daily census of mentally retarded residents was much higher for 

the PRF / other category than for the facilities primarily for the mentally 

retarded (4 . 7 times as high for admissions and 5.5 times as high for live 

releases) . Simply put, there was a much higher turnover in facilities not 

designated as residential facilities primarily for the mentally retarded. 

Whether t his well-documented tendency, which can be noted throughout the history 

of patien t movement documentation, derives from a difference in the character

istics of residents or from philosophies concerning treatment (or both) is not 

easily as s e s sed since descriptions of mentally retarded persons in mental 

hospitals have never gone beyond the designations of "mental retardation with 

or without psychosis." 
One of the more interesting aspects of the DDP survey was its simplicity. 

Instead of surveying nearly four hundred separate facilities it was able to 
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collect basic patient movement and administrative data from the state agencies 

directly responsible for residential services for the mentally retarded. The 

reliability of these data was not, however, investigated through concurrent 

surveys of the individual institutions in some or all states. This reliability 

will need to be tested before surveys such as that by the DDP become a primary 

method of collecting basic population data on persons in residential facilities 

for the mentally retarded. 

Another problem with the DDP survey was that it provided no basic 

descriptive information on the populations of the various residential settings 

for mentally retarded persons (i.e . , breakdowns by age ranges, level of retar

dation, multiple disabilities, etc.). Program planning requires some data 

source which will provide policy makers with this information . The development . 

of mechanisms for collecting such data will need serious consideration in the 

near future. Only one f ederally sponsored survey (Scheerenberger, 1978) 

collecting and disseminating any of these basic descriptive population data has 

been conducted in the 1970s. 

The reader will find the results of the institutional surveys conducted 

between 1970 and 1978 summarized in the final chapter of this volume. Among 

the more notable features of the period were the sharp drop in the population 

of public institutions for the mentally retarded (from 186,743 to 139,432) and 

the sharp increase in the cost of providing residential services. In 1970 it 

cost an average of 4,635 dollars (in 1967 dollars, $3,985) to maintain a resident 

f or a year in a public institution. By 1978 that cost had rocketed to 18,287 

dollars (in 1967 dollars, $9,378). 

Summary 

During the 1970s (with the exception of fiscal year 1969-1970) all 

published surveys of basic population and administrative data of institutions 

for the mentally retarded have been conducted by non-governmental projects . 

While most of the data have been comparable, the surveys have varied somewhat 

in scope and in the universe of institutions surveyed. The variations in 

methodology as well as the realization that no mechanism presently exists to 

collect information about institutionalized mentally retarded persons in an 

ongoing basis suggests a need for a governmental commitment to a systematic 

method of collecting such data at regular intervals. 
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RESIDENTS OF INSTITUTIONS FOR THE 

MENTALLY RETARDED: A SUMMARY OF 

TRENDS*' 1880-1978 

In this summary chapter, demographic and administrative trends among 

institutions for the mentally retarded are reviewed. The sources of the data 

reported herein have been discussed in the previous chapters. 

Public Institutions 

Discussion of the growth of public institutions for mentally retarded 

persons for the years 1880 through 1923 appeared in the first of this review. 

Some of these population data will be referred to briefly again here, and will 

be contained in the summary tables which are included in this section. 

By the time that the annual census of institutions was begun by the Bureau 

of the Census in 1926, the institution for the "feeble-minded" was in a rather 

ambiguo us position in American society. The justifications for its establish

ment, based on a prevailing opinion heretofore that the feeble-minded were 

somehow a serious social menace, were less often pronounced than they had been 

in previous years. Still, by this time (the 1920s) the institution as a means 

of providing for the feeble-minded had become established and continued to grow, 

to repeat Wolfensberger's phrase, on "momentum without rationales" (Wolfens

berger, 1976, p . 69). 

But i t is equally important to note that during the period preceding the 

Second World War, there was a steady growth in special services directed toward 

working with feeble-minded children in their communities. Still it was not 

until the end of World War II that the number of "mentally defective" children 

receiving special education in public schools surpassed the number housed in 

public institutions for "mental defectives" (U.S. Office of Education, 1954). 

It was not until the mid-1950s that special education was serving more mentally 

retarded persons than were the public institutions (Mackie & Robbins, 1960). 

These are important facts to remember when attempting to understand the social 
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context in which the institutionalization movement continued to grow into the 

1960s. The relatively small influence of special educators until the 1950s was 

also shared by social welfare workers, who during the depression and World War II 

were in a low growth industry. With the end of the war and the prosperity which 

followed, both special education and social work began growing rapidly. As 

social and moral enterprises, both of these were interested in keeping mentally 

retarded persons in the community, usually with the conviction that it was in 

the best interests of their clients. But until these community-based forces 

had gained a persuasive strength equal to those who supported the institutional 

alternative, institutions continued to grow without significant resistance from 

society. This was clearly the case into the years following World War II. 

While the eventual prevailing philosophy of normalization was many years 

away at the end of World War II, it had its beginnings in the r e a c tion to the 

unrealized concern about the mentally retarded following the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth century, during which time the mentally de f icient had failed to 

live up to society's worst fears about them. In retrospect it seems that the 

growth of the institution which continued unabated beyond the 1920s is probably 

as easily explained by the fact that it was already a functioning option in pro

viding for retarded persons, as by any inherent appeal it had to the attitudes 

of the general populace regarding feeble-minded persons. 

As years went by the emphasis of the field of mental retardation, which 

prior to the laee twenties had been placed nearly exclusively on the provision 

of institutional accommodations, began to shift towards other ways of providing 

for feeble-minded persons within the community. The institution became the last 

resort: a place for the unfortunate among the unfortunate. Still, while 

physically isolated from the mainstream of American society and becoming less 

prominent among America's social problems, the populations of American insti

tutions for the feeble-minded continued to grow. The growth was not rapid 

enough to be highly visible (it averaged fewer than seventy persons per state 

per year from 1923-1946), but it was steady. By 1947 institutions for the 

feeble-minded contained two-and-one-half times as many inmates as they had 

twenty-five years earlier, in institutions which had grown in numbers only from 

66 to 94 during this period. 

These rates of increase continued through the post-war years into the 

fifties and through most of the sixties. It is difficult, however, to compare 
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the population trends of the forties with those of the fifties and sixties in 

terms of the tendency to institutionalize mentally retarded persons. Major 

demographic changes in the population of the U.S. must be noted. From the mid

fifties until the late sixties the children of the baby boom moved through the 

age range at which mentally retarded persons are most at risk of institutional

ization (i.e., school age). Because of the population bulge at these ages, 

comparisons between the forties and the late fifties and sixties are not 

perfectly analogous. Still, the fact remains that institutional populations 

continued to grow steadily through 1967, despite tremendous increases in 

community-based educational and social services. 

In 1968, however, public institutions for the mentally retarded had a lower 

average daily resident population than they did the previous year, and the same 

can be said of each year since. Table 5 shows the growth in the population of 

public institutions from 1880 through 1967 and the subsequent rapid decreases 

in total population through 1978. 

The population of institutions prior to 1947, the year in which the annual 

census became the responsibility of the National Institute for Mental Health 

(NIMH), increased far more rapidly than did the number of institutions. This 

continued to be the case through the 1950s. Beginning in 1961, however, this 

trend was halted and gradually the number of public institutions began to 

increase at a higher rate than did the total population of these institutions. 

In 1950 the number of public institutions (96) was 143 percent of the number 

which had existed twenty-eight years earlier in 1922 (66). In 1978 the existing 

236 public institutions were 246 percent of the number in operation twenty

eight years earlier in 1950. The growth in the total number of public residen

tial facilities for the mentally retarded from 1880 through 1978 is sho'vn in 

Table 6 (see page 72). 

The result of this trend was eventually to lead to a lower average 

population among public institutions. As shown in Table 7 (see page 73), this 

drop in average residents per institution has continued every year since 1960, 

from 1960's high of 1,516 persons per institution to an average in 1978 of 591, 

the lowest reported average since 1910. 

While the average number of residents per institution began to level off 

and then slowly fall in the late fifties and early sixties, the number of 

residents in these institutions per 100,000 of the general population continued 
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Table 5 

Total Population of Public "Institutions for the Mentally Retarded 
1880- 1978 

Year Population Year Population 

1880 2,429 1930 68,035 
1881 1931 72,565 
1882 1932 76,726 
1883 1933 84,131 
1884 1934 87,383 
1885 1935 89,760 
1886 1936 91,754 
1887 1937 93,772 
1888 1938 97,209 
1889 1939 101.396 
1890 5,103 1940 106,944 
1891 1941 109,537 
1892 1942 110,959 
1893 1943 111,713 
1894 1944 113,521 
1895 1945 114,018 
1896 1946 115,928 
1897 1947 116,278 
1898 1948 118,298 
1899 1949 122,492 
1900 1950 124,304 
1901 1951 127,534 
1902 1952 131,993 
1903 1953 134,053 
1904 13,884 1954 135,175 
1905 1955 138,831 
1906 1956 145,900 
1907 1957 149,705 
1908 1958 153,968 
1909 1959 158,561 
1910 19,499 1960 163,730 
1911 1961 167,291 
1912 1962 173,420 
1913 1963 176,516 
1914 1964 179,599 
1915 1965 187,305 
1916 27,665 1966 191,567 
1917 1967 194,650 
1918 1968 193,690 
1919 1969 189,956 
1920 1970 186,743 
1921 1971 
1922 1972 181,035 
1923 47,963 1973 173,775 
1924 1974 166,247 
1925 1975 159,058 
1926 55,466 1976 153,584 
1927 58,954 1977 
1928 60,419 1978 139,432 
1929 64,417 
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Total populations of mentally retarded people in public institutions for the "period 
1880 to 1978. 
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Table 7 

Average Number of Residents per Public Institution for the Mentally Retarded 
1880-1978 

Year Average Year Average 

1880 243 1930 884 
1881 1931 930 
1882 1932 984 
1883 1933 1063 
1884 1934 1071 
1885 1935 1095 
1886 1936 1102 
1887 1937 1136 
1888 1938 1178 

1889 1939 1213 
1890 255 1940 1229 

1891 1941 1231 

1892 1942 1233 

1893 1943 1241 

1894 1944 1261 

1895 1945 1239 

1896 1946 1248 

1897 1947 1237 

1898 1948 1245 

1899 1949 1275 

1900 1950 1295 

1901 1951 1342 

1902 1952 1348 

1903 1953 1348 

1904 512 1954 1394 

1905 1955 1402 

1906 1956 1437 

1907 1957 1492 

1908 1958 1509 

1909 1959 1495 

1910 557 1960 1516 

1911 1961 1480 

1912 1962 1399 

1913 1963 1379 

1914 1964 1330 

1915 1965 1309 

1916 692 1966 1244 

1917 1967 1202 

1918 1968 1139 

1919 1969 1055 

1920 1970 982 

1921 1971 

1922 1972 862 

1923 685 1973 

1924 
1974 707 

1925 
1975 

1926 720 1976 648 

19 27 765 1977 

1928 785 1978 591 

1929 837 
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to rise through 1967. As shown in Table 8, that number grew from 39.3 in 1923 

to 81.1 in 1947 to a high of 99.0 in 1967. Following 1967 that ratio began 

dropping to the 1978 ratio of 64.9 residents of public institutions per 100,000 

of the general population, the lowest point since 1932. 

One of the more remarkable features of institutions for the feeble-minded 

prior to the 1950s was the stability in the characteristics of the residents. 

Not only did the institutions steadily grow during this period, but they did so 

apparently without major changes in the characteristics of the persons they 

admitted. In the 1950s, however, changes in the mental level of first adrnissioas 

to these institutions can be noted. Slowly, higher percentages of more seriously 

handicapped persons can be seen among this group. Table 9 (see page 78) shows 

mental level of first admissions at ten-year intervals from 1922 through 1972 

and again for 1976. The reader will note that for 1962 and prior years the old 

classification of "idiot," "imbecile" and "moron" is used. For 1962 data are 

provided according to both classification systems while for the years 1972 and 

1976 they are recorded by the AAMD 1961 classification system which contained 

five levels of mental retardation: "profound," "severe," "moderate," "mild," 

and "borderline." (The borderline classification has not been included in 

Table 9, however.) As one can see from this table, the proportion of "severe" 

and "profound" first admissions among all mentally retarded first admissions has 

remained relatively stable (approximately 60 percent) for 1962, 1972 and 1976. 

The 1972 data are from Rosen and Callan (1972). 

There has been a paucity of information on the characteristics of discharged 

residents of public institutions in recent years. In fact, the last year in 

which a survey of the mental level of discharges from public institutions for the 

mentally retarded was 1955. In the 1956 NIMH census of public institutions for 

mental defectives and epileptics, the following two reasons were given for not 

presenting tables on the characteristics of discharged patients: 

1. Discharge from the books of an institution is used by 
different institutions in different ways. Some institutions 
discharge a large proportion of patients directly while others 
usually have a period of home leave, parole, convalescent leave, 
etc., prior to discharge. In many States discharge from horne 
leave, etc., is administrative and does not require that the 
patient return to the institution. Therefore, since the 
definition of "discharge" is not consistent among States, the 
interpretation of discharge data is quite complex. 



Table 8 

Residents of Public Institutions for the Mentally Retarded per 100,000 
of the General Population 

1880-1978 

Year Residents/100!000 Year Residents/100,000 

1880 4.8 1930 56.4 
1881 1931 60.0 
1882 1932 61.6 
1883 1933 67.2 
1884 1934 69.2 
1885 1935 70.6 
1886 1936 71.7 
1887 1937 72.8 
1888 1938 74.9 
1889 1939 75.5 
1890 8.4 1940 76.7 
1891 1941 77.8 
1892 1942 78.4 
1893 1943 78.9 
1894 1944 81.3 
1895 1945 81.2 
1896 1946 81.6 
1897 1947 80.4 
1898 1948 80.4 
1899 1949 81.8 
1900 1950 81.6 
1901 1951 82.3 
1902 1952 82.4 
1903 •. 1953 82.4 
1904 17.5 1954 82.9 
1905 1955 83.7 
1906 1956 85.1 
1907 1957 86.9 
1908 1958 88.0 
1909 1959 89.1 
1910 22.5 1960 91.9 
1911 1961 92.6 
1912 1962 94.4 
1913 1963 94.6 
1914 1964 94.9 
1915 1965 97.6 
1916 30.0 1966 98.8 
1917 1967 99.0 
1918 1968 97.5 
1919 -- { 1969 94.6 
1920 1970 92.1 
1921 1971 
1922 1972 86.9 
1923 39.3 1973 83.2 
1924 1974 82.8 
1925 1975 74.7 
1926 47.8 1976 71.5 
1927 49.5 1977 
1928 52.3 1978 64.9 
1929 54.1 
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Table 9 

Level of Mental Defect of Classified Mentally Retarded First Admissions 

Year Idiot 

1922 15.6 

1932 15.1 

1942 15.5 

1952 23.0 

1962a 29.1 

Year Profound 

34.4 

1972 34.0 

1976 31.3 

a 1921 Classification 

b 1961 Classification 

Imbecile Moron 

39.1 45.2 

33.7 50.8 

33.0 51.5 

38.1 38.9 

39.3 31.5 

Severe Moderate Mild 

23.2 21.6 20.7 

29.0 22 . 0 15.0 

29.9 21.3 17.5 

Note: These figures are based on level of defect of first admissions for 
those that were reported, which in some years were as low as 70 percent 
of all first admissions. 
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2. The methods and standards for determination of condition 
on discharge are not uniform among the States. Thus, a valid 
interpretation of this statistic for single institutions or for 
comparisons between institutions or State systems cannot be made 
(NI~lli, 1956, p. 9). 

Still, given these reservations some of the discharge data collected 
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before 1956 are of interest. Table 10 shows the percent of discharges by mental 

level at near five year intervals from 1922 through 1955. One clear problem 

with these data was a varying percentage of unclassified feeble-minded persons 

each year. Although data are not available on discharge by level of feeble

mindedness from 1924-1932, for 1934, or for years following 1955, a trend 

clearly developed from 1922-1942 towards higher percentages of mildly feeble

minded (morons) and lower percentages of more seriously handicapped (idiots and 

imbeciles) persons being discharged. Following 1947, however, this trend began 

to reverse itself with relative rates of discharge among more seriously mentally 

handicapped institutionalized persons increasing markedly in the years following 

the Second World War. 

This trend, of course, was both affected by and had an effect on the nature 

of the populations remaining in public institutions. Clearly, the trend created 

a major problem which has a contemporary theme. Pense noted the effect of this 

trend in 1946, commenting that in New York State: 

There has been a decrease in the proportion of patients with 
higher intellectual endowment in the institutional population .... 
Over a ten-year period the percentage of morons was reduced from 
53.9 percent in 1934, to 40.7 percent in 1943, with an equalizing 
increase of idiots and imbeciles, most of whom require ... infirmary 
care. For obvious reasons efforts to adjust the feeble-minded to 
the community have been more successful with the moron than with 
the lower mentality patients. This tends to increase the insti
tutional residue of low grade cases (Pense, 1946, p. 455). 

Pense's comments are in a sense a prologue to many of the problems that 

would be encountered from the late 1960s until the present when large scale 

efforts were made to place mentally retarded persons in the community when con

sidered feasible. But it is important to note that a more liberal policy toward 

releasing mentally defective persons from the institution was slowly evolving 

prior to World War II. It was far from a commitment to normalization, and 

probably was greatly encouraged by the pressures of overcrowding within existing 

institutions, but, as will be seen in Table 11, the ratio of discharges to 
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Year 

1922 
1932 
1937 
1942 
1947 
1952 
1955 

Table 10 

Percentage of Total Discharges by Reported Levels of "Mental Defect" 
1922-1955 

Idiot Imbecile 

8.8 34.7 
6 . 6 26 . 6 
3.5 18.0 
2 . 7 18 . 9 
4 . 0 20 . 9 
4 . 2 21.3 
6.0 25.6 

Table 11 

Number of Dischargesa per 100 First Admissions 

Year 

1904 
1910 
1922 
1927 
1937 
1942 
1947 
1952 
1957 
1962 
1967 
1970 
1978 

Percentage 

24.9 
26.1 
39.6 
45.5 
49.7 
57.5 
61.7 
57.6 
43.7 
42.9 
85 . 5 

122.0 
299.0 

Moron 

56.5 
66.8 
77.3 
78.3 
75.1 
74.4 
68.5 

a Net releases after 1960 
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first admissions during this perio_d grew considerably and has continued to grow 

until the present; and as has been seen in Table 10, by the mid-1930s over 75 

percent of these discharges were of the mildly retarded persons while fewer 

than one-half the first admissions came from this group. The effect of this, 

of course, was in Pense's words "to increase the institutional residue of lmv 

grade cases." Still, despite an institutional population that was growing 

progressively more seriously impaired, institutions since the beginning of this 

century generally have been increasing their rate of discharge more rapidly 

than has grown the rate of first admissions. Since the mid-sixties this 

relative rate of change has been enormous. 

In looking at Table 11 the reader will note that the number of discharges 

per one hundred first admissions shows one period (194 7-186 7) when the trend 

toward a progressively higher ratio of discharges to first admissions was 

broken. The cause of this change was to a great extent the large demographic 

shift in America's population during that period. As Conley (1973) has pointed 

out and is evident from the NIMH institutional censuses, most persons admitted 

to institutions for the mentally retarded are children (median age 12). In 

the post-war years there was a tremendous growth in America's childhood popu

lation. This was, then, a period in which America had an unprecedented number 

of persons in the age group most at risk of admission to institutions for the 

mentally retarded. What in effect occurred during this period was a rapid growth 

in first admissions while discharges remained relatively stable. In 1952, for 

example, the first year that the decrease in the ratio of discharges to first 

admissions is visible, 63 percent of all admissions were children under 15, 

while only 13 percent of all discharges fell in that age bracket. As the baby 

boom continued, more and more children fell into the at-risk age groups, and 

for that period, first admissions grew more rapidly than discharges. By the 

mid-sixties the trend toward higher ratios for discharges had been reestablished. 

In explaining the reason for no longer collecting data on "condition of 

discharges," the NIMH report of 1956 mentioned that "methods and standards ... 

[were] not uniform among the States." This, of course, is not a limitation 

solely of the discharge data, but a problem which causes limitations with 

nearly all the demographic studies reviewed in this paper. This is a major, 

although not the only limitation of the data reported in a review such as this. 

Another problem revolves around the presentation of trends among populations 
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of the institutions which have been consolidated on the national level. This 

consolidation has, of course, masked wide variability among states and regions. 

As an example, the rates of hospitalization (residents per 100,000 of general 

population) for public institutions in 1938 varied from 4.3 in West Virginia to 

159.8 in Delaware. The national rate for that year was 74 . 9 . In 1941 the 

national average was 77.8 with the range from 8.2 in West Virginia and 14.2 in 

New Mex ico to 162.1 in Delaware and 160.0 in Massachusetts. Several of the 

Bureau of the Census reports were quick to point out that such differences 

reflected more on social and economic realities in the various states than 

upon any differences in intellectual potential of their residents. Those 

interested in comparisons among the various states must, however, be r eferred 

to the individual studies mentioned in this review. 

In this review the resident populations reported refer only to patients 

in institutions prior to 1952 and to the average daily residents thereafter. 

There were, however, a number of alternative residential placements which 

became increasingly utilized in the years covered by this review. It is 

v i rtually impossible to_ assess the degree to which these alternatives were 

provided to the inmates of public institutions based on the data provided. One 

reason revolves around administrative arrangements. For e x ample, one type of 

provision developed during this period, but which is not reflected in the data 

collected, is "colo~y care." According to the 1941 report: "in many insti

tutions of the country a large proportion of the number reported in the insti

tution did not reside in the institution proper, but in employment colonies of 

the institution" (Bureau of the Census, 1941, p. 256) . Just how many persons 

resided in these colonies is not known since this information was buried in the 

totals of inmates in the institution. Often, however, the designation of those 

in colony care as being in the institution is misleading if the reality of 

colony care was in any way reflected in the description provided in the 1941 

Bureau of the Census report. According to the report : 

Colony care provides training in occupations more likely to 
prove economically profitable than the activities taught in insti
tutional occupational therapy. There are farm colonies in which 
the training given may eventually lead toward employment of the 
boys as helpers on neighborhood farms. There are industrial 
colonies for boys as well as girls. These are usually maintained 
in a city not far from the institution where there are mills or 
factories to provide employment .... Colony care, by developing 
responsibility in the individual for the job that he performs, 
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establishes his confidence in_ his ability to do something worth
while . He has an opportunity to prove to himself that he is able 
to get along quite well outside the institution, and to prove to 
the institutional authorities that he is ready to be placed on 
parole (Ibid., pp. 256-257). 
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So while among some institutions extensive programs existed to prepare 

inmates for parole and eventual discharge, in other institutions placement in 

similar programs not administered by the public institution may have been 

preceded by either "parole" or "discharge" status. In other words, the total 

number of persons in the institution reflects administrative status, but not 

necessarily residential status. The problem is still with us. 

A number of categories of placement status other than in institution were 

distinguished in the annual census reports beginning in 1923. One of these 

was family care or foster care. This innovation of the 1930s was apparently 

first discussed in the literature in 1935 by Vaux as he outlined New Jersey's 

family care program. The first nation-wide data on the extent to which foster 

care was used for institution residents were published in the Bureau of the 

Census report of 1937. In that year there were 802 such placements. In 1945 

there were 756 foster placements. Only nine institutions reported any such 

placements from 1937-1945 and New York and Indiana accounted for the vast 

majority of these. Twenty years later, however, nearly 6,700 foster placements 

were reported by public institutions. When data were last collected on the use 

of family care by public institutions in 1966, it was clear that this was a 

rapidly growing option for the community placement of persons committed to 

public institutions. (The reader must again bear in mind that the numbers 

reported do not refer to the total of all mentally retarded persons in family 

care, but only the number of persons on the books of the public institutions 

who had been placed in family care by the institution. Clearly in the post-war 

era the growth of social service agencies meant that many more mentally retarded 

persons could be placed in foster care without first being admitted to public 

institutions.) 

Although the period from 1923 to 1946 is most notable for the steady growth 

in both the number and size of the institutions created to care for mental 

defectives, it was also a period during which the percentage of inmates in 

"community placements" kept pace with the rate of institutionalization. 

Beginning in 1922 patient movement data were kept on inmates on parole. In the 
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1923 report, "parole" was defined _as follows: 

A parole is a patient who is temporarily absent from an 
institution but is still carried on its books. The term is 
frequently used to indicate a trial leave of absence, but it 
may signify temporary absence on visit or for other purposes 
(Bureau of the Census, 1923, pp. 13-14). 

These dat~ then, were collected beginning from the very years in which 

strong evidence was first presented by Fernald (1919; 1924), Anderson (1922) 

and Wallin (1924) that the mentally defective, even those who had been insti

tutionalized, were capable of living "moral" lives in a normal community. These 

data can be seen as an indicator of the degree to which this discovery was acted 

upon. 

For the purposes of the 1923 study, an inmate who had been on parole for 

more than one year was counted as a discharge. This distinction, which was not 

made in the later censuses of the period, had the effect of making the number 

of parolees in 1923 relatively lower than it would have been under the definition 

used in subsequent studies. In the studies beginning in 1926, the category "on 

parole" was broadened to "on parole or otherwise absent" and further broken down 

in 1937 into the categories "in family care" or "in other extramural care." 

Family care referred to an arrangement where "patients, most recovered 

sufficiently to be paroled or discharges, [were] ... placed in the community in 

private families other than their own [emphasis in text] with remuneration to 
.· 

the family by the hospital or institution" (Bureau of the Census, 1945, p. 206), 

" •. . with the object of giving the patient whatever benefit [that might be] 

derived from the intimate and closer contacts and relationships possible in a 

family unit" (Bureau of the Census, 1939, p. 250). The category "in other 

extramural care" referred to patients in extramural care other than family care 

" ... in which the ability of the patient to adjust to normal community life is 

tested" (Bureau of the Census, 1945, p. 207). "Other extramural care" then 

referred to paroles to the inmate's natural family and other trial release as 

well as community placement not directly under the jurisdiction of the various 

public institutions. In 1922 there were 3,758 inmates on parole. By the 

beginning of World War II that number had jumped to 16,149 and by 1947 the number 

of residents in family care and other extramural .care was 18,097. While 

considerable growth is evident in the number of persons in extramural care 

during this period, it is worthwhile to note the parolees as a percentage of 
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the total number of wards of the institutions remained virtually unchanged from 

1927-1947. In the 1950s this percentage decreased somewhat, before again rising 

in the sixties (see Table 12). However, it must be recognized that the number 

of persons remaining on the books of the institution while in extramural care 

is highly related to the alternatives of extramural care, legal authority, and 

the administrative policies which deterntine the conditions under which one is 

completely discharged. Again it must be emphasized that the Bureau of the 

Census and NIMH reports were primarily bookkeeping in nature and made no attempt 

to measure the type of care provided those who were discharged from the insti

tution . None of the surveys of institutions since 1965 have requested an 

accounting of persons carried "on the books" of the institution, i.e., for whom 

the institution retains some responsibility, but who are not actually residing 

in the institution. Scheerenberger's 1976 report, however, did indicate that 

36 percent of the responding institutions could readmit "temporarily discharged" 

residents withoub formal readmission hearings, indicating that they did retain a 

certain degree of responsibility extending beyond the time the person was placed 

in an alternative residential facility (Scheerenberger, 1976, p. 48). 

While clearly some of the early colony care and family care arrangements 

were motivated by a desire to provide inmates with more normalized residential 

arrangements, the 1945 report suggests that another factor was involved: 

Colony care was adopted because it went a long way toward 
solving ... problems ... urgent to many institution superintendents. 
At a time when no funds were available from State appropriations 
[these were the depression years] for the provision of additional 
bed capacity, it released a certain number of institution beds to 
which defective patients in the community in acute need of insti
tutionalization might be admitted (Bureau of the Census, 1945, 
p. 25 7). / 

Clearly, overcrowding was a growing problem in institutions during this 

period. With the depression cutting into the revenues available for public 

institutions and a generally low priority of institutions for mental defectives 

in the eyes of the general public, institutions went from operating at normal 

capacity in 1932 to over 14 percent in excess of their normal capacity by 1948. 

The last estimate of overcrowding among institutions for the mentally defective 

and epileptic were reported in 1949. At that time these data were discontinued 

for the following two reasons: 

One, many institutions for mental defectives and epileptics 
maintain long waiting lists and tend to admit patients as space 
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becomes available. Secondly, the standards upon which rated 
capacity is measured vary so widely both in time and among 
States as to make comparisons misleading (NIMH, 1952, p. 10). 

Scheerenberger soundly supported the second of these reasons when he noted 

that a comparison of the same 135 institutions "between 1964 and 1976 revealed 

a substantial decrease in total rated bed capacity from 180,113 to 132,717, a 

26.3 percent reduction" (Scheerenberger, 1976, p. 4). Table 13 shows capacity 

figures f or reporting institutions from 1932 through 1949 and for 1974 and 1976. 

The number of inmates dying while institutionalized was first reported for 

the year 1903. This information was thereafter collected in every institutional 

census until 1971. From 1972 through 1977, data on institutional deaths were 

not collected in any of the national surveys reviewed in this volume. This 

information, however, was collected in 1978 as part of the Developmental 

Disabilities Project on Residential Services (Krantz et al., 1978). Table 14 

presents the sum of the total available since 1903. As can be seen, there has 

been a good deal of stability in the total numbers of deaths reported during 

this period. What makes this stability most remarkable is the tremendous rise 

in the total population of public institutions during this same period. The 

death rate per 1,000 average patients best points out the substantial relative 

decrease in death rates over this same period. Making this trend even more 

remarkable is the fact that over these years the resident population of public 

institutions increas·ingly has been made up of more severely mentally handicapped 

persons (Bureau of the Census, 1933; Pense, 1946; Scheerenberger, 1974; 1976). 

Data on discharges from public institutions for the mentally retarded have 

been collected since 1904. These data have, however, been reported in two 

different ways. Prior to 1960 discharges were reported as the number of persons 

who were formally released from either the institution or from parole. 

Theoretically, this number should have equaled: 

Residents at 
Beginning of 
the Year 

Admissions 
+ (Excluqing 

Transfers) 

Deaths in 
Institution 

Residents 
at End of 
the Year 

Discharges or 
Live Releases 

Unfortunately it never did, although the number was usually relatively close. 

One resolution of this problem was to begin computing net releases according to 

the above formula, rather than asking the individual institutions to provide 

their count of the number of residents actually discharged in a given year. 
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Table 12 

Number of Persons "on Books" of Public Institutions 
for the Mentally Retarded Cared for Outside the Institution 

(excluding "Colony Care") 
1922-1965 
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Year Total Number Number Outside Eer 100 Inmates 
1922a 3,758 7.8 
1927 8,077 13.7 
1932 10,827 14.1 
1937 14,042 14.9 
1942 17,056 15.4 
1947 17,986 16.3 
1952 17,911 13.6 
1957 19,988 13.4 
1962 20,863 12.0 
1965 24,797 13.2 

a For 1922 those who had been on parole for more than one year were 
as discharged. 

Table 13 

Average Resident Population and Normal (Rated) Capacity 
of Reporting Institutions for Reported Years 

recorded 

Year Average PoEulation Normal (rated) CaEacity % Excess CaEacity 

1977 
1976 165,710 153,584 - 7.9 
1974 148,160 141,522 - 4.7 
1964a 180,133 192,493 6.9 
1949 124,944 110,317 13.3 
1948 121,149 105,896 14.4 
1947 118,047 104,427 13.0 
1946 113,979 100,244 13.7 
1945 113,482 105,586 7.5 
1944 112,641 104,765 7.5 
1943 107,948 100,169 7.8 
1942 112,518 105,012 7.1 
1941 104,041 99,749 4.3 
1940 99,086 92,999 6 . 5 
1939 97,680 92,424 5.7 
1938 99,393 93,388 6.4 
1937 96,699 92,564 4.5 
1936 93,679 89,290 4.9 
1935 92,190 89,535 5.3 
1934 89,229 84,440 5.7 
1933 85,343 83,579 2.1 
1932 80,939 80,945 0 

a 1964 data from Scheerenberger (1965). Population figures are not an 
average, but the actual population on November 1, 1964. 
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1975 3496 18.7 

1978 2154 15 . 4 
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This was done with the "Mental Health Statistics, Current Reports" of NIMH 

beginning in 1960, while the Patients in Mental Institutions continued to 

report actual discharges. Table 15 presents discharge data (net releases after 

1960). Also provided for selected years are data on the percent of total 

discharges released directly from the institution, as opposed to those released 

from parole, family care or other alternative arrangements, and the ratio of 

discharges per 100 first admissions . This latter ratio is highly sensitive to 

the first two of the three purposes of deinstitutionalization outlined in a 

Statement of the National Association of Superintendents of the Residential 

Facilities for the Mentally Retarded (1974) in which it was stated: 

Deinstitutionalization encompasses three interrelated purposes: 
(1) prevention of admission ... (2) return to the community of all 
residents who have been prepared through programs of rehabilitation 
... and (3) establishment and maintenance of a responsive residential 
environment (pp. 4-5, emphasis provided). 

Of course, this massive effort to deinstitutionalize residents of public 

facilities has led to the discharge of many persons who a decade ago would not 

likely have been discharged. A result of this effort has been the eventual 

readmission of many persons for whom community placement has been deemed 

unsuccessful. Data on readmissions have been collected since 1922. As can be 

seen in Table 16, readmissions have been increasing rapidly in recent years as 

more formerly institutionalized persons are placed in the community. This fact, 

along with the rapid ' drop in first admissions reported in the most recent 

survey (~rantz et al., 1978) has created a much higher proportion of readmissions 

among the total admissions of public facilities. This can be seen in Table 16. 

Staffing and Costs of Institutional Care 

Table 17 shows the ratios of inmates to staff in 1915, 1922, from 1922 

through 1970 and in 1974, 1976, and 1977. With the exception of the darkest 

years of the depression when public facilities were hard pressed for funds, and 

the last two years of Wo!ld War II when the country suffered a severe manpower 

shortage, the ratio of inmates to staff remained between 6.0 and 6.9 percent 

through 1947. This consistency in the staffing ratio again reflects the 

stability of the institution model for caring for mental defectives during this 

period. The fact that inmate-s taff ratios went basically unchanged throughout 

this span of over thirty years is made even more remarkable when one compares 
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Table 15 

Total Discharges from Public Institutions 

Discharges per 
Year Number % from Institution 100 First Admissions 

1904 649 24.9 

1910 1009 26.1 

1922 2764 39.6 

1927 4165 45.5 

1930 3671 

1935 4911 45.6 

1940 5689 27.1 50.3 

1945 6487 23.5 62.0 

1950 6362 24.3 58.0 

1955 5485 31.1 45.4 

1960 6451 27.4 49.5 

1961 7979 57.7 

1962 7764 60.3 

1963 8156 61.1 

1964 9292 69.2 

1965 7993 26.7 53.3 

1966 9268 70.5 

1967 11665 85.5 

1968 11675 92.7 

1969 14701 118 

1970 14702 122 

1978 15412 299 



Table 16 

Readmissions to Public Institutions for the Mentally Retarded 

Year Readmits Readmissions/lOG First Admissions 

1922 446 6.0 

1926 776 9.4 

1930 820 8.1 

1935 765 7.4 

1940 961 9.9 

1945 904 8.8 

1950 1,273 11.6 

1955 1·, 004 8.3 

1960 1,161 8.9 

1961 1,234 9.5 

1962 1,253 10.7 

1963 1,508 11.4 

1964 1,587 14.6 

1965 2,359 15.0 

1966 2,012 15.5 

1967 2,070 15.2 

1968 2,096 16.6 

1969 2,910 21.6 

1970 NA 24.1 

1974 5,?90 38.2a 

1978 102.9 

a Based on 70 percent of public institutions. 
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g.., Table 17 

Ratio of Patients to Staff; Public Institutions for the Mentally Retarded 

Year 

1915 
1922 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 

Ratio 

6.0 
6.6 
6.4 
6.3 
7.0 
7.4 
6.5 
6.6 
6.9 
6.9 
6.6 
6.4 
6.2 
6.2 
6.1 
6.2 
6.1 
6.7 
6.9 
7.1 
7.0 
6.4 
6.0 
5.6 
5.1 
4 .9 
4.7 
4.5 
4.3 
4.0 
3.9 
3.7 
3.5 
3.3 
3.2 
3.0 
2.9 
2.7 
2.6 
2.4 
2.4 
2.2 
2.0 
1.9 
1.8 
1.6 

a Based on approximately 70 percent of all public institutions 
b Facilities reporting data for the computation of this ratio included 20 mental 

hospitals not included in previous surveys. 
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it with the sharp drop in the ratio following the Second World War. By 1970 

the inmate-staff ratio had fallen to 1.6, one-quarter of the 1946 ratio, and 

appears to have stabilized at about that ratio through 1977. 

Closely related to the patient-staff ratio is the annual per-resident 

expenditure among institutions for the mentally retarded. Data have been 

available on per capita expenditures for residents in public institutions for 

the mentally retarded since the Statistical Directory of State Institutions for 

the Defective, Dependent and Delinquent Classes (1919) published administrative 

data for 1915. In that year the mean cost of maintaining a person for a year 

in an institution for the feeble-minded was $182.52. Wide variations were found , 

however, in the expenditures among individual states. For example, Colorado's 

expenditures in 1915 ($361.08 per inmate) were more than three times those of 

Alabama ($119.28 per inmate). By 1945 the average expenditure per patient for 

one year had risen only moderately to an equivalent of 218 1915 dollars or 

$386.11 actual dollars in 1945. Again wide variation was evident among states, 

with Michigan's annual expenditure ($579.73 per resident) nearly four times 

that of Oklahoma ($148.54). Since the end of World War II, however, the annual 

per capita expenditure for institutions for the mentally retarded has risen 

dramatically. In 1978 it cost on the average over $18,000 per year ($50.10 per 

day) to maintain one person in a public institution for the mentally retarded 

(Krantz et al., 1978). The reported per diem costs ranged from Alaska's 

$116.05 to Mississippi's $21.20. A total of three states reported daily costs 

of more than $70.00 while six reported costs below $30.00. 

Table 18 presents both annual per capita costs and those costs in 1967 

dollars for all years since 1915 for which these data are available. It is 

clear from this table that both actual costs and 1967 real dollar costs rose 

steadily in the first half of this century and have risen dramatically in the 

second half. 

Staff costs are the greatest operating expense for public institutions. 

Scheerenberger (1976) reported that 80 percent of the budgets of the 231 public 

institutions he surveyed were devoted to salaries and wages. But the steady 

decrease in the number of staff members per resident is not sufficient to explain 

the rising cost of institutional care for the mentally retarded in the United 

States. In Table 19 the average cost per resident per year in 1967 dollars has 

been multiplied by a factor of the number of residents per staff member. If , 
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Annual per Capita Costs for Residents of Public Institutions 
for the Mentally Retarded 

1915-1978 

Year Cost Cost (1967-$1.00) 

1915 182.52 600.39 
1922 309.81 606.28 
1927 304.02 584.65 
1928 300.67 586.10 
1929 281.10 547.95 
1930 265.05 530.10 
1931 287.85 631.25 
1932 262.57 641.98 
1933 238.24 641.02 
1934 236.87 590.70 
1935 252.22 613.67 
1936 259.06 624.24 
1937 278.59 647.88 
1938 283.43 671.64 
1939 288.05 692.43 
1940 291.13 693.17 
1941 287.98 653.02 
1942 315.29 646.09 
1943 347.48 670.81 

1944 365.20 692.98 

1945 386.11 716.35 

1946 433.79 741.52 

1947 527.91 789.10 

1948 631.38 875.92 

1949 697.72 977.51 

1950 745.60 1034.15 

1951 807.11 1037.14 

1952 1112.50 1399.52 

1953 1186.83 1481.16 

1954 1204.07 1495.45 

1955 1285.50 1603.02 

1956 1394.34 1713.23 

1957 1507.13 1787.46 

1958 1596.47 1843.92 

1959 1746.92 2000. 22 

1960 1867.70 2104.90 

1961 1916.12 2138.39 

1962 2033.96 2245.49 

1963 2130.38 2324.24 

1964 2208.19 2376.01 

1965 2361.08 2498.02 

1966 2619.81 2695.78 

1967 2965.33 2695.33 

1968 34 71.99 3332.04 

1969 3995.58 3638.96 

1970 4634.85 3985.25 

1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 9937.50 6728.17 

1975 
1976 13052.30 7655.31 

1977 
1978 18286.65 9377.77 
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having controlled for inflation by placing maintenance expenditures 

in 1967 dollars, resident/staff ratios were responsible for increases in the 

cost of institutional care, then the "real costs" multiplied by the resident/staff 

factor should all be equal. As can be seen clearly, this is not the case. The 

real dollar cost of institutional care is not affected solely by the number of 

staff members for a given number of residents. While from 1928 to 1968 this 

cost times resident/staff figure grew only 71 percent, or on the average less 

than 2 percent a year, from 1968 to 1978 this number grew 122 percent or 12 per

cent a year. Since 80 percent of annual maintenance costs were for salaries in 

1976 (versus 69% in 1956), clearly a sta.ffing factor is involved in these rising 

costs. That staffing factor, however, must involve a substantial variation in 

the real dollar cost of the staff in recent years versus those of past decades. 

This variability, of course, is strongly influenced by the type of staff 

employed and the market value which institutions must pay for their services. 

Earlier in this review it was mentioned that over the years the resident 

population of public institutions has been changing in the direction of greater 

proportions of severely. handicapped residents. This fact, as well as the social 

criticism and related legislature and judicial actions, has compelled (in many 

cases allowed) new staffing patterns in public institutions for the mentally 

retarded. These personnel changes have been in the direction of more highly 

specialized and, therefore, more expensive work forces. Table 20 shows the 

extent of these changes in two occupational groupings: medical specialists 

(medical doctors, dentists and registered nurses) and therapists (physical, 

occupational, vocational and recreational) over a twenty-year period. As can 

be seen, there has been substantial change in the proportion of the total 

institutional staff made up of persons trained in these specialized fields. 

Similar trends toward a more specialized labor force in public institutions 

can be seen in areas such as social work, special education and psychology, 

while the number of attendants and licensed nurses appears to have remained 

relatively stable over the past few years (Scheerenberger, 1974; 1976). 

Private Institutions 

In each of the censuses of mental defectives in institutions conducted by 

the Bureau of the Census, with the exception of those years from 1926-1932 when 

the census was specifically limited to state institutions, an attempt was made 
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Table 19 

Effect of Lowered Resident/Staff Ratio on Institutional Costs 

Year Cost ($196 7) Resident/Staff Cost X Resident/Staff 

1928 586.10 6.3 3692.43 

1938 671.64 6.2 4164.17 

1948 875.72 5.6 4904.03 

1958 1843.92 3.3 6084.94 

1968 3332.04 1.9 6330.88 

1978 9377.77 1.6a 15004.43 

a 1976 ratio reported by Scheerenberger (1976) 

Table 20 

Proportion of Total Staff of Persons Trained in Two Specialized Fields 

Year 

1956 

1966 

1976 

Medical Specialists 

2.6% of Total Staff 

5.0% of Total Staff 

6.3% of Total Staff 

Therapists 

1.3% of Total Staff 

1.7% of Total Staff 

3.9% of Total Staff 
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to enumerate mental defectives in private institutions for that "class." This 

effort for the years prior to the initiation of the annual studies (1926) has 

been described briefly in the first section of this review. 

The procedure developed for generating a complete list of all such 

facilities in order to conduct an adequate survey was reviewed in the 1947 

report by the National Institute of Mental Health which continued these special 

censuses beginning in that year. That report stated that the locations for the 

private facilities were obtained through lists provided by state licensing 

agencies (Nil1H, 1?47, p. 113). This procedure was adopted by NIMH in continuing 

these surveys. The report went on, however, to caution that "in those states 

where there [was] no State licensing of private institutions, it is possible 

that schedules were not sent to all institutions or schools" (NU1H, 1947, p. 113). 

From 1890 through 1923 the Bureau of the Census was successful in obtaining 

returns of its abbreviated schedule from all known private institutions. After 

discontinuing the collection of these data from private institutions for ten 

years, the survey was reinstituted in 1933. Returns from 1933 were nearly 

complete (93%), but unfortunately the survey from then on, until it was passed 

to the National Institute of Mental Health, suffered a steady decline in the 

rate of return, never reaching 80 percent after 1937. 

If the return rate was discouraging for the Bureau of the Census survey 

personnel, they could have taken heart from the rate of return subsequent to 

the passage of responsibility to the National Institute of Mental Health. 

While there was a brief honeymoon period in which NIMH returns increased over 

those which had been obtained by the Bureau of the Census (increases in returns 

occurred the first three years of the NIMH survey to a high of 86% in 1949), the 

rate of return soon began to decrease. By 1961 the return rate had fallen below 

50 percent and in 1965 publication was discontinued, although mimeographed data 

were made available on request. 

In 1969 a survey of the Master Facility Inventory was conducted by the 

National Center for Health Statistics. In this survey of all inpatient health 

facilities in the U.S., 708 facilities were located which functioned as 

residential facilities for the mentally retarded. In these facilities a reported 

33,002 mentally retarded persons resided. To some degree, the survey of the 

Master Facility Inventory appears to discredit further the data collected by 

NIMH through 1966, already of very little use because of low rates of return. 
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Even though the period from 1966 to 1969 was one of searching for alternatives 

to the large public institution for the residential placement of mentally 

retarded persons, is it possible that during this period of three years the 

private alternatives grew fourfold? An equally important question, of course, 

is what constituted the operational definition of institution in the earlier 

studies. While the average daily residents for reporting private institutions 

in the NI~1H surveys of 1963 and 1965 was 77 and 75 respectively, the survey 

found the 1969 average to be 47. This may suggest that many smaller facilities 

were not included by NIMH, perhaps in the absence of specific state licensing 

requirements for smaller facilities, but it no doubt, at least in part, was 

indicative of the rapid change taking place in the residential service system. 

At any rate, because of the return rates from these facilities and the more 

recent data acquired through the survey of the Master Facility Inventory, very 

little could be said about trends in the provision of private residential 

services to the mentally retarded at the beginning of the 1970s. (In Table 21 

is shown the number of known private facilities and the percentage of these 

reporting demographic data on their residents from 1880 through 1969.) 

There is no question that the recent trend toward moving mentally retarded 

persons out of public institutions has led to a rapid growth in the number of 

private facilities . According to the Developmental Disabilities Project survey, 

by June 30, 1977 there were 4,065 non-governmental facilities providing 

"24-hour, 7 days-a-week responsibility for room, board, and supervision of 

mentally retarded persons." The average size of these facilities was less 

than one-half that found in 1969. Again to what degree the differences between 

the 1969 and 1977 surveys reflected change in the service system versus change 

in the survey methods is not perfectly clear. 
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Year 

1880 
1890 
1904 
1910 
1923 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1969 

Table 21 

Number of Known Facilities and Percent Reporting in Survey 
of Private Residential Facilities for the Mentally Retarded 
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Number % Reporting 

0 
4 

14 
28 
73 
81 
79 
76 
66 
64 
68 
77 
80 

109 

120 
131 
146 
148 
145 
156 
168 
168 
156 
204 
190 
185 
182 
206 
200 
195 
192 
210 
200 
199 
191 
182 
708 

100 
100 
100 
100 

93 
86 
87 
86 
84 
76 
71 
64 
64 

77 
71 
74 
76 
86 
84 
76 
67 
74 
69 
70 
68 
66 
61 
65 
58 
44 
56 
48 
45 
44 
41 



A FINAL COMMENT 

It has been nearly one hundred years since the first census of mentally 

retarded persons in institutions was conducted. During the bulk of this 

period surveys of institutions have documented a steady increase in the 
' 

population of these facilities. In the last decade the trend has been reversed, 

and ever greater numbers of mentally retarded persons in residential facilities 

are living outside large, state-operated institutions. Today 70 percent of all 

public and community residential facilities contain ten or fewer residents. 

On the other side of the coin, however, it must be recognized that about 

85 percent of all mentally retarded persons in the various public and community 

residential facilities are in settings with over thirty residents. Thousands 

more are in foster homes. In short, the residential service system has grown 

extremely complex in recent years. Still no ongoing mechanism for measuring 

quantitative change with that system, let alone the nature of care within the 

various alternatives, exists. 

In this review the author has attempted to describe some of the methodologies 

utilized in the past to measure demographic and administrative factors among 

residential placement alternatives for mentally retarded persons. Hopefully 

this review will be useful not only in its summary of historical trends and 

practices, but will assist those who will plan for future mechanisms to assess 

the ways in which residential services are provided to mentally retarded 

persons. 
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1860 CENSUS 

Pqge No. 
SCHEDULE l.-Free Inhabitants in in the County of ______ _ 
State of _____ _ enum~ated by met on the day of _ __ t l860. 

Post Office , Ass't Marshal 

l'" c 
;c -5 ~ 
;ls::z 

:3; :~ 
tc._ ~ 
: :..o =st 
~~~ 

'20 ------ DF.SCRIPTION. ---}VALG~ OF ESTATE OWSED. ~ c ~ ~~ I 
~ .... s: 2 ~ ~ \Vhcthcr c.l raf anU 
E-2. Tho uame of every persun whos!) i!~ Pro!ession,Occnpation,or ~frac1 11 o l Place of Birth, ~ JJ~·!ic dntub. bli!,rl , in · 
g <O g u~ual place t>! aboclc on the fir~t ;a~: each person malC' a!ld female, V· 

1 
f Value of Naming the Stat~. Territory, ;:::: "';j ..... !: f ~•me, i t1 i otic, 

-~ ~ ·~ !lay of June, 1860, was .in tllis :.._.::;,..:. over 15 year~ of ~~se. R .. a
1 

E~e. 0 Pt'rsonal or Country. ] k ~~ ; ; ~ p :wpl• l', ur cnu 
- ~ -~ f 'I ..: c.L stn.to. E..;tatl• '"'to: - .... ,= .· ·t 
s~ ·- 4.1 H - c-:;...1::;~ ~~ 
~ - .... > .<> ~ 8 ~ ~ r:: , 
.... en nmt y. . o ~ · l-o Cl.o ,4J .... ~ ~:. I \ ac . 

_ 
1,J __ ~ 3 4 r; _ u _ 7 - s _ u ~~----~~-- -~~:~-1-'~ i===-u, __ ~J 

1 I ;- -- _____ , I h : I I : 
- I ;;)}//)// ////))))/)))/;;; I I I ' --I I . ----1 U< W<W«_'h/UP -- - "" ""U272ZZZZr·rz~'::Y~//,/~ I 

. - ~-~--- 1------
1

1 No. wblte moJe~. ___ No. colorOO. mAles,--- No. rorettn born.--- No. blind, ---- No. ldJotle, -- --~- I 
I 

No. ca:onleta, ---
~ wblte fomolos, ___ 'No. colored remnlee, --- No. deal and dumb,--- No. lnMDe, --- No. ~NU:Jpert, --- j 

39 

40 

~ 

39 

40 

..... ..... 
~ 



1880 CEN SUS 

SUPPLEME:\"T!d Sl'HEnt: · "!\ oJ lDJOT'' · · · · 
S
'ta f ·• LE - O.-.- "rc~lllmgm ...... ,ltllii~Count,·uf 

teo ··---- · ennmemtcll IJv 111c June 1!:>~0 1: 11 . - t . · ..•••• , p ~ . , . . , o . - --- .. , • liUI~IU OJ. 

age/ u.; Sup~n·t~or'~ di~tril·t ::\ u. ; EnUiu~rution di~tril't )\o. 
Num\;lcr taken from ~clwdule )\ 0 . 1: 

J. ~umber of page. 
2. NumlJer of line. 
3. Naml'. 

Resid,~nce when at home (sef' note A): 
4. City or town. . 
5. <;;ounty (if in same State), or Stat E' (if in 8<~;1w other State) 
6. Is tins per~un se_lf-supporting, or panh· so'/ (::;ec nut~ .B.) · 
7. ~~eat wh1ch tdto('y occurred. (:-ite tiutc C.) 
~: ~~1ppose<l cau~e of idioey (if acyuired). (See note D.) 

S1ze of heaL\ (large, tiillall, or natural). 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 
H. 
15. 
16. 

17. 
Ill. 

Trainiug ~r. hnol: 
Has this per~on e>vrr hP.rn an inmatr. c,f a trainin~ ""hu,J j,r idiut ~ ·: 1 f Yl'S, 

name the ~aie l train in~ ~c:hool. 
·what has bm:n thctotallcn~th ,,_r ~imc ~pP.nt by him l<>r her) ,luring lifr in 

any ~uch tratnmg ~c:hnnl IJr trauuug ~;clwub'! 
Date ,,f di~charge (vcar onlv). 

(SPe noll' E) : · · 
ls this pr~nn al~n insane'! 
Is he: ( ur ~he) al~o hl i nd '! 
Is In: ~or Hhc) abo cleaf'l 
l~ he or she) al~o an epileptic'! 
Is he or she) parahzcd; aud ii yeP, con whic:h ~icl c · '! 

H.ight. . -
Left. 

The ohjPet of thi ~ ~upj>hmwntal ~chedule i~ to furni~h material n<•t .,llh· f.,r a crJm 
pl;,tP t•nunH•ratinu of t ln! itliuts, hut fur an arcount of th l'ir conditin11. lt j, inq .. ,nant 
tlmt en·ry inqnir~· n·~pel'ling t>al'lt <·a.•e be an~were<.l a~ iully as l"'"'i i,J c· . 1-:tJ\tlul'Tatur:' 
will, therd•Jn•, a iter lllakinf! the proper l'ntriL·~ upon the l)opulation :-:,che<.luk· t);• '· ] 1, 
tran~ft·r t lw IHlllll' (\\·it h ~chednk page ancl number) of c\·er~· idiot founcl, irum !;vht:•lule 
:l'u. I t<J th i~ ~Jl\'t:ial ~clwclnh•, ancl proeced to ask the a<.lditioual que::tiou:: iudicate<l 
in the hent!in)!H ni thP " 'vcrall'olunms. 

The wcml '' icl iot '' ha~ a ~pel'ial m~aning whil'h it is essential ior every enumerator 
t•' k no"·. :\ n ill iot i~ a per~• Ill the <.le,·elopmen t oi who. e mental fal'ul tie~ was arre!;te< I 
in inianc~- or childh•J<Jd bl'forc l'Oming to maturity. l tis sometime:' difficult to di~
tin~ui:'h hl·twel·n the ~tupiJity which re~u lt s from idioey and that which is due to 
tht • l <J~~ or <ll·tcri<lration nf nwntal power in con~equence of in~an ity. The latter is 
n<lt trne i·li•1t'\', hut dt>nH•ntia or itnht·t·ili t,·. The enumeration dt•sircd ior the census 
i" ,f true icli<lt~ on ly. lll·llll'nted jwr~ons' !;l10uld be rla:;,ed with the insane. 

EnnniL'n\lllr~ ma,- obtain valuabl e hint~ ag to the number of idiots, and their resi
<ll'IH't·~. irom phy::icians who practiC'e medicine in their re~pecti ,·e districts. 

:\oTE :\.-.\ n i•liot mav be found t•ither at his own h ome or awa,· from it in some 
in"tituti•m, ~nl'h aHa tra!nin!! ~chool, a~ylum, or poorhouse. ln the latter case his 
n·~idt·nct• whl·n ut honw must lJC stated, in order that he may be accredited to the 
:O:t:lll' or c·otmty to whil'h he pwperly hl'lOn)!S, and that the county in which the 
in;<titution i~ ~ituated may not he l'hargl•cl with more than its <..Inc proportion of idiots. 

:\on; B.-li ~··li-~upportin)!, ~ay •·Yes ;" if partly ~elf-supporting, say "Partly;" 
ii not, ::ay •· ~o." Indicate all inmate~ of institutions who are maintained or treated 
at their pcrsonalL•xpen::e (not at the expense of any town, county, or State, nor of 
tin• in!;titutinn ) bv the word "Pav." 

:\nn: C.-If ·an 'icliot from birth; say "B;" if idiocy occurred after birth, state the 
U)!e at which it occurred. Special pains Ehould be taken to indicate all idio~ irom 

uirth . ::\oTE D.-The causes of idiocv are such as the following: Scarlet fever, mea~les, 
uwningit!~• t>ll'., blo.w on h~ad! fall, etc., fright, e_!.c. ~ , . 

::-\ OTE E. -In makmg entnes Ill columns 13, 14, 1<>, 16, 1 c, and lo, an aflirmatn·e mark 

only will be used, thus: I 
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1890 CENSUS 

St:PPLEm:sTAI. ~cm:nt;T.B No. 2.-STATJRTICS OF FEEBLE-llfl~DEDNES~ .\.~D 
IDIOCY. 

Fccblc-minr.led a!u l idi otic per~rms in. _____ , County of. ____ . , State of. _____ , <mum-
<·ratcr I in J 11 nc, 1890. . _____ , Enumerator: 

fiupen·isor'~ district No.; Enumeration diFtrict No. 

(lnquiri~.s uumlH~rt·d I to '.!'2, illelush·c, in gcnerol population ~chcdu l c nrc common lo this supple· 
mental sc:bcdule and arc not here reproduccd.j 

Phv~ical defects: 
~:1 . ·Bl ind . 
~.J. Deaf. 
2.'). Abll· to ~ peak so as to be readily understood (well ), imperfectly (imp.), or 

not at all (not). 
:!il. Whether cripp led, maimed, or deformed. 
:!.7 . ,\ l!c or pe riod ,,f life at which mental defect occurred. 
:!H. ~LI ppo~ed !'au~e ,, [ mental defect. 
:!H. \\"h ut he r tltiH pc r~on has received instruction in a ~pecial school for the feeble

lllin rlcrl. ( Y e~ or no.) 
If \"£!~, gi \"!~ na me and location of school: 

:m. · .\aJJH' oi school. 
::1. Lol'a tioll of Rc-h ool. 
:::!. LPngth oi tillll' ~pent hy this per~on in such sch ool. 
:{:!. L<·ngth oi time ~pent hy this person in other public institutions. 

\\"lwtlH:r paralyzeJ on right or left s ide, or both sides; if so, specify: 
~.J. 1-:ight. 
:!.~. l .dt. 
;{H. \\"hl'!hc r thi~ per!:;on ha.~ had, or now has, any insane or feeble-m in rled relatives. 

\\"hdh r> r thi~ pe rson has had , or now has, any relatives, as menti oned below, 
who were insane or feeble-minded from infancy, with th e number under each 
heading: 

ai. Brothers. 
38. Sisters. 
::19- Father. 
40. 1\lother . 
4 I. <3 randfather. 
.J2. Grandmother. 
.J :-1. 1.1 ncleH. 
.J.J. Aunts. 
.J5. F irHt cousins. 
46. W hether this person has any relatives wh0 were blind or dea f from infancy. 

\\"lu~ther this person has had, or now has, any re la tives, as mentioned below, 
whu we re blind or deaf from infancy, with the number under each heading: 

47. Brothers. 
4!!. t:;isten!. 
49. Father_ 
50. 1\Iothcr . 
fil. Grandfather . 
52. Grandmother. 
53. U nclC!!. 
5.J. Aunts. 
55. First cousins. 
56. ' Vhether wholly or partially supporter! by pnblic or prh·arc charity, or by self, 

family, or relati ves. 
57. Residence when at h ome, giving State. count~·, and Jl<l~t-oili•·e addreR~. 

RPF:rlA/, ISSTRITTII):<~ FQII FIL!.!:<r. ~l " f!E / li"LF:. 

The ohje<:t of this ~npplernental 'chedu le is tu furni"h !llatcrial for ,t ··omp!Pte 
ennn1eration of the f~:chlc-lllind<·rl al/(1 irliotie and an <HTOUI!t ni their eo11dition. 
Enmnerators wi ll, a fter making the prr,pr.·r entrie' uprm P11pulutio11 :-:ichedule ~o. l, 
transfer to this sclu:dul<: the i11frmnation r;allcd ff,r lJ~· enlu11111S J to 26, inelu"i,·c, for 
<'YPry feeble-minrleri ''r irlioti<: per,rm foun•l, and prr,cL·t:rl tr, a~k the arlrlitiona l ques
ti0ns ind icatcrl in th e h Pa<li ngs ·nf the cnlu mn~ lllllllb<:n·d :!.i ro .;;, inclu,in•. 

Valuable hints as to the L·xistenr·e rJf ieehlre-J!Iindr:<l a111l idiotic pcrso11.~ in the 
neighborhood and their residence may J,c ulJtained imm phy"icians in the respccti1·e 
di~trids . 

The instructions necessary to the prrJper filling nut oi the colu mns nnmh<:red 1 to 
21i, in r·lus ive, are contained in th e hook 0£ inst rur:tion" In enUilll'rator~, a copy of 
11·hir ·h has been ~nppli cr l. Th e follo11·ing "flecia l in,tnH'tion~ 11·ill ~erYe a~ a guide in 
<·umpletinl-!; the information concerning fee!Jie-lllinrlcrl anrl irlioti<: persons on ! ~· , called 
frJr l!y tlu! c·o lumns numbererl '2i to 57, inclusiYc, in a ll <:ascs where the inquiries are 
not F<· lf-explanatory. 
Cohm1n~ a:,! and 33. G ive the time in years a11<l t " ·elft!Js of years. 
Column~ S.J and 35. IV ri te "Yes" or " ~o" in one or hnth colunm,, ac("(Jn! ing to 

'irl<! ••r "ide, paralyzed. 
C:o lun>n :~ti. \\"rite "Insane" or" Fee!Jlc-minde<l," a' theca~<· llla.1· be. I f none, 

\\·rit e "Xo." 
CoiUJnn ~ ~ ~ to -!5. <~i 1·e the number in figure~ under each hcndin~, ii known. 

Writ e "~o" if it i~ known there a re n o such relati1·e~. Write" Unk." 11·hen it is 
unknown. " "ith regard to grandiathers, grandmothe rs, uncles, aunts, anrl firRt 
~:ou,in>', inrlirate wh ereYer po~~i!Jie whether the insane or feeble-minrled rPlat11·es are 
on the fatht>rs' ~ id e by the use uf the letter'' F," or moth er's si<lc by the u~e of the 
lettL·r " :'II ," or on ho th by th e use of th e letters" F:\1." 

Golumn 46. G ive the number, and indicate as follow~: mind, "B," or deaf "D," 
a.~ the !"ase may be. If none, write" ~o." 

Colnmns" 4i to 5.'). Same instructions as under 37 to 45, bu t ati regards blind and 
deaf rclat i1·cs specify blind by" B" an<! deaf by" D." 

Column 5fi. \\' rite" \\'holly priv.," "Fa111i ly," "Partially self," ete., as the ease 
mav hP. 

(\>lll!nn ."J I. A feeble-minded person or idiot may be found e ither at his home or 
a way from it in some edueati llna l institution, asylum, or poorhouse. If away from 
hi ~ borne, special care should be taken to gi1·e the State. cou nty, and post-office, so 
tha t the person ruay be credited to the proper State or eounty . 

...... 

...... 
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND LABOR 
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 
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co 

SCHEDULE I-FEEBLE-MINDED PATIENTS IN INSTITUTIONS ON JANUARY I, 1910 

Stale 

County . 

~AME OF I'ATIEJST IN FULL. 

ACt-: ~ ll \111 · 
AT TAl, 

SEX. l llACE.I I.A t'T CIIS· 
UIHTII 111 -
11\Y. TIUS. 

3 

Name of Institution _ 

COUN'l'llY OF HlllTii 
0~' l'ATIE:'iT. 

6 
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1. ······· ·· ·· ········· · ········· ·· ··· · ··· · ' ·· · ····· · ········· · · · ·· ·· ·· ····· ·· · ··· · 
(~111ft') { Cuuury. 1 ---------·- - ------ --- ---------·· 

a. S111i fh , H'illin"' 
· · · ·- · · ·· · --- · · ·· · ·· ·-- · ·· '{S;,;,;,::,·r ;.:~ii~;.·, : )" ----- ·---· ·---- · ·----· ----· ---· -

4. Sex . .... . j ;: ~~~~~'1·1 -,:~ :: : ::::::.·_·_·_·_-_-_-_-_::::: : :::::::.·_·_·_·_·_-_::: : : :: 

c l\fulatto ... .... ... .................................. . [ ~ ;;::~~e .·.:.~ ... ::::::.·_·_·_·_·_::::~_-_ ·_·_ ·_: ::: · .. :::::::: ... · 
5 . Hace ..... d l111li an ............... ............... .............. ... . 

e Chinese ..................................... .......... . 
f .] ;tp:uwse ................. .......... . .... ............... . 
!I ( lthPI' .· ......... .................................... .. 

11 . Age at l a~t. hi rt hdn y . U 

\ 

11 Sin~~e ·--~-----· · · .......... .. ... . . 

7. l\Iaritn I 1' 1\Iarri t>ll ·-- ----------- --------------·-- -·-· ····-
contlitiou. ' ,. " ' i•lowed ..................... ............... .... ··· 

I : ~:~,~~:·~~~~~ ··:::::::::::::::::·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_:·_-_-_-_ . 
--- . - -· - - - ---- · -----

s .. J!-... ~--- - - - · ····· 
((\•UIIII'_\'I• f l•il'lh tof pnli1•11t . ) 

9. .. . r.~~ "- ~~ ~1:~':. ~/:~·:.".~!' )_-- ---.-- ... . -- ....... ... . -.- .- ... .... ....... . 

10. (}t 11 "do ( ,.,.,.,, rh) 

11. H ow ~up
ported. 

12. Nature of 
drfccts. 

"At. public t>xp~n~e · .. .. x ... .... ....... ... . 
h Partly nt publie and part.ly at. private 

expense ............. .. .......... ... .............. ,. 
,. _-\t priva te> r:qwnse . ............ .... ......... . 

FOR THE PHYSICALLY DEFECTIVE 

I ;: ~~~-~(~ - :·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~:::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-
, ,. Crippl rd, maimeJ, or ilefortne•l. X I ,/ Pa ral .rtic .... ........................... ........ .... . 

,, l ~ pileptic ............ ......................... ...... . 

FOR FDREIGN·BORH ONLY 

13 . TimP in tlt•· Unit<·tl States , ............. , ... ............... . 
_ ---- ______ i_~·~nl ·.!_ ___ ( M · •ulh>~.) 
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PATIENTS ADNITTED TO IN ST ITUTIONS FOn 
THE FEEGLE-Mir~DED DURING 1910 

I SSTitt:CTIOS~ Fellt F'II.LlS!. ~CI1t-:Ot'l.E 2 

On P- can l. u~l'l~~·dnh• 2. Ft•l' lth·- ntim1 Pd ptvit·nta ndtnit
ted tO in:- titntinl l:o! ch1ti i1L! lflltl," j,.: to he lillcd in ro r f'Rl! h 
pntit:ut ntlulitt"·cl tn your in!-= titution durin)! the yc.n r 1\HO. 
Ji :\ patit•ttl j ~ :tdmitr.t ·d two Or IIICJfC li llll'.!'tlnri ng 0 ycnr, 

a ca rd ~huu\, l bt• lillt·. l ou t f,) r l':tCh :u.lulis::ion. 

THE SEVERA L INQUIPIES 

],,, ;,._,, f n~k~ for th e ~ta te aucl l'Otmty in whit-h your 
in:o~litnti o n il-l ltll';ltt•lt. 

J"'l" ;r,,.! :t"k"" for tht• name of y0ur institu t ion. 
],,,, ;,.!, :1 a~k~ fort l:l' p. t !it:!nl'~ name. Tl1c uunw ehnnhl 

br )!in·n in full. 
J'"J"ir!J .~ t·a \1:-l for a ~ l : ltt'llll'11t of th <' patient'f' F.CX. I t 

i:-; ''' hr :tn~wl·n·cl IJy plar ing a t'ro~s ( X ) o n the nppro
printc I i ue. 

],,,";,.!, :i :·t ~ k:-o tlu-- rae ·(! of tlw pntit·ut. lt is to he an
~w c ~ rl'd hy plat·inu a rro~~ nn th<" apprupriatf' lin e.•. :\ote 
that f"r tlu· pnfJul!"lt·:-; nf tlw t·ensus th e! t to rm '' blnt·k'' 
inl'ludt 8 all IH 'J.! I'Ol':'" (If fnll blund, whilt• tlt t' tt •rm 11 11lU

hltto" includt'!'l all J>t'r:-:ons not fuJJ -I,Jondc,l n~~rne~ 

but lw,·ioc !'"till II' prupnrtion ur tr:u.·t• uf n •~g- ro blood :1n•l 
n ·).!:tnkd as m·~rot ·~ in the t'OIIIIIll111ity in whidtlht~y li\'C. 

l 111J11ir!1 1: a:-k:-: f,,r a :-:tatcmC'nlof th e patit•nt's a)!t' ·· t hi !:t 
h"t hi rt l,.lay. 

ho1u;,.!l 7 a..:kl'l '' hl'th t· r the patient i~ Fill}.dP, nmrried, 
wit\ owt·d, 11r r\h·fltTt'c l. It i ~ to he an!:'\\t'rt•tl by plat·ing: n 
cro~:-1 nn tlu• prt)pt•r line . 

], ,,11;,.!1 s cod I :-~ for tlh· cunntr,\' of l:irth of the ratic nt. 
If lh~ l':tli<•nt i" a natin•, write u.S. If lu• 1<11.' IXI rn in 
a fon · i~ll l 'tll llltry, g ivt~ tiH! 11011\H' Of t)H' ('Uillltry. u~e 

En:.!land, ln•l:111d, ~t·tlll:llld. nr \\ ' a\1 · ~, n:.: tlu:~· t·a ... e may ht\ 
in~tt ad of tin·nt Britain; and ~orway, :-: ,,.<•d t·n , or n<'n
lllark m..:h•a d u£ ~t·:mclina\· ia. J)i ~ tin:.:ui:o~h between 
An:-; tria athl llnn~ : 1r~· ; l,t•twet·n Canada ( Frt! fll'll) nml 
Canad:t { Euj!li:-11); al :-: t~IJt ' l Wt't ' ll l'nlathl ( (it'flltan). l'ol:uul 
( .\ u>lrianl. and P .. l:lllli ( H""'i311). 

lurJn ir!l .? a:-t k!-1 th e c'ol llltry of hi rth of the pntit'lll' R 

fatlwr . Thu I!Ont••al in"lrw·ti"n ~ for ln•luiry ~app l y to 
thi~ inf]niry ub-n. 

J,,,,;,.!l 10 :t>ks th e !"ountry of birth of thl• patit•nl's 
wutlll'r. The J!t.!llC'ral in:-lrtH·ti unM (t~r Inquiry 8 ngnin 
a pply. 

'"''"'~"!/ II ""k" wlwtiH•r t he path·nt i> Ft<ppnrt e.t {n) nt 
pnl!li<- l'Xt•<'ll ,., ( /. ) 1•n r1 ly at pnl!li,· nnd l'nrtly at primt~ 
t•xpt•n ~ t· , or ( t·) al pri\':'lt<• expt•n:-:c. An8\\'Cr by pbdng 
a ,·ro~ :<~ 11t1 t ht• :t ppn,priate line. 

] 11,,, ; ,.!1 / _1 Pppli L•:-t only tu patil'nts whn nrC' hlin1l; deaf; 
cripplt·d , mai111C'd , nr tll'inrmt.•tl ; pnrnl~· tit ·; t•r Ppilcptir. 
lnd it u t ~ · tlw }'ilrli•·ular liiH ! of tllt.,~e clt .. ft•d .!'l frmu whit ·h 
th t• pat it' ll I i!' :-uff,•rin~ hy phu·inJ! a c rn~e on the appro· 
yuiatt• lint•. If tlw p:ll it• llt i ~ ~uffl•lin~ from t\\ O or mnre 
tkft•t·t :-;. ind il'atl' ntrh th•fl'c·l from whit·ll he t: nff~r:'. 

j,,,,,;,.!, 1:1 , whit·h :1pplic>!i o11ly t.o tht' fl' r' ·h:n -horn, ealls 
for II :-:lall'llh'llt nf tlw llllllll)t>r or Y('JUB tht! patit•nt h!ld 

rr>' i,J,.,J in tlw l"nii> •d :-:iate~. 1f thn patient has h<•t•n in 
tllil'l c·tHlntry lt'!:'S than u ne y('ar, inJi calc the numb~:r ut. 
n10nths. 
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1923 CENSUS 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 

INSTITUTIONS FOR THE FEEBLE-MINDED. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING SCI/EDULES. 

SCIIEDCLE~ TO BE FILLED. 

SVIIEI>l!I.E 1. ---Patit•nts n•sitlt•ut in instit.ntions DPt t'l lllJPr :H, I!l~!. 

One rtn·d. Schc-tlule 1, is to ht• fi lled fur t>ad1 patil'llt :lt!lllittt•tl prior to .January 1, !!)::!·~. who 
wns pn·:::t•nt in your inst-itution at midnight. Dt·cPlllhl'r :)[, 10:!~ . Fo>r tho-;e arlmit.tcJ or re:u!mitted 
clming: tilt' yt'>lr 1 \i:!:.?, t•itlwr Sl'hrduk:! or :3 i-; to he usPd. In ,.;n!'h c;\.-;t•s t.he nnswrt-s gi\rll on :-1rhcdulr:i 
2 und :1 will ,.;nl'nly :he information n·quirl·d fur c · c>mplt•tin~ th<• · ~ nunH•nltion of all patient,; rt'sident in 
your ir:~tit•Jtion J),.,.,.lnh••r :n, 1D:!2, rxcludinl!. nf ,-.,ur~··· nil patil'nt~ rt•pnrlt•tlon Sehrdulr~ -l: :md 5 ns 
hn,·ing hl't'll disdu1r:;t•tl or n:; h:wing dice! prior to th~t darn. .\s :t pu:\C'h C;lrd i.;; usrtl for tahul:tt-io11 
purpn,;t•,; in thP Bun•nu of thr Ct•n,;u,;, the infornl ;ltion n•ttuired can bP pt:nchecl from <>nc cnnl ns well 
as anotlwr. nnd thu,; the duplication of cnt.riPs on Schedule 1 of pn.licnt:; nlrently listPu on Sdteuult•s 2 

untl :'1 hccom<'" \lllllt'<'t'~~ary. 
Tlii" scht·clnle ;:;]e~,tild not he fillt>cl in for patients :1way from the in,;titutit1l\ on p;trole or otherwi:;e 

nh>'Pilt on Dt'C'PtnhL•r :JI, 1022. 

SCJIEilCLE :!.- -- First. ;ulmissions, Atlmittl'd tllll'illg 1!>2:?. 

Onr ennl, Sc1H·du1P '..!, i,: to hr. fillecl in for <'~th first atlmission ntlmittrt! to your institution during 

the r.nlrncl:1r yPar 1 !J:!l. 
A Jirst atllllission j,; a patiL•nt :HhnittNI for the fir,;t. tinw t.o nny institution for the feehle-minded, 

except in:;t'tutions 'fnr :Pmpornry cnrP. 

SCHEnt; u~ :J.-Hraclmissions. Rt•atlmittPtl•luring 1m:?. 

One t•nr.J, Scht••lule :l, is to he lillPJ in for each n•;H]misc.:inn atlmitterl to ynur ins titution tluring 

thP cnlrntlar ycnr 10::!2. 
"\ rratlmission is :1 pntit>nt aclmitteu who has hN•n preYiou:;ly und .·r trr.nt.mt>nt in an in"titution 

for t-he ft·l·hll'-mintlrd . rxrppt trnn5ft'I'S nnd pntiPHt;; who h,n·e received trc:1tlllt)nt on1_\· in in:, titut.ions 

for temporar.\· c:11:e. 
Pntients returncd from pnrolc or Pscapc nrP not to h~ t•ountetl 11S r~:ulmissinn:3. 

SCHElH.'LE 4.-Patirnts tlischar!;ed or plac,••l on llllll'lini~e parole timing l!.lZ:!. 

Onr cnnl, Srhet.lnlc 4, is tn he fillet! in for ent:h pal·i~nt cli,,c·hmge<l frnm ynur in:;; titntion or plnced 

on indefinite p nrolc during the ycnr 1022. 
Pntienb pbc.:t•tl on ordinary pawie (not. indefinite p:Ht'le) c)r tr.llbfPLTt'.d to ot.h,•r in:;titutit1ns for 

the fpcbiP-Illintle,l or who di<' in the in~titution ;Ire not. to 1"• rt•portr·•l on Schctlule 4. SdlPtlulc .3 is to 

be u::.erl for denths in the in,;tit.ntion. 

SCIIBlll'LE ;;.-l'atirnts <lying during lnJ. 
One rani, Sr.hrJule 5, is to be fillet! in for P>ICh pntirut. who die,! in your institution tluring tho 

cnlend:1r year 1\12~ . 
Pnt.icnt:: who dieu on pnroh• arc to be rc]h)l'tt·tl a~ di:;rh:n:;c•d on :1che,lnlc 4. 

SCIIEDl'LE fi.-:\foY_l'lllt'llt uf patient. population, 1~1:!·.?. 

This schctlul('. i-; tt' he lillecl in 11-; soon tiS po:;sihle nft.,·r thP dc:>i'e of the L':\lundur vcnr 1!122. Thi.'l 
!.'chcdnlP sh nultl h:1lnnc .: nnt! t.h.• numh,•r of p:Hit·nt~ r.,:::itl,•nt in y .. ur in-;titutinn on Dt:c .. mlwr 31, 1D::!:2, 
nnd the 111lllthl'l' of fir::<t ndmi:<:; ion~. rL•nJmi,;~inn=-. tli~c · harg,·"· ;,ucl d.-•ulll::' , rc,.:pc<·.tivPly, shouhl ngreo 
with tht• nuntlwr t)f tht' ,.Nl'I'>'Jl'.l llclin;,r ~clwdult·~ lill~·d in. 

~o ::'l'het!ull',.; an• reqni.n•d fur polit•nts ah-<<•nt imm the in;;t.itntion un Dc.:cmhcr :31, 1\1:!2, or for 
pnticnts trnn:<frrrc.>d lwtwrt•n yt•ur in,;titutiun and otht•r instit.nti,, n,; ftll' t.hc ff'l'i>!c-mint!Pd in snmc 

state. 
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GEXEJ:.\I. 1\ . ..;TJ~l :CTJO X:o:;. 

'l'hc :<ehrdult·,; :<houltl h1• tillt·t l inn~ prnnq>tl.1· as }H>:<~ ihJ,. and rl'lurnc~d to tht• Burf'au of tlw Ct'!l:<US 
by Ill:\ iJ. 

BdtJrt:' furw:tr,lin~ tl:P :<cl:t•dnk~ th'·'· slw\d•l he c.trrfully <'lu•,•l;p,J hn c·k to '-'•'<' that allnro prnperl.1· 
fillrd Ill and thnt th,• lltllllht•r of ~· · h,·dn],.,_ :l:C:l'l't'S with the nutub,•r of p:Hit•nt:-: prt'-'!'nt in thl• itL-;t.ilutinn 
ancl thP mnnber t>f fir:;t :u!mi:<:<ion:-:, l't·admi~:<ion:;, disdmr;;es, nnd tl,•ntlt,;, l't'-'IH'l'tin·h-. a:< report1•d on 
Scltl•t1ule 6. · · 

'fhe ::.l'IH~tlult•;: ;:lwuld he fili,•d in with typewriter or in p!nin \\Titin;; with hlnck ink. 
En•r·y inquiry on f'nrh ~r · hl'dllil' :;hon1d he answl.'l'rrl. If thr infurmation r·:di,•d for h.1· :111~· inquir.1· 

cnn not he tt:-:r:Prt.\int••l. writ!' ·' l'nknnwn ., in the space pro,·id!•tl. 
:\lost of thr inquiri,·,: nrc· :<di-t•.'\pb nntorT, but for t:t•rlnin of thr inquirit•,; ~pcci:t! instruclitli\S arc 

provi1lt-d hr1uw. Tltt.'~<' in;;trul'linn.-: arr gin•n undt•r the nnm,• of thl' suhj t>d, whil'h i,; comnw n t•> 
sevrl':\1 :;t·hrdu)r,;, und nut h~· rh,• nHtnht•r ,,f tht• inquin•, witich nften Y:u·il's t>n the dil<'c•n•nl scl~t•dules . 
If tht•:-: t• in:;trurti.m;; :tt.Hl tl;n,;l' !,':i'·l'n on rlu• :;('h,•duk~ lill~ lll~ l'ln·:> arr C't\rt~full _,. oh:•t•n·,•d, your work 
nnd that nf the Bun•au of tltt• (\·n:-us will lw g:rrutly redueed and tl:c net•cs:::ity of furlh~:r t·orrl':> pondence 
will be :tn>idl'd. 

SPEC'L\L I:XSTP.LTTJOXS. 

)fl'iltal status of patit•Ht.- -In de,-ign:lting sut:h status usc the tt•rms "Idiot.," 11 Imhecilc." 
u?!Ioron ." '·~ot ft•,·h1l'-JllindPd." :\1\d ··L·n<'l:l~:-:i.iictl." 

Atr idiot is a ment:<l!_,. dl'fediYe pt• t-,-on h:lYin!; :t mrnttt! :>gl' (>{not more th:1n 3:3 months, or, if n 
cllllll, :\11 inlelli~r:H·e quotil•nt oi It·.• . .: tlt:m :?.). 

An imbecile i,; a 1\l•.' ntall~· def,•c ti>c Jlf'J-,;onltaYing :t m.t:'nta1 :1ge hell·;ren :~G months :md 83 months, 
inclu~i,e, or, if a child , ::n int .. !Iig:,·m·<' •ttll>tirnt hl.'lll'l'en :?:) nn•l-!\l. 

A moran is a mentaU_;- •ki',•ct!•;,• per..:on ha1·iug n ""'llt:lln~c hl'twcen S-l months and 1-!3 months, 
inclusin•, or, if a clti1cl. :lll intclligl'th't• 'luotic·ut ht•l\re,•n .30 a nd 7-1. 

Hace.-If the pr.tit:>nt dnes 1wt hl•lon~ to :tny of tho nu:c·;; ;;peeificd, write the n:1mc of t.lte race 
to which he, or she , brlong,; in the ;:p:tcr pro,·idrd. Tlil• lrnn "X rgro" indudrs nil X rgroc>,.; of full 
bloo·1 n1HI :111 Xrgrors hnYing some prorortion of whit.t• h1oOtl. 

J.gc at last hirtllllay.-Thi:; qu<':>lion c:~lls for thr. :t~P. in con:p1.~ted y••:tl"3 at. l:ht J,irtluby. Iu 
ruttny cn,:c>.;. person;; ,,·ill repurt thr :l~C iu ruur:J num Lcrs, like :;u PI' ·i .~>, nr · 'ahnlt 30 ' ' or "about 45," 
wl:cn thnt. i:;; not the rxact age. ThL•rl'fc>re, when an :1;;e rnding in 0 nr ;; is n•purtt·d, ::••U !:'!!ouhl usurlttin 
whethrr it i;; thr rxnct agl'. If, howt'l'l'l', it i;; impo:;,; ihle to gd tltr. t•xnct ngl' , •!t.llrr tit!' npproximatr. uge 
rathrr than return tho uge n;; unknown. 

Countr~· of hirth.-Givc• tht• uamr of the rountr~- ncrorclin~ t.n (ll'l'5l'lll ~ro_!:;r:lphi-:-:~ 1 houndnries 
if possible. Do not use indasiqos :>Hrh ns GrrtH nrit.nin, b11t write· J:n:,;lancl , Scotland, or Wales. 

The followi1tg i;: n li"t of the principal co11ntrirs which nrc likely to b~ rl'ported ns t.l,e co;mtry of 
birth of forrig1\-hom patients: 
.'drit::l. Dcnm:~rk. 
Armr·nin. l-:n2lond. 
Au; trnlia. Fhiluntl. 
Austria . Fl'~llco. 
Rckium . Gcrmau\·. 
Bul~uia . Grr.CC<'. · 
Canada. Hun~;-Jry. 
Ct•ntral AmNica. h:dia. 
Chim. lrrlaut.!. 
Czcchoolomlda. It:th·. 
Cu~·n. Jnv:\n. 

]tl~:""J:tl:l\"i:l. 
I.irhuJui:~. 
tux~·ml,urg. 
~kx1ro. 
Xorwa\·. 
Kl'thc·rbuds ( I!o!!nncl'<. 
Po!unrl. 
Portul-~1. 
Rumania. 
nlli!Sia. 

Srotlonrl . 
South .o\ me rica. 
Sp:un. 
Swr·den. 
:::witzcr!and . 
8\·ri:\. 
'f'arkP\~ iu .\ Fia. 
'l'ut kC'~· in Eutopc. 
\\'nlcs. 
Orhc·r (specify). 

Citlzt•nshlp.-Fur n forrign-l•orn prrsnn 21 )'C'nrs of n~e nud o~·er writr ".VaturaliztCl," if the 
pntirnt. has tukcn out sceond or !in:lln:ltl!r:lliz:ttion p :l(ll'~'>, or hr.s hrcome :1 citizl'l\ of. the U!liL,•t1 ~l~lles 
while n minor thro11~h tho nntumlt7.ntwn of p:trt•nts or (m C:!>'C of n womnn) by Htarnn~e 1nth n rrt.r;ren 
of the l:nilc'tl St. ate;;~ "FirJt l'UJ•O'.~," ii pntient lw,; dct'lnred intrntion of bcl'OI\Iiug un "\rnerit:an citir.cn 
and h:\s taken out. " tir-::t paper:~;'' ".:!lien," if pnticnt hns tnkrn no step townn.l becoming nn American 
dti1.en. 

'l'ime In Lllitt•!l Statt•s.-If foreign-born patient hns been in Cnitcd ~tntes one year or more, 
gi\'c time in complC'lct1 years, or, if time is less thnn 0ne yenr, in complrtetl montbs. 
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~umlrer of tillll'S :ulmittrtl. ·- Gin~ tl:t' numJ,•r of time~ th•• pnti~nt hns been ndmittt•d to insti
tutinn ; f.,r tla· fl' •·ht.·-mindl'd, including th.~ lnst ndnti~s i .. n. Tran,ft·t·s. :tnd rrturns from pnwlt• , should 
not h~ t'\lllrttl~•ltts admi~siuns. 

'l'otal tim£• ~pt•nt in lu~titutlous.--Thi;; inquiry :::t•t•k; to drtl'rminr the totnl timl' which the 
p::ti.·nt h:r . .; ~rrnt in institution.> for the fedtlr-lllindt•tl. wl.at•ther th:1t tinw w:t~ spent in· yuur in:::titution 
or in :<Plitt' otlll•r in·;tilution. li tho time spent l>y a pati.•m in otht•r institntinns for the frehlt•-minde•l 
ean rwt he nsct•rt:tine.l, give the totnl time spent ia ·your in:<titution :l!lll \\Tite, in udditic•n. ·'Ot her 

unkntnl·n. ·' 

Cla~sil!talion of t•pileptil·s. ·-For patient-; r.'pLtrted :1s suO'erin~ fwm epilrp;;y, the term,; "symp
tom:d it:. , or .. idiopn tlti<: ,. i<huuld lw u,.;L·d in 11111 kin::- =<uc!t da,.::<itic:l tinn. 

T!tc t!'rm symptomatic indnd e:; only tho:>e cnsl'S of epilep;;y in which it i:> decitlecl th:1t !Itt• ~rizures 
ar.· sympltlln;; of'' de1inite dise:t~e. 

Tht• te11n idiorathic indudes tho,;e cnsc,; of epilepsy in w!tich the undrrlying cnu~c of the SJ>tlS-

mophili:t i ~ unktH>'.I·n. 

llirl patil•llt prior to ar!mi~s ioJI rt"<idl' in a distiurtly mrnl community ?-·-The olJject of 
thi-> inquiry j,- to obtnin st:lti,;tics which will throw some Ji~ltt on th•• relatiYe preYalrncr of mcntnl 
dt•frct }n urha11 nntl n1r:1\ di;;trict''· In anS\\·rrin;;: this qu.:c=: ii<)ll. all incorporated citir~. Yiliagr.;;, or 
bomugh" haYing :! ,.500 inhabitants or more nrc to be cJn:; idcretl urhan. Smallrr cities or Yi!lug ~,; ore 
to br conc=:irler.:rlrural. Iu cnsc of doubt giYe n:mll' oi the cit~- or Yillagc in the o:pncc prcn-idrcl tht'rdor. 

Inddiuitr parolr.-This term ~ i gnific;; the rcLtlior.sltip to the in;tilution of:\ patient whn~c pnrole 
is contint: rLl indelinitcly beyond the tri:<l limit ti:..:L·tl by tlte in,.titulinn. ~\ p::tient on intki:nite pnrole 
should !lot he considered on the book~ of thl'· in~litution. 

Cnusr of drath. -Give the cnuse of tit-nth in nccm·da:1ce wit!1 t!tc Intrrnutionnl Li:::t of Cnuscs 
of Death. 



D EPJ\RT MENT O F Co;,;; ... . Y·.::r: 

INSTITUTIONS FOR FEEf::,E-':V!:IN DED 
SC:~ EDULE 1 

f'AT !ENI "S F:::.SIDENT I N I!'ISTITUTIO:'-J:) 
DEC. 3 1. 192~ 

I. 

fi . St' .x. --------- --- --·- -------- ----- ---- ------. -- ------- --- ---- -
r~tll(lur Fro •a.ll•· -:ipt ·~·ify wllirh.) -·-------------- · -- ---- ------ ---------

_ !)- -~ ,~~~ ~,~~-l'~ · :':n~~~~ ~ :.~_; ~,~~-~ ~\·;,i.;~;:,:~~~ :o_;·,:;,;.;:~~·.;~ -ir:;-~~,-j,j,.-,;.i 
For nn liV<' ·bvnr patien ts: 

1' '· \ \'a,; :111 f i L'll t h11 rH i 11 U. ::; , L ____ ______ -- -_---- -----
1 fYI!"t'r:\, .. ) 

11. Wn~ patien t 's fnther born in C. S. 1 .... _. ..... ; .... 
('\ c.;nr ~c,.l 

1.2. '\Yns patien t's motl•t' l' horn in l'. ::<.? .. ..... .. .. 
1_Y1'Siif !'\11) 

For forc i gn - /;r,nt p atit'n l.': 

1:1. Country or hirllt of p:ttient-.... ....... .. -------------

1-L Cit.ize!lship of ptttir·nt. ____________ --------.---.-
< '\ a'llf' ... :i: .. ,!. I ir::• t•alh :-.-. ••r \h ••n-·t~·!"'·t ry '~Ilk h.' 

15. Tiru•J in 1InitL·<l St:tlt·~ ------ ------- ----- -- ----- · -
--------------' '~-('~~\- __ _!_~·~~!~.:l-

! {i. \' tunlll' l' nf timt's ndmit ted lt• in~tituli\lll~ r,.r I~H' 

fechie-mindcd ------- -- -------------- ---- --------- --- -
,-; .' T~~t~I- ~i-~;·;-~~-i'~--i~t;t~~ti,~;·t·~--f; ll: -tit;, . i'ct• ld·· · 

1:-.. 

111 int led ____ ________ -------------
(Y~"!.':.c· > _ _ ___ _ 

r, j>:l ti r nt s1dft •l' ill • ... fn>tll epilcp;;_\' ~ -------.--- ", ----
;-. ( \ ,.:-; nr ;o>.;u . ) 

tr " Yt·~." 
pnthi.1·: 

,;p1···ify ,,·lwlh,•r S.nnpl11111: t1i e ol l' ldit ·-

.... ··-······· - -··--··_:::..·.:_-_-_-_--:-_-.:..::::.--:.:·:..--:_·_--_-_--_-_--- ------- -- ...;,: .............. , .. ,, .. ~ " ·'' 
II ,., . • , 
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~~~·i.:. .. ' U O F THE CENS US 

li'i'STITUTIO ?·l S FOR FE:ESLE-MINDED 

SCHEDULE 2 

FI RST AD MISSIONS, ADMITTED DURING 1822 

]. --- ------ --- -- --------------
(k• •··-1 

,, 
•J. --- ------ - .• - •• -- -- .- --- .- - ---.--------------- ·--------------- ----

... _ --·- _ ... .. _ ... _(~_!ll~~pall~·ut.l_ 

-1. .\dtnii if·d _ .. -------------- --- ------- --------- · 1!13:?. 
\ :\lrmlh .) _______ c_n~Y-] ___ _ 

~1 . ~ f l'll ! >il f! Hf ll.:; (lf pHlit'llt ----------------------- -------- . 
( r· :-or. _l"l :\.o::-t ll:-:1: i· ·· ••I ."l•·~t-ri··; ~ ~-~rw·i~.i~n _ru~_t !_n'_:--.!::'ty ~.' .!.~t:_~f' t~l':_lltilhl•t:.) 

,li. ~<'X .. .. ........... ......... : ...... ------- ------ ---------- .. 
------ . . -·- ( )f.ll~~ -~:!_l~.lc"-:"""l•~ ·i!y \\~l ~t· h:.c->:._ __ _ 

_s~~~~~:l_wn _ ''.'~~~ i t!~··.!__0.:_:~!:__~·~ ~~lay) ----------. 1:('r<r'_: 

!l .. )fnrital l'IIJ tditi"" ------- ______ ----------------- ___ _ 

Fo r nnli rc-h,Jfll fl'l!icn l .'f: 

111. \\':1~ 1•ati"nt, horn· in 'G. S. ?_ _____________________ __ 
( Yt">l)r ~o.) 

11. \\'a,, Jllll irn t 's father horn in t•. S. 1 _ _ _ . __ _ 
( Y··~nr ~(,,) 

t·> 'ra~ pali• .-nl ',- motlll' r lH •J'Il in-F. S./ .. 
-·--·-------·· (Yt•.:'lr.!"_~O.) 

f'or forcign - l •n r 11 pn l il'n /s : 

1:1. C'nunf r.1· nf hirt.h of patiPnt ---------------- --- -----

.1-4. ('iti zt•n <ltip .. r patiPJit _ . ________ ____ __ . ___ _ 
( :\atur:tlilrtl, J,t -; r Jl:IJ•I rs, Of .\lit'U-~jl~ , (y \\ hitl1. ) 

Iii . Tin1•' in l"nitPcl Stall's .... ______ _ 
f Yt•:us.) l )lon rhs.) 

11;. Dirl paLient. prior to ndnti~-<ion rrsic!r in a di,.

finl'lh· rural communitY~------------- - ---- -- ---- --
-- _ ... __ ~ . · . ~Yes_ or !\o.) 

l i. If a n< \l·r r tn 16 is '- \'o. " gin• nrtrnc of ,-illagt•, 
to11n, "~' l' ity in wlti!'lt p:ttient n.,.,ided: 

. -- ~- - ---- --------------------------------------------- --------

IS. 1,. pali l•n t :-;ufl'cring froJll epilepsy~ -- --- ------- ______ _ 
• ( \' •·: t1r ='"·' 

lf "Yr, ,'' :<pc1·i fy whether S_rmptomoli<" or ldi"
pnthi1· : 

-·--·· ---------------------- --- -. ------ --·---· ----·- -· --- .... 
IIKit',tli'IIIIO":O.T rou~IIJ'o-0 l'ftto . 

11 -HU'\I 
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O t:PI'RTMENT or-. Co MMERCE 
k'U ti E~U OF 1-HE CE.NSi.JS 

INSTITUTIONS :::;-oR EPILEPTICS 
SCHEDlJLE 3 

READMI SSIONS, READMITTED DURING 192'2 ----- - -.- ---- . : . -,--:-~:_--

I ···· ·· . . ··· ········· ··· ·············· 
- - -~~=~l~·t·~-~~i~=-- .. . __ _____ (('~111: 1~- -l ___ _ 

-1. R eadmitted . ....•... , lfl~::> . 
;,.. __ ____________ jN~,; ~.!...l ___ _ t ~~:-::.:.··)!._ __ _ 

i. St>x .... ......................... . ........... . .... . 
i ll u ~ ... \r {\u.·&ll-sl'-rdy wh:l h-l _ ---------- -- ----- -- - -------

.. ~· .\)!<~'·-~~12_!c;•~mittrcl Jlas~~·ir;hol :'~~--· ··-- - ~· ea!-,;.: 

10. )[nritul condition ... ....... .. . .... ----·········· ·······-····· 
----- ·- ~~t.!·_-\la:T!• • t:.."~Yh!nnt!'fl, or UhNreJ-,.!l<'(lfy .-hidl] 

For natirt·· hor11 patient:!: 

11. w.,~ patirnt boru in U. S.~-- -· --· · ·· · ··· - ·· ---·-···· 
c~· zs or No.) 

1'' \Y,,,- p:llit'llt's {nllll'l' born in U. S.? ............... . 
(Yed IX' No.j 

l:J. \Y :l~ jJ:llicnt's m otlll'r loolrn in U. S. l .............. . 
---------------------~·c-snr ~ o .. '_ 

}',, , fureiq n - IJ!lrtl pat;ents: 

1-L Country of birth of pa ti<•nL ..........•..... ...... .... 

J.). ('it ill' I: =hip of pa I it•ll T ••• • ••••••••• •.••••••••••••• • •••••• 
p:c.tu~J uh •i. n: :: t p:.l•d:', co .\ hro~r~ttr \Vh h h.) 

W. Ti nt<• i;c l"nit <'<l :-:tat ,·~ ....... .......•. 
(Y~al'- .) 

'1'7. ?\umber nf tinll':; ,,, JmittPd to inst ituLion:; f••r 

____ ~ti~··J:~·. or m<'llta l_:li_:~""'' or cl· ·~d ............. . : 
IS. Tnt nl time spent in Jn,titutions for r.pilc>psy, t' r 

ntt•J:t:J! di:W:l SC Ill' dl'fe•·t ...... ••....... 
(Y~:us . J 

I~' . A \r ,,~ ,nl ic ha ~(i.~_t\:rrnJ,l.:~~ ~:;~!~~~~:-~ .~.~ -r~·~:.~~ i~~-:;_;:~Pt.~i!i_~;,;!·r·h· ) 
:!11. \\' as patit'nt in til L' n~ilitary or nun.! ,;er vi<·e of ti"· 

Un !tccl Stall'S durin!! tl tc \Yorld \\";~r '1 ... .. ..... ... . 
---------·- tY~'! 2!. ~ '·· ~ 

w•u .. ~ •"'" ' "t"'fll>O"'"' ' 
11 -bli:J 

~----------- ·--·-----···----·-·---

1 I . I 
D Ei•,'.RTI-TENT OF C .::.MME;;c;:: 

RU R F: AU OF T~'E: CE:NS'JS 

JNSTITlJIIO~fS ~;OR EPILEPTICS 
SCHEDULE 4 

rnru.;TS DlSCHAnGW 01{ l'l o\CErl 0:\ 1:-ID!: fTmE P~f:OLE 
ourm:G 19.:.! 

1. ····.················-·-··--··· ··-·--····· ····-···-· ··· · ········ ____ ____ <~'!~~- ---------- __ _,_c:"'~:.r..:L ______ _ 

------------·---- --------
H. l\umbc·r of timc•s ndmitt<'U to in;litution; for 

c pilt~psy, or nwn t ~ i d i setlS~~-.9..: fec~~:c:::.:::.c:.:~ 
L=;:-\\·,;, puti<•nt in the military or navnl ~ervicc of tit,~ 

United Sta t•·s duri•~"' the World Wad ... ......... . 
------------ --"'-· -------''~':'. ~:!:L ........... ,.,,. ,,.:.:>"'··nv • 

u - .. ,r: 

i p~ - -
DEPARTMEN T OF CO MM CRCE 

DUREAU OF THE CENSUS 

INSTITUTIOI';S FOR EPfLEPTICS 
SCHEDULE 5 

PATIENTS DYING DURING 1922 

1. . ...... . ·-· -- ···- --· ---- . ----·- -·----··· · ... -- ·--·--·-----------
·-------~~~~~'".:)_, ___ - ---- -- ~.( 'ot~t-~~----

.. -
--··-·-·-

--- --· 
.. ... ·-··---·- -- ·--- -·---

H. r:umbc·r of times ndmiltNI to insti tutio n; for 

cpi l ·~psy. or mcntai cisensl' or defect· ·-············ 
f,';;-\\·,~~ pntic;1t in the -~i-l it;r}· ~;~~ai ;~:~icc oft~ 

·--------·----- - - ----- United Stat.·:> during the World \Vnr1 ..... ... . .. . .. 
lYf'.~~ 

u - •qr; 1 

- ----- - ' 
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 

INSTITUTIONS FOR FEEBLE-MINDED 

SCHEDULE 6 

MOVEMENT OF PATIENT POPULATION, 1922 

---- ------------- cs·.~· • .-_y ---------------- ---------- ---·-(c:ow;i1:> ---------------

}£ales. m~~- Total. 

--------------1------ -
Pnticnte on books Jan. 1. 1n~2: 

In institution .....• ------------------------ ---- ------------------------------

On ~:::::~:-~::~ ~-~~~--~~~--~~~~~~~~--~-----~::r::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::: 
~=-~ 

,\dmitted during year: 

Firat adm.issions _________________________ _ . --------- --------- ------------

RrodmiB!lion -------------------------------------- --------- ---------' ----------

TranefPm from othrr in•tit.utions for j I 
feeble-mind l'd in AAIDP SUite .. ...................... ...... . ....... . 

:ota

1

1 ~Pc.ch-~ d.mindg y.ear ............ -i=Fi== 
oota m tn•lltut.wn unng yPnr ------ --------· --- ------•-----------

nisrhal)!;cd or plnct-d on indefinite parole~-----~---·= 
clurtnl{ y!'llr _ ---- ------------------------------------ . · ---------~- ------- - ------------

Transfrrred to othrr institutions for fcehl<'- I 
minded in same state.------------------- ----- ---- -~-------- --------- -- ------- -- -

DiL'<i during year ----------------------------------1. .. ...... --------- -------- ----
Total dischar)(ed , tmnsferrl'd. and I 

died during year------------------------'---------.:::=:..:.:.:==::.:.:.: 

Pntiente on books D~c. 31, 192~: 

In institution"·----·--------------------------·-------- -----------·-----

On temporary leave-----------------------'--·--·-----------------------· 

TotaL·--------------------- ----------------- ------------·----- ----·------= = 
Avrra~e daily rf'8idcnt patient population 

during year·---------------------·------------------ --------------

1hll611 [U tl-8l9l 
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 

INSTITUTIONS FOR EPILEPTICS 
SCHEDULE 6 

MOVEMENT OF PATIENT POPULATION, 1922 

)I ales. 

l'ntirnUI on hook• .Jan. 1, 192!!: 

Fo
ntall's. Tot ft. I. 

In in !t titnt ion~--· ·- · ·· ········· · ·· ----- - .....• --------- ---------- --·-- ·--·--· 

( ··;,t\f~~l~~~~~~~~-,~~~~--~-~~:~~--~~~- ... -..... ~ ~ 
Total ........ --·---·------- ---------- ·--------- ...•..•.. .!. .......... . 

=~--~---: 

Admltf t•• l charirg year : 

Fintt ncim :..,'i i on ~ ···------------------ --------- --- ------- ------------

lteadmi.'t\ i cn~ --------- ------------------------ --------- -------- ·----····---

'l'mu~rcr.t rmm athPr t n~ titutions ia r I 
cpill•pti• ·H in & me !'ftate ••••••••.•••• •• • ! ........ ----·· .. .' ........ . 

~--~-----

Total rt'f ·cive<t during year ----- - --~-- --- - ---- ! .......... f .......... . 
Total on Lookfl cluriu~ y~r ------- ---- -·· ._! ___ __ _____ ·-----------

Discharged during year: --- ==,----
As re<"ovcrcd --·-------- ---- --- --------· --- -------'------------

A~ improvcrl ··----------------·------- ---------- ......•... ------- -----

~.~:;:;;::~0~ : =: I :••• :•• •••••••••••• .--,-----
'l'ola l cti~h ::ugt:d during year ...... ! •. ·--- --- - ~- ....•.............• 

I 
ir-.l n~r!'rr'.'' ' to othl•r in:ititutions for epi- 1 

f)j~:: · :::.:·.:~ :~:: ~ · :·_~_::::: :::=:=::::==:== :::~:::::r . ::::::: ·::::::::::: 
Tot !l lcH edt~\ P,!e<l, t ran!ierrcd.o.nd I i 

died durin~ year ----····---· ----- :.:::.:::;:: ::-------- ·.:.:.:::.-;·..:.:: 

l'dicull! on hook• Dec. 31 , 1022: --- ---, -

In in~t ir11tion ------·-- ····--------- ---------- -------·- ----------~--- ----····· 
On .yan.k• or othen,·~c ab"Cnt Lut 

flU l l) lll ~t}O k!'f • •••••• •• .• _ ••••••••••• • • ••• • • ~~;~; 

Toto! ....... I I 

:~~-:~:";i.,'!;::~).;.~~i~;;;::~~~~~~~::;:,;~;~~:~=:l~~~~--::.::1~:~:~~-~~ 
'-.ili'i f\V6-UOciJ 
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DEPARTMENT OF Co~.1MERCE 

£JURE1\tl OF THE Ct::N S US 

1NST1TUTIONS FOR FLESLE-l\1INDED 
SCHEDULE 7 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

"\s o~' DEcEMDER 31, Hl:.?:.l. 

(:o;ame or Io~titution .) 

(:St!lte.) (Com1ty.) 

======================== 
l, DATE 0~' opening .\S A:-;' IXSTITUTIO:-<' FOR FJ:EDLF.-:\IINDED _____ _________________________________________________________ _ 

2. TYPF. oF rxsTITCTIOS: Stntr, county, endnwrd private, or uncndowed pri\·ate ----------------------------- -------
3. Jx.;;TJTL'TlO:\ PL.\XT: 

Vnluc of instit,Jtim' {lrolprrt~--
"Reul estnte (im ud ing building")- ------------------------------------------------------ $ __________ ------- ----------

Personal pro pert y _________________ _________________________ --------------- ____ ------------ ____ ____________ --------- __ 

To ta! ____________________________ _ --------------- ____ ---------- _ _____ _ _ ______ __ _____ __ S ___ _ __ . ____ ___ . -- ______ _ _ 
Total ncrenge of mnin in!"titutiun property-

Owned ------- __ ______ ------------------- _____ Ren led _______ ---------------------------- ______ ------ -- -------------
(Includes grounds, i.um and g-.lrdc<l, and si tes occupier! hy hui!c!inss.) 

Colonies-
Owned, number __________ ________ , to lnl aercngc___________ __ __________________ ____ ____ ----------------- ----------

Rented, nUIUbt•r -------------- ___ ., totnl ncrenge __ _______ ________________ __ ___________ _ 

Tote! acrenge un<lt"r cuI t i rn tion .-lu ri11~ Yru r ---------------------------------------- ----
(Includes lnnd owned anti rc:n.--d :lt 1n:lin in.<titution and cnl•Jnics.) 

=";===--- -,-~-==-==~--- . ~ . ' ~ ~ =~~-~" 

ll•le:.. I Female, - ~ --- - -~~lri.-- . 

. - - -~·-·-- - -- --- -- .. 

- -- --· -··· ···--·-- ·-· 

:::· :: .::::;:;::~~ ::: :: :::: ::: .. :::::: = ::::: ::::::·::: i::::::::: ::::·!·::.:::···· .. :: .. ·.:· .. 
::~::~e:::~_:::~j-~~.:::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::=:::=::: :::: :: ::::::::::=:::=:::::::::::::=:: :1::: : :::: : . ·: : . ___ . ··· ::::::::::-_:::::: ::.:·: . i I 

Stewards ----------------------------------·---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---- . . ____ . ... ____ __ __ _ 
i ; 

Graduate nurses..------·-------- ---------------- ------------------------------------------------ --------------------- .--------- ·-· .. . ; ....... ___ ------- -- .. . 

:Mntrons ----------------------------------- --------·- ----------------------------· ·------------- ------ --------- ..... .' ----------- --· -... ; - - -- ------ --- -- ·. - - ~ -
I . 

Attendants--------------------------------------------------------------------------------· --------------- -----; .............. -----: _ . ----- -·- · . _____ __ _ _ 

All other officers and e!nployt·es.. _____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ______________________________________ = :.::=:.:;:=-:;·:=: c~~'= · _;=::.:=:~o-'--

. I ' Total officers nnd <'11\plo) ees- -----·---------------- ------------------------------· ---------------------,-----·------- .... --: _______ ... ·----- . __ 

===== ============'=-··- - ~~;..:..==-.;~:~-=- ---..:. ··=--:..~::-=-.::;:_.;= 
~200 [U 7-910) 



DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 

INSTITUTIONS FOR FEEBLE-MINDED 
SCHEDULE 8 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

FoR THE F1scA.L YEAR Exmxo --------------------------------------------• 1922. 
(Gh·e exact date.) 

-------------------------------------(:.-;.;;;;·.-r-fu.\it~ii~~~J----------------------------------------

(State.) (County.) 

RECEIPTS. 
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Balance on huncl from previous fiscnl year.--------------------------------------------------------- $ __________________________ _ 

R ecoi vod I rom a p p ropri n ti ons _________ --------------- __ ---------------------------------------________ _ 

R ecoived from pn ying patients_----------------------------------------------------------------- _____ _ 

Received from nil other sources ______________________________________________________________________ _ 

To tnl rccoi p ts __ ---------___________________________________________________________________________ _ 

DISBURSEMENTS. 

1. ExPEXIHTt:RES FOR maintenance OF PATIF.::.Ts: 
(Under this heading sh'>uld be incltvfed all expenditures for maintenance of patients and 

of plant. Expenditureg for extraordinary repairs or improvements should not be tncludcd.) 

Snlu rics and wages_------------------------------------------------------ $ ____________________ _ 

Provisions (food) ---------------------------------------------------------

Fuel, light, and wntcr ---------------------------------------------------

All other e),.-ponditures for maiutcnance __ ___ ______________________ _ 

To tul cxpendi tures for mnin ten a nee _____ .------------------------------------------------
2. EXPE;>;nlTLl:F.:S FOR PURPOSES OTTIER TIIAX :'lfAlXTEXAXC'E, IXCLl"DlXG ::.EW Bt:ILD· 

INGS, ADDITlOXS, EXTRAORDIX.\RY r.F.P.\1 R:>. D! i'ROVE)lEXTS. ETC ..•••.••••..••••••..... 
(Under this heading should be pbc·ctl all expenditures ior itr.mg, such as additional land 

[bought or reclaimed !, new buildiub>s. new equipment [nut replu.,ementsj, etc., which repre
sent not rcstoratiOD3 but impro,·emcnts or additions to plant. 1 

3. EXPEXDITCUES FOR REPADIE:\T OF LOAXS AXD L'\TEHEijT o::o; LOAXS ---------------------

To tul expen di turcs ----___ -~ ----.--------------------------------------------------.--------.. 

Amount rctumed to sto.te treasurer or other officials _______________________________________ _ 

Balance on ho.nd at close of year.-----------------------------------------------------------------
(Includes balance ior maintenance and ior all other purpoacs.j 

Total disbursrments, including bulunco on ho.nd ____________________________________ _ 
(This item should equ:1l t<>tal receipts.) 

S-.;:.'01 IU 5-0:!oll 
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1947 CENSUS 

"'S· ~O&(MHI OLO NUMIU FEDER.!IL SECURITY AGENC Y 
DUDOilT BU/IEAU 1\'0. 61·11JJ2 

I • D[ •£• . I 2 • 47 u. s. PuBILC HEALTH SERVICE APPJIOVAL l'.XI'IJIES DF.CDIBEJ Jl • 1946 

INSTITUTION~ rOR ~ENTAL DEFECTIVES AND E~ILEPTICS RHORT f OR T~( Y(AR E~DIHu (OI.o •••ct do I •) 

HOV EHEN T OF POPULATION: IS '+7 19 41 

To: · u. s. Pub II c !leal th S~rvice, N AWE 0 F INSTITUTION 

~ · er.tzl Hygiene Div is I on. \olashington 26, D. c. 
I MSHU CTIOHS - Sud ( l) o! this !or111 to tbt abo;oe 

ADDRESS ( .$ t teet. Clly, lono • Slate ) 

""' COP7 
a ddr~~s not l~ t<•r tba6 Jrlerch l. HH. 

TOTAL POP ULATION MENTAL DEFECT I YES EPILE PTIC S 
HEIT nER MUHALLY 

s: DEFECTIVE NOR .., ITEM £PI LEPTIC ... TOTAL wti.LIE F £ 1~\L E WALE FE 1~A1L E wi\\E F E~Q~LE WALE 
FEtiAil£ -

( ol I d I I hI 

PATIENTS OH BOOKS AT BEGIMNIK3 
CF YEAR 

l I~ l kSTITUT ION 

I" fAWILY CARE I PUBliC 
2 IHST I TUT ICHS ONLYI 

ON P4ROLE OR OTH ERWIH AHEHT 

3 6U T ST I ll CARRIED OH BOOKS 

TOTA L ON DOOKS AT l!EOl Nf! l .\'0 

~ OF YUn (au.o o l lre .. o Ll.&J) 

AP~ISSIO~S OU RI ~G Y!AR (Do nor 
include t /'oo113 rttturn•d fr o• 
~•role. Y 1 •II Clr ••cape) 

~ FIF<ST ADMISSIONS 

~ /IUQw ISS I O~S --
~RA h SFERS FROM OTHER lhSTITU-

l T 10 t, S FOR MENTAL DEFECT I YES l 
[ P IL£PTIC5 )!THIN TH E STATE 

l'OT.ll. .{ i>l/1 ss lO~iS (. U:tl of 

6 l t o .... . J, 6, and 1) 

SUM OF ITEM S 4 AND 8 
q ( lor c h ockln J ) 

SEPARAT IO !i S 0\JRI~G YEAR (Do n•r 
J nc lud~ pltoJte, vJeJt a , Of 

eacepcd unite• dlact-•r1od Ito• 
~ooh) 

DISCHARGES ·. 
10 DIRECT FRCW INS T ITUTIOhS 

11 WHIL£ ON PAROLE 

TOl'AL Cl SCHARCE.S 

12 ( •u• of ftc,., JO and J J) 

TR~hSf[~S TO OTHER I ~ST I TUTIONS 
~ O R ME 'T~L C(F[CTIY ES AND 

l) PILfPfiCS ~ITHIN T~( STATE -

14 DEATHS IN INSTITUTIOit 

DEHHS OF PAT I ESTS Ctl PAROLE 
: 5 OR OTH ERif!SE ABSENT FROW 

I HS T ITUTI CN 

TOT.tL SEPARATIONS (•u ., of 
16 It t! !r ~ 1 2 . l ~ . 14. •ncl lS ) - f-. 

l l 
P~TI EHTS ON BOO KS AT EHO OF '!'EAR 

I ~ INHI TUTION 

IN F A~ I LT CARE IPU6liC 
1e IHSTIT~TIONS CNLYI ----- -- - -- -

0~ P~ROLE OR OTH[R WI 5E ABS ENT 
lS dUT 51 IL L CARRIED ON BOOKS 
- · 

TOTAL 0.~ BOOKS AT C:N D OF YF.Af. 
:? ~ (t u m of lre:u l1.JI.• t: dl9 ) --

SUw OF IH•S l ~ AhD 2 0 ( • h o uld . , e.Q:..,.I Ilom 9 if •11 entrzr• tJrt! , _ 
C'Uf ; r t: t 

.. A 'fEr\ .\;:. [ f'IA.I LT T=> T 'l Pt.T I (tq f'I) P!' llfl": tl i N I NST I T11TIQN C•.! ki'IC, Y( Af; ~ £ ~ Ch! •u~.l~tiED & t 

B A'lr,. ~All T •~ WT ~ll' Of FtC f 1\'E ~OPULA T I ~ to I N 1~5T . O UAI~ » Y['q --- · ·- SlGUTUR£-------
~ ~ ._:v u . CAl l T (PI L [P 1 I C PO~ULAT I Of< '" ~~~TITU TI O H O ~ FIIH~ T[Aq 
- -
:;;'~ A• TLD TOTAL CAPACITY OF INSTITUTI~H ---- --- - ·-- - - · T I 1 l( 



, HS • 50 l ( loiH ) 

OLD NU .. a(R 2 • 0 
PEY. 12•47 

FEDER~L SECURITY ~GENCY 
U. S. ·PUBLCC HEALTH SERVICE 

llEiiTAL DEFECTIVES 

rll\;) 1 PlJMI:>;:JIUI(::l UUi<IN\.i INc. Yt:.AX, !H~t:.X, ~N!AL ~LI\IU:i, AWJ Cl!NICAL lJIAGiiO:il::i: 1947 

To: u. s. pub! ic Health Service, 
Menta 1 Hygiene Division, Washinc;ton 25, D. c. 

INSTRUCTIORS- Seod on• (I) copy of t~io form to t~e &bove a~dress ~ot later tbao 
u.rch l. l9o/J . 

DUDG ET IJIJ/lEAU ,vo. 68·11JJ4 

ArPROVAL EXrl/lES DECE>tl!ER 31, 1948 

IRf?ORT fOR T[AR ENDING (GiY r •••ct d~te) 
19 '17 

~AM[ OF HOSPITAL 

ADDRESS (Street, City, Zone, State) 

. TOTAL MENTALLY DEFfCT IVE 10 lOT /MaEC I LE MORON USC L.tSSIF 1£0 
"' CLINICAL 0/AG~OS IS ..., 

TOTAl IHL( FEMALE MAli F[WALE IIALC F(W .~ LE WALE FfWAL [ IIAL£ FfWAL[ 
~ - Ia I l b' (C) ld I (.' If I lg I (h) (I/ ljl (k I 

1 FAMILIAL 

2 MONGOLISM 

J 
WiTH DEV<:LOPHEHTAL CRJ.N/AL 
AHOMAI.I(S 

" 
WITH CCKG[NiiAL CCREBRAL 
5PAST IC INFAHILE PA:lHY5ES 

5 POST I Nf(CT IONAL 

I I 
f. POSTTRAUMATIC 

7 WITH EPILEPSY 

R WITH (HDVCRIN[ OISOR~ER 

9 WITH FAMILIAL AMAUROSIS 

10 WITH TUBEROUS SCLEROS IS 

11 WITH OTHER ORGANIC 
HEINOUS 0 /SEA S£ 

12 OTHER FORMS 

1J UHO/FFEREHT/AT£0 

lll UNKNOWN 

15 TOTAL (•houJd ·~r•• wjth 
It•- $, Mont•l D•lectlr••• 
For• l) 

REPORT fURNISHED BY 

DA TC $16"ATUH TITLE 

t-' 
w 
t-' 
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~liS• ~OJ ( .... 1 FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY IIUDGET RUREAU NO. 6!·RJJJ 
OLD NUWBER 2•DE 

PUBLIC HE~LTH SERVICE APPROVAL F.XPIRF.S DECEVRE, J I • 1941 
Rn. IZ•H u. s. 

REPORT fOR 
Yf · ~ [ N 0 IN (, (r.Jv~ o.-•cf date) 

INSTIT~TIOHS FOR MENTAL DEFECTIVES 

AHD EPILEPTICS 

FIRST ADMISSIONS, DURIHG THE YEAR BY SEX, NA•E OF INSOITUTION 

AHD TYPE OF ~ENTAL DISORDER: 1947 

To: u. s. Public Health Service, 

!!, ental !lygiene Division, Wash i nqton . 25, D. c. AOOR ES S (Street, Clty, Zone, State) 

I HSTRUCTI O~S 
Seud on o (I) CO!> 1 0 t t b is form to tbe &boTe address uot later . 
tbau /olorch I. 19•8. Report oo this ! o rm oil flrol •d .. Ja•Jone 
only . Do not report p&t i outs admitted by trauster or patieots 
returoed !rom parole, escape, or Tiait, 

ITU MENTAL 01 AGNOSIS TOTAL MALE FE MH£ 
NO, 

I •I I b I I c I 

MENTAL DEFECTIVES 

1 10 I OT 

2 I MBEC I LE 

.3 MORON 

u U~CLASSIFIEO AND UNKNOWN MENTAL DEFECTIVES 

5 TCT.IIL liCNTAL D£FECrlYES 
•. 

EPILEPTICS 

6 SYHPTOMAT I C 

7 IDIOPATHIC 
--- - - ··-- -- - -·. --- -- - -·--. --- - · 

6 UNCLASSIFIED AHD UNKN OWN E PILE PT I CS 

9 TOTAL EPILEPTICS 

NEITHER HENTALL'I' DEFECTIVE HOR EPILEPTIC 

10 UNCL4SS IF lEO 

OTHf R fSpoclly) 

II 

I 2 

1.3 TOTJL, 1\"EIT/IE/l lfENTALLY DEFECTIVE NO, EPILEPTIC 

I ~ GRA ND TOTAL. ALL CLASSES 



rHS·~Ot( ... ( FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 
OLD NU"D~R I• D u. s. .PUOLIC HEALTH SERVICE R[Y. 11••17 

MEHTAL DEFECTIVES 

FIRST ADMISSIOXS, OURIHG THE YEAR, BY 
1-!EIHAL STATUS, SEX, AND AGE: 19tl7 

To: u. s. public Health Service, 
!!ental Hlgier.e Civi~icn, Washington 25, D. c. 

IXSTRUCTIOHS - Scod one (1) co~1 o! this form to the aboYc addre&B aot later than 
U•rch 1. 1943. 

"' TOTAL MENTALLY DEFECTIVE IDIOT 
z 

AGE GROUPS 
2 
w TOTAL WALE fEMALE II ALE HWALE ... 

Col lb I I c I Cdl Cel 

I UIIOER 5 YEARS 

2 5 TO 9 Y[~RS 

-
3 10 TO lij YEARS 

~ 15 TO 19 YEARS 

5 20 TO 24 YEARS 

6 25 TO 29 YEARS 

7 30 TO 39 Yi:ARS 

8 40 TO 49 YEARS 

9 50 TO 59 YEARS 

I ii 60 YEARS AHO OVER 
-
II UN KNOWN 

12 
TOTAL (•hould ·~r•• with 
ltc• $ , Ment•l De/actJP••• 

---~-or« _I l_ ____ __________ 

REPORT FURNISHED BY 

OA TE S 16UTUU 

BUDGF.T BUREAU NO. 61·RJJ6 
APPROVAL EXPIRES DEC~DBR Jl, 1941 

PEPORT FOR TEAR l~OING (GJre •••ct d•l•) 

19~1 

HAW£ OF HOSriTAL 

ADDRESS (Sir~el, Clty, Zone, St•t•) 

l~iOEC ILE MORON UNClASS If lEO 

WALE fEW ALE WALE FE WALE WALE F(WALE 
Ill lg I lh I (iJ ljl Ck I 

TITLE 

f-' 
w 
w 
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S• 107 (loiH) 
FEDERAL 

RUDCET BUR~AU NO. U· RJJI 
OLD HUioiHR 4·0 SECURITY AGENCY APPROVAL F.XP!RES DECFMBt:R J I, It 41 
REV. 12• 47 u. s. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

RlPORT fOR Y£AR [~DIN~ (Givo e••ct d•te) 

K:NTAL DEFECTIVES 
19 ~ 7 

ALL DISCHARGES DURING THE YEAR, HAM E 0 F INSTITUTION 

BY MENTAL STATUS, SEX, AND 
COHO IT I ON ON D ISCIIARGE: 19~7 

To: u. s. Pub\ ic Health Service, •OORESS (Streot, Clty, Zono# St•te) 

Henta 1 Hygiene Oi vision, Washington 25, o. c. 
INSTRUCTIONS - Send ono (I) copy of tbis tonn to tbe abo•e address 
not later tb~o Uorch 1. 1948 . 

c;; TOTAl 
X 

CONDITION ON DISCHARGE N[NTAlll IDIOT I M6[CI LE MORON UNClASSIFIED 
::a OHECTIVE ~ ... 

tal lb' (C J ld l It I 

HAlE 
1 15 YEARS OLD AND OVER 

-
2 C4PA8lE OF HLF-SUPPORT 

3 CAPA6LE OF PARTIAL SELF-SUPP ORT 

u INCAPABLE OF PRODUCTIVE WORK 

5 UNKNOWN 

6 UNDER 15 YEARS 

7 UN KNOWN AGE 

8 
TOTAL (ohould •Ire e. wJ th ltc-nt 12, Ment•l 

Dclecti•o•, For• 1) -
F'EHAU 

9 15 YEA I? S OLD AND OHR 
-- --

10 CAPABLE OF SELf- SUPPORT 

. 11 CAPAHE OF rA~T I AL SELF-SUPPORT 
---- - -

12 INCA PABLE OF PRODUC TIVE WORK 

13 U•l t< NOWN 

1• !.l~OfR IS YE ~RS 
·- ------ ---. 

15 UNKNOWN AGE 

TOTAL (ohould •ftet> wjth ltc• 12, Ment•l 

16 Delccti.,c•. ForM I) 

1 7 GRAND TOTAL -
REP ORT FUh NI SHlD BY 

SIG•ATUA[ 
------·--- TiTLI _______ _ 



1 SUPLRif'!TfNO(NT OR Ctii(F AOHIHISTRATOR 

-~----------- --·--- -·-
ASSI STANT SUP[ RIII'l(HD(t<f 

--~----------------~~---+---
CLINICAL Ci. ( CI OR (IN- PAl I(MT S[INIC.(j 

----

-~------------------ - r------+-- - ---- -·--·--- -
.. rAlHOLOCIST 

-- H£DICAL SP£C1Ali SI S- (Z•RD IOLOG_I_S_r-. -- -----------
ROlNIG(NOLOGISlS , (TC. ) 

135 

----·----- ----·-

---------- 1------+---- --- ------ - - -- ---------1-----
6 SlAH PHYSICII..HS 

-+--- ---- - ---- ---- -- ---·-1-----+ ----+---
1 CO~S~LT I hG PHYS IC "NS uxx xxxx u .u :u:xx - - --------- - -----------

--i------------ --·- ----- ------ f---- - ------ ------- - ---- -- ----f--.-----
9 STOI'ARCS, ASSI SU !H ST£111' :.~ 05, AHD BUSI NL:lS HAHAC(RS 

-+----- --- -- ·---- - -·--- -- ---· t------t---
10 PSYCII OLOGI STS AND i'STCHOI'i!:TRISTS 

-----·-------- r--------t--- ---- t------ -- ----- --
11 DENTISTS 

--'------ ---------·---f------ - -·---- --- --- - - -· ---·- ,_____ _____ _ 
12 ['(Jrlf,_L ~~SI S TA NTS 

-+------------------ -- - ·r-- ----+ ---- t--------
_1) PH> RHAC ISTS 

-+-------- ---- - ----- --- - ---
H CI.IHICH ASS ISTAHTS 

.. -- ----- t- - -- ---- 1----
J5 LABORATORY ANO X- Rt.. Y H CiiHICIAMS 

- ------ ·- - - - --------- ------~-------1-------1------

lt Pill ~C I PALS OF SCHJOLS 

-f------- - - ----------- -t----- -t-- ·- --- ----- ·-- - - - -- -·- -----
17 TlACII(R; OF GI< ADE SUBJECTS 

- 1-·----- ----------------~------ ----\-- ----- ---- - - - - . -----
18 TEACII( RS Of Sl i:C"I SUBJECTS 

--------------~------ - -----!-·- -- --- ·- --- ·--- --1-------
l c; GRA Dl•ATf ~!URS(S 

---------·-----------~------- - - - -r----- --+------- r ----+------·-

--1-- ·----·------- - - -- - ---------- .. ---·-----
~OCCUPATIONA L T~?~~A~SIS~ -~~ -- -- - - ~ 

25 I!YDROlt!(RAPISTS A!'ID ASSI 5TAI!T"S 

- --------- - ---- - - - -- --- -- - -·r--------- __ __ j ____ --· --
26 PHISIOTII£RAP I51S H O 1SSI STANTS 

-- - ---- ------ ------------ ·- ------- --- ---- ------- -- ----- ·---- - -- -- 1----·- - -
.?1 IN01.1S TRI,.l SUI'[kVI SOrt S AllO IIIISTRl!CTCl RS 

--- - - -------·-----·--·--·--- -------- ----· --
28 <>1H[R THERAPIS TS AND ASS ISTANTS 

1.9 DIETITIANS 
- ·- -· ------------ -- -- - -·----- ----- ----·· ·---- -·- ·- - ·-- ·-

'0 I'SYCJ41ATRIC SOCIAL ~CtRHRS 
- ------------ ---- -----·-- -- --- -·- ·--- - - ·-- - --- ----- ----·-
)1 OTHER TkAIN(O SOCI<L \IORKlRS 
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PI<S • 81 t(WI<) FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY BtiDGET IIU.IIEAU 1'10. 61·JIJJI 

OLO HuWP[~ 7·~•0[ API' RO VAL F.XP 1 RF.S DEC£>( BEll Jl, I 941 · 
R ['I • I Z•41 u. s. PUBLIC HlALTH SERVICE 

RE P O~T F ~ R 1£1 R lHOIHG (GI•• •••ct d•t•) 

HOSPITALS FOR HE~TAL DISEASE IHSTITUTIOHS FOR 
HEMTAL DEFECTIVES AHD EPILEPTICS 19 ~7 

HA~[ OF "OSPI TAl OR INSTITUTIO~ 

FINANCIAL STATEMEMT: 1947 

To: u. s. Public Health Sorvlce ADDRESS (Street, Cl t7, lone, Slolo) 

~lentul ~;yg lene Olvlslon 1 
'1/ash I ngton 25, D. c. -

IHSTR~CTIOHS - Se!ld ont (I) copy o! this !onn to the aboTe ad4re01 
net later thaa /Iorch l, 19.f8 . 

2 A~OUNT .... .; I T E M 
~ .. (Dol hro) 

RECEIPTS 
1 ~HANCE ON HAND FHOM PREVIOUS FISCAL YEAR 

( lncl udo bal•nce for ••lntanance •nd for oil ot}ler purpo•••) 

2 RECE I \'ED FROM APPROPR I AT I O~S 
-

3 RECEIVED FROH PAYING PAT I EHTS . . 
4 RECEIVED FROM OTHER GOV ER~HE NT AL SOURCES 

5 RECEIVE.O FROH All OTHER SOU~CES 

6 TOTAL RCCE:li'TS (aurt o/ J t ••• I' l , J. 4. ond $) 

0 I SBU ~SHi C:KTS A~ OUH T 

El\PEN D ITURES FOR HA I HTE HANCE 
(Doll oro) --

( tl ttd~' I hlo heodlnl ahould be Included oil ~•pendlturea lor 
.. ,.Jnten•nee ol p•t le n t• ond o/ pl•nt. lncludlnl ordlniJtY 
rep•jra . Expcndltur•• for oddlllono •nd per11•nent r•p•lr• 
or l•ptoYePont• ohould not bo In cl u dod.J 

7 S~URIU ~NO· WAGES XX XXX 

8 PURC HASED PR OVISIONS I FOO 0 I XX XXX 

q FU [l, LIGHT, AN 0 ~AT ER XX XX X 
-

10 All OTHER EXPENDITURES FO ~ MAINTENANCE XX XXX 

~1 
TOTAL EXI'E.'~I: l TUllES FOR UAI/ITE/IJ.,VC~ ( ou., of 

1 c ·~· 7. '. , . ond JO) 
--

12 EX PE NO I lU RES FOR I MF'R OI' E H(HTS, I HC LUD I HG HEW BUILDINGS, ADDITIO~S, PE R I~AHE HT 
S ETTE!; HENTS, [TC. 
(Under thJo ho~<'lnl 1houJd be lncludod oil espettdJ. rur•• for l' f' .... •vch .. 
•ddlt ) onaJ lend, no"' bu1ldlnf.J, no .. equ.ip•ent, • t c' Yhlch reprtlf'nt n't rt:•· 
t ott· t l on• or r•place,.ent• but addltloru lo plont.) 

EXPENuiTU;; Es FOR OTHE R PuR POSCS (SpoclfT) 
I) 

-
lij TOTAL EXP LNDlTUJI ES (euaoflt••• ll. ll, ond lJ) 

--~-
15 AM OU NT RETURHfD TO STATE TRE AS URER OR OT HER OF FICIALS 

- - ------ - --- 1--
~~LA H:: E ON HAHO H CLOSE OF YEAR 

1 ~ (lncludo b•J•nce fot ~aJ:1ten•nc:e ond for oil other purpotee , ) 

17 TOTAL DISBUISSUENTS (ou• o/ lt~•• 14. 1$, ond 16: .,. 0 equ•l ,. Itttt~ 6) 

R(P OR1 FURNISHED eT 

DATE $16HTUIE TITLE 

::E: 
0::: 
0 

LL 

(I) 

UJ -1--_J -m 
<! 
(I) -Q 

_J 

<! 
1-
z 
UJ 
::E: 
o._ 
0 
_J 
UJ 
> 
UJ 

Q 

LL 
0 

UJ 
u -LL 
LL 

0 



OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES FORM 

Sun·ey of 
Public Institutions for tl1e Mentally Retarded 

DEFINITIONS 

Line I: RESIDE:-'T PA TIE:-!S AT DEGI:--'":'11\G OF YEAR - Include all patients 
physically prese nt in the imtitution at the beginni ng of the yeJr. Include also 
those away on v;lcati on who will return after th~ir \-acation pe- riod. Do not in
clude patknts on unauthorized absence (rscape, elopement or AWOL), trial visit , 
famil y carl! "otherwise absent. •• 

Line 2: FIRST AD~llSSlOI\ - Include plticnts who have no t previously been admitted to 
any public or priva te inpatient in stitution for the care or treatment of m~nt a l 
retardation. 

Line 3: READ~l!SSIO:-:S- Include patients adm1tted with a record of previous care as 
ind icated above . Exclude transfers , that is. patients who are moved between 
institutio ns within a single state system with no br<!a.k in custody. 

Line5: 

Line 6: 

DEATTIS 1:-: 11\STITUTlOI\ DURl:\G YEAR - Include only plti<nts who die 
while resident in tho institution . Do not include dcJths among pat ients on lea,·e 
even 'though these patien ts are still on the hospital books. 

RESIDENT PATIENTS AT END OF YEAR- Include all patients physically 
present in the insti tut ion at the end of the year. In clude also those awa)' or. 
vacation who wiU return after their vacation period. Do not include patients on 
unauthorized absence (escape , elopement, or AWOL), trial visit , family care or 
"otherwise absent." 

Form Approved W 
OCI'ART .. EPiT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

QF;:ICE ()F HliMAN DEVELOPMENT 

u~u!lov•""'f'"'ta l O•t.1 b<lit1rs Off ice 

Bud~t Bureau No. 85-A0-253 ~ 

I NAME AND ADDRESS OF IN~TIT UTION OR STATE AGENCY 
THAT IS COMPLETI NG THIS REPORT 

SURVEY OF 
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED 

I 

RETU~N I 
TO: 

QF;:;IC E OF HU:.' ..:..N DEVELOPMENT 
DEVELOPMENTAl OISABILtTIES OFFICE 
330 INO EPF:NOENCE AVE ., S.W. 
WASHINGTON, D .C. 20201 

r T E Y ~ 
NO. 1 

I 

FOR CURRENT YEAR Ef.iOING JU~E 30, 197 

ITEM 

1 I PES: QE:, NT PATIENTS A T BEGINNING OF YEAR 

f-- tR 3T AOVIISSt Of~S 

J ! t:;.E.ao o ·.· •s s JOt4S ( F. r cludr rrJ.ruf~n; 

4 I T O T A :.. :)O~ I SS:~ roS "/U m l ~ .1nd .Jj 

O E AT t-oS 1N F,C:. C il_ITV OU~ I/'tG YEAR 

1 RES ! ~EN T PAilr ... TS AT END OF YEAR 

N E7 >l(LF.: .O.SES OURI ''te;; YEAR 
C :; ·.·P•.., :£ 1{ 1'"1 I • J t~ "' J - Jum 5 /ton 6 t 

I TC7AL PE F S 0 t • '• E t.. E. •.',LOY EO FU LL TIM E AT E ND OF VE.AR 
a r :;,-.~ no r '"cludr ;;"~"' orwl•J.I ,~t l 

• i 
i 

10 

II 

TOT A L '' AI ~7FNAr~ C E E..CPFNO il"UR ES F O J.t PA TI Etn S DURING YEAR 
lfn.·lu.Jc .:!l upr,.tJ(tv rrt f :J' ,,,., ~oJ tlfU! of thr lt OJpllal and mcmtot4 ncr of thr plant •nd 
cqYJJ.,mt'nt. mclvrlull o f'l.'uur.v rrpairs and r~pla ccm~nrs) 

A V E 'iA GE DAIL Y q £S IOE :~T PATIEI'4T POPULATION DU RI NG YEAR 

NVVBE :'l or INS T i lL.II C"'S. INC LUDED IN AB OVE FIGURES 
(~ L.· .:s< h rt rcch .rs tJtu t tO'I tncludcd urdu co,/ m~ntJ) 

NOTE : If ir. iornutJc n f ·Jt ~ p ~ tr. uern o r y ou)' of Jlcms is not an:!Jble from finaJ dau. pleue enter yuur moat relill.blc 
C$1UTUIC. Each e\t iJTU ted fagute lhould b.: fuUo.,..d by "EST.)" 

C.OM ... EhTS 

NA~E (Plcax pdnt} 

REPORT 

CURRENT 
YEAR 197 

R 

FUR:~~HEO r,T7-ITr,LE,-------------------------------------i.u~~""'~~~L-----------L----------



APPENDIX D 

fORMS FROM SURVEYS OF RESIDENTS IN 

INSTITUTIONS FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN THE 1970s 

139 
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SCHEERENBERGER 1
S 1976 SCHEDULE 

BASIC tl'n)rt~tATJON 
He:'lidcn tial f': , l· llt:y No. 

1. { ('h~..·ck ont• C1lllvl 

A. Y ~ontr f~h· ihtr ~c.·r,•t•s n't'ntally r<'t~H·ch.•d pt)rsons only: Yt.'5 No 

Ll . Cth er _______________________________ _ 

:;, ;\ !' o( Jun<" 30 , 1 ~ 7~: 
A. Ra. t cd l: t·d ~·.,r:\~.~ ity 

D. T <' t.ll :-t -..a ~ ~b"· r C\ C rt..•s i d ~..· nts 

Fe1:1ak 
}-\.\1~ 

• 4. Pleas e li s t yc·.! r FY iS -7 (, th., p'-1LltiC'n b)• chrc:lo lc~ica.l ngc anO lc\·t"l '-"( ret:1rC;\tion as of June 30, 1976: 

Lr,-c l of Chron o l<-~ i ~.\1 A~c 

Ret:l r\.b.ti.o:t ( i I .:' 
! 

3 ·I 5 10 i ! 6 ·~ 10 II " 13 !4 1:' l J I 17 II$ 19 2 l' Zl 122-·\1 ~~ - 61 --

I I I _l !"c-rm~l+ I 
BorCc!·ji:1c I I 

~ ]\.! ilci I I I I 
~1 odcra tc I I 
s~ vcrc I I 
Profou:1d I I 
Tct .:1 l I 
* FY 75- ib is defined as July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976, 

C>2• 

B. List your =~turns or :-eaCrrt i s ~ions during FY 75-76 according to level o! retardation and chronological 
age {cxcl'..lde Tespitc aCr:1issions): 

Level of Chronolo ~: lcal Af!.e 
Re ta ~dation (I 1 2 3 4 ! 5 6 

, _ 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22-41 142-61 62+ I 

I 

1\ormal+ 

BorderHnc I 
Mild I 

I 
I 

:-.:ode rate I 
Scvc!'c I 
Profound 

I 
To!.al i 

What were the primar y r eason s for rc sidz.nt returns or r eadmiss ion s: 

1. Lack of ad cq'..latc community r es ources (pleaoe specify areas) : 

2. In a<l~q·Jate (ollo·,..~;p &e r vice •------------

3. Failure t o adjust to community life---------------

4. .r....~ck of cor.ununity acceptan ce -------------------

5. Clh <: ~ (! pr. ci fy l: -------------------------------------------------------------------



s. 

6. 

7. 

8 . 

3 

List yo•.Jr f-'~( 75-76 ropul~tion according tu nurr,bcr of mentally retarded 
resiC~nt ·. v.:.::~ rrotllti;;ly }, :,~.ncl~ca; , pint; l:OO<.litiono: 

Blin~ <.~nly 

D e af only 

Bli :-td a::.d d~a! 

Ernotior.G ll;~ d is turbed 

CP.r<obral pi\lay 

Epi!t:?SY 

Other ~hys:ral h :tr. cl~<.·~ p s 

How r..an; h: ... vc tr1orc: than one hancllcapping condition (include clei'li and 

blincl): 

Lif>l t.ot:t.l n v:: .hc r e,! t•rlrniJ>nir .. .n•. [!_.r r cap\t c care durin~ FY 75-76:-------

Jt. ;;~. ~' !=;:; !C,:'-iS !"J_ F/-. U~/!SSr(): :s ,\i.:n ,:: AlTii.:G USTS 

C.atchme:-,t area ~c rvcd: 

A. (ch"!<.i: 0':1<. CJr,lj·); 

11) r:r. t i ~c ·: L• tc 

(7.) (.t.• .. ;:I-~ J ·hic;, l r cg;c...n 

Pi Clh"r (!OfH:c if/) 

r :•Jrr,-:._C T rJf ~r !~J:lTf'" m:l!:D 

7o!.a l i/•;..J l ·~ti''"''' o! Ct.tc.hru c r.t area 

-ryr.- ... ·t- (.[ ·"·~:1 i so"~i';, ~ ('!Y.t: l 1Jd(: rc~tpilc : care): 

.f.JI~an,.. rl..:=r.~ ty·:.t of o...drnission: Childt1 ~ n I\ dull s 

A. V oL.,:;;:·y 

a. f -\c,; .- 'I"CJl•Jr,t .. t.ry 

c;. J ~rJ~h A a.n·l B 

I! bc.t~ J\ ,.,_,] n, ;->1•- ~ •e record pcr c •·r.l of admiooions !or FY 75-76 which were: 

Vob!n .. :\.ry 

; ;r.~:l - vr ... i .... l ol :J. ry 

"' .... 
' on .... 
~ 
1-4 

"' " ·~ 
"' .·g 
'U 
< 

a:. 

4 

" no 
"' .... 
"' ~ 
DO 
0 
() 
<! 
0 ... 

..c: 
u 

;:! 
;:; 

" -~ 
~ 
'0 ... 
!l 
"' .. 
'0 .... 
"' > 
~ 

2 
"" .!3 

'1J ,, 
0 
u 
u 

"' " "' "' >-.... 
"' u 
" 
~ 

·E 
bO 

" ·;: Ul 

" " 'U .~ .,. "' 
" "' 0 -~ 

·~ ~ 
-~ "' 
.~ !! 
"'·o.. 
• Ul 

~ "' "' ... <! 

" '0'0 

... " 0 .... 
v v 
" X ~~ 

< 

" 

+ 
N 
·0 

:0 
' N ... 

... 
' N 

N 

~ 

N 

0 
N 

2: 

~ 

~ 

<~ erg 
~~. JJ I ! I 

::1 

~ 

"' 
Q) 

.... 

~ 1--1--1 -1-----1 

.,. 

~+--l-1--1-·L. -+--+----1 
N 

-::; 

" <' 0 

" -<I ""<' .... ~ .:!; d 0 ~ .. " rJ ... " " .... .. F. " () 
... .3 

I~ :-- td "U -o ·o " ~ .. .. ,, - () 
,. () 

" " 0 0 " 
.. 

..-1~ z 1!1 ~ ~ Ill P. 

t-' 
x:
t-' 
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Do roc ha .t(· a wcdti:-. o;: !i c; t of r~t;'\rdc:d indi viduatu "'pprovcU for admir. !i ion to 

your f:-~cili~y: Yl!s No 

A. 

B. 

c. 

I! •y-c!t , p l t•;t.t:-e i ndicate : (1) nun1ber o£ ret~'rded persons according to 
der;rt·e rJ( r etard:1tion and (2) how many coul d be managed in community 
fa.c:-:iEti,.·r. if comrn·J nit y !.'lcilitica wt:rc nv~dl;lh lc: 

N~,.;rr, Le r '>:1 the ·N ...:. it:r:~ I..ir. t 

Mi ld 

Mod e rate 

S r·vc rc 

P ,rofound 

Jnfi rrn 

r-:urr.Ler ,, .. ho cm .. :lrl he sc·rvcd in the 
Corr1muni'Y Fac ility 

Mild 

Moderate 

Severe 

Profound 

Infirm 

\'!h a t is the average lcn;:tth of time on the waitint; list: 

Vthat ar~ the primary sr~urccY of r e ferrals for admission: 

P~ r•.-:--ts 
}·:~y s ir. j ;, n 

Pu'::.l:r: Rchoo l s 
SrJci ;, ~ <:t~c n ci c5 

C rJ•...; rt s 
O~h~: (j·,lea.:e specify): 

0. ~\'rnr; ,:(! lt: :- rnint::u pl ac em e nt on th e w ;d ting lit.it: 

E. 

F. 

S..Jj'lr: :-ir.u.:nr! ,..r.t 
JTi lt•rt~i:·• jJ ,l•lJ •I. f'J C:f,JiorlailV•t: f1f l bf'! [ :LC: l1ity 
jr:t ~ r· · ~ ·. • . i:, ;ina r;• cr.r."'' nlitt,.c r, ()l a.Hu vr:in lt:rl 

...... ~: ;., !! .c f~<.ility 

f-';_, T'!lllh 

CfJI!Tl :l 

C~l-.<·r ( [ . )f':O. :'iC ~pr~ cify): 

H e;w !n:q ucr.~l y iu yuur v: ai t ing lit:it re viewed : 

Pl<:a ·. ~ a tta c.}l a Cf.JPY o{ y CJur ~chniu"i"n critcri~. 

6 

lL 

12. 

13. 

14. 

COl\IMUl'flTY PLACE~Ir::NT$ 

Ha s yo\tr ins titution population been decreased br conununity placement o ver 

FY 75 - 76: Ye • No 

If y<' s , please indicnte where th<'se former residents have been place d: 

Q\•n\ (parc:n ltll or gu;~ rdian) hon1c 
Other relative's ho1n c 
Fo!!>lcr h on1e 
Group hotnc 
Community ICF fndlity (excluding county home) 
Rest or C'Onva. l cscent hon1c 
Nursing hcunc 
Inlcn ::; h ·c (nu1·sin f! ) C4il'C fncilit y (i.e ., SNF) 
Corre c t ions or pen a l facility 
County :u:n 1'1C 
Ho spital for the m e ntally r<'ta rdcd 
Work placement (i. " ·, employee provides 24-hour care) 

Nun1ber 

Other (p lease specify ) ---~---------------------

Plen se list y our p opulation for the pa s t five y ea rs nc cordin ~: to: 

FY 71-72 
FY 72-73 
FY 73- 74 
FY 71-75 
FY 75-7 6 

Average Daily Population Resident Population as of June 30 

Giv~n cxir.ting comn1unity p l accn". cnl 1·esou r ccs, how m :\ny rc ~icier.t s wou l d you 
estimate wi ll b e placed during FY 1976 -77: 

C4\tt"'[:.OJ'iCB 

Mi l d 
1.t. ocl c r;')lc 
Severe 
P r ofound 

Under 18 y<'ars Adult - O\"<'r lS 

,_. 
~ 
N 

Prior to communi ty placement, do residents (_), or placement personnel(_) , 
or both ( __ ): 

__ Viflil comn1unity placement 
__ Co1nn1unity pl~cC"rn cnl per sonnel 

Doc s the resident ha ve a voice in selecting the facility? Yea No 
Parenl : Yes No 
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,/iho c·.,~l· .. ~d 1:, anrl r.~ctkCti dctcrrninationo concerning com n)unity placement: 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

S ljw r intc::>'~r·nt 

1../. •.:.~·. ir!:!idpi::i:lry comrnittcc {in-h ou~c) 
1/.•.lti Ci•ic::it, lil,ary cc.Hn;,.ittcc (c.· xtcrnal ) 
t.:: iE 7 .. ,tic.m j{C'vit:w /IP!l 
;>:1 re r.!!-. (r·xr.lurTin;; re tur n~, ovln h01nc) 
Ot~,c r (?lc" sc •pcd!r), _________________________ _ 

Upr .. :t nrJ!ific;;.ti(j:l of t..'1e intention o ! cornmunity placement, what pcrcf!nt 
of ~he parent~ ur gu . ..~.rdi ;t nH voice c,hjcLti(•n&: percent 

Fr.U-:>win;': intcr;action/cri'I.1St· lin[:! follcv.· - up •.v; lh p:\:·cnts or guarc!i;J.n~ 
wi~;, intitl~1..tc st..t!f, ., .. J.at p 1.:r c <::nl conti n ue: to object: percent 

Jn ~ 1-". o~;c ca r:cs '\vhr.rc cCJntin uf·d parcnt/;:~ u;trCian objections cxir.t ilncl 
wh,.. rc: y'r Jr .s ta (( j'.Jcl;:,ni•:nt mair:tair.t> the rcsit!cnl f(hou l d be placed in the 
cc.rr".rr. ::nity, ·.~~h;,.t clo ytHJ dn: 

P.~t:~::, in in s t"i.t'..ltion 
P1:Jt:f": 

o: r· ,· r (;>l~~·c ";>cri[y) 

children adults 

A :-r. r~"t·.rn r.;:.'.it"Jr.~ ;;.v~i1;1}, } c t,.., rc:c idcn tt-~ (ronvalcY.ccnt/lc-mpornry st~tud 
o r dischor~:cd) :10w in COlilmur.itr pl:t.ccrr.cnts: 

Cr.~nv:ll c h Ct' :"J!. /tr·rr: pr) r;) r y Hta tu s; 
n : rrh~ T tif! I. I 1 ' •: rrr.iJ '!'I( nt 

No 
No 

Yr.s 

Yes 

Arr. tim (.: limitq or c :th~r ccmfttr~intR Cht;, l ,lir:hr.d as cc.~nditions for 
rcGc.;n :ir.s ! CJf• to the iu ~ti l, ilirJn frJllov~in;: cvrnrnun i t y placement? 

)So Yes J{ yes, ?lc,.se specify ----------------

111 ;, f tJ r rr. a l r~.:adrni:;:;)c,n procc:Ea rr.q.t ir c:d No Yes 
If y• : ~, iro cr,•trt rc :,dnd: .... :r.n ;\ rr·quirt·d prr,ct·Ra: 

G;.Jf..J:,T>: Al'iS iiJP 

\'."h il t:: i!1 th e rc si-:lcnlial [;tciJity , who hf\ti lt·;~;ll cu~tody of the rcGiclent; 

S tate 
s· .. ;..r· r i n t•:!"".dc:nt 
}Jarcnt 
(.. ~:-, (: T (p} r•:, H r. ftjH':t : i{y) 

Child A<.l u lt ---

!1. 

18. Vihilc in the residential facility, who htl ~ lcr, n l g\lrtrd!.:~n~hin of the resident: 
Child Ad\llt State 

Sur,c :·intcndcnl 
Parent 
Olhor (plca •c r.pecifr): 

\.0)1.11\HJl': i TY O!Ul·:NTF.D PT;C'G~.·\i\!!' 

19. What direct ~Cr \icc s do you offer t o non-residents fron1 lhC" 1.7'0mn-n:ait)·: 

Tr<iin:lhlc or t.•clu<.:ablc cla~scs 
Self-help or cle veloprra'nlal classes 
]>, : , ·~q·lll.i l/ socJ~ll cou n~~cling 

Vo\~.l t it•"'l,t l tr\\ining 
~1cclic ttl ~nd/or uursing trcatJncnl 
Dittgnn !l tic se r vices 

Phr•ical therapy 
Fccreation 
Sex education 
Ho1ne vi s itation by staff 
Re.5?itc care 

.Avcrasc Dail>· .Attendance 

Ollie r (specify) -------------
Non(' 

HES! DEN r PHOC:L'\:'\~5 

20. List nu;.nbcr of residents~ or par:i C"ip~tinr. in spe-c ial prograr:1!" br 
lev el of r~ta rclali('ln: 

Pl·or,t·<lln 
To: " l 

I 
~.!ild 1 H" rcl crlino: SMH/P:-..IR }..fotkr.1tc 

For1nal ~rhonl or 

I • tralnins·~~ 
/ Lauguag c and speech 

i llh·J· :q>y I '--------1--------------r--------n('h."lvior liLtn :'J~ <·nH.·n l I 

\Y ol'J~ .l( tivity , :. hc·ltc.·1·c cl 

~,·l~~;h~e~voc ;tt~o~:~·~~~~~~~r~n~g~··~j--------------+-----------~-------~------------~--------
Fr•rmal rccrcntionll l 

PsychiOttric 

Atnbu J'llinn 
tr :dni n1.' 
Toilet trai11ing 

Sr.Jf-{C'edin(! 

lndi virluill prnr,1·:~nl tf 

Other (•pecify) 
~ 

~ 
w 
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21. List r.l:rr.h'!r td rc liidr:nto ~r.( s p e-Ci;"L l prograrns but not e nrolle d: 

l..':!·.:el of 0-2 3-21 22+ 62+ Total 

P .. r.! ;o.. rG<:!i '";n 

~ :orma.l~ 

BQrC~rE:lc 

:.~ild 

J.!<>c!cralc 

S i! · .. ·c r e: 

Profour.d 
' 
T Gtal I I 

22. f: ',; .. : r. .:Jr."/ c,( yol.!r • c ~,i<..lcnts fJC:..rtic.irJ;...~c in o££-cc, rnpu B prCJ~r;.nns t:ponst•rcd 

[.,i c 'Jr:·l t:'l ' ·r-:ty "-~ ~ r· r~r..ic!!: 

i-":-t>grcr·• Ftr·ti.H t-l.<.~clt· r::tlc: Mile! ;--:CJrm .. d~ TtJL ;d 

? .r: c ;r-at:.- . ~.a l i I I 

Social ! l 
E2ucatio:.al I 
0-::.c·.J? i~lll')n~ J i I 

i--
-

R~lig i r ... 'JS I 
I 

----
·/olur.t'!: '· r!:. 

Other ( sp-"<-ify) I 
I 

I 
I 

10 

23. 

24 . 

2 ,. 
"· 

26. 

27 . 

28. 

If you opc-r;:Lt C a ·work activity or slh:•ltC' r cd workshop, arc thctoc pro~r ~n1s 

fully cc rlificd by the U. s. Department of Labor in accordance with the 
Fair Labor Standards Act: 

\Vorl< aC'ti vi.ty ccntc r: 
Sheltered ·work$hop: 

Yc!' 1\o 
Yes __ No 

Do you h:t\rC working TCtiidcnts a s defined by the U.S. Dcpa rtrncnl of Labo:-: 

Yes __ No 

llow n 1any residents :lrc- working !or :lt lea st n1inin1un1 ' '-'3E:C : 
Inside the facility_ _ In the co1nn1unity ______ _ 

J)ocs t•ach r<:~id1 • nt b.1.vC" a n individually dcsisncd progran1.: Yes No 

}Jtl y olt h .tvc :lny rcsiclcnl!3 in lockrd w~t rcl s (i .. <" .. , durins the 0.1y): Yt· ~> No __ 

ll ow tnauy ________ _ 

Why----------------------------------

Are you !, :· r· rw ntl·t: 
A. !n full cnn lpli:ln <: c with Titl..:: >:JX, Section 249.1.!: 
1\ . In full «•ntp!i ance with Titlc XIX, Sec lion 2-1 9 . 13: 
C . /\l""t'l' t·d ileci l·y .TC: ,\!1: YC's No 

A. If ynu arr n o l in full compli a n ce with Title :XIX , 2-19 .13, will you b"- by 

J\!arci, FJ77 : Y'-· ~ Nn 

13 . ]f not in C'on'lpli :~nL"c , please c•stimatc the cost to attain complia.'"lce: 
Addilion;, l ~t a [ f 

))hydL".t l 11\Uriifit•a liC"II"IS ---------

\'/ill you J,c :H· eldng Cl CC' I't!cl~tation by .TCAH Yes No 

,...... 
~ 
~ 

29 . Voluntr·c'l· o:· t-~ -~ 11':1 a :;::i!lt(jncc : 
A. I low ntil.\)' volunt~..· ci'D sc rvcU your fa cility, duri1 ;g FY 75 -76: ________ _ 

Tul.\ll1Un1b<.·r of ho\1\'S scr \·c d 

Types of. activi tic ~ : 
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B. How many foAtr.r r,r a nrlpar~nt• clicl you have during FY 75-76 : _______ _ 
Te,tal n:.J.n~bc:- u[ hours served. _______ _ 

Tyrcst c,( activities: 

PARENTS 

30. Plr:-. :.•: li nt' oil pro~:rams in which the residents' parents participate (check): 

Treatment 
Rt:c rt::t li fJn 

Trai ning 
R~l\gion 

Stx eciucatirm 
Pttb lic rt!lation!i 
.Fund r.:d.si ng 
J,rlvi ! o~y com:-n:ttccs 
A. /~drr.i n i Ltratic-n 
JJ.. Progr;,.J n 

C. J:.d·;c.cacy 
O~fv:: r 

No l .. .:.rtir.:ip(Ltic .. n 
No TCip o nse 

31. Approximalf'!ly what percent~( ti,r: rc:JiUcntH have parental visits a.t lca&t 

one~ es ye;ar =------------

32. Staffing: Plca•c indicate pn'5ent staff and needed •t~Cf: 

Phy s ici.i\ns 

Dentist~ 

Psychologist s 

Soci~l Workers MSW 

Sor.i.nl \\'orkcrs nA 

Regi s tered Nurses 

Special Educators 

Voc. The rapi~ts 

Rec. Thcr~pists 

Qccup. Ther~pists 

Physical Th.,,·apists 

SpC'(~ c.h nnd He a ring 

Prcsvntly 
Dudg~tcd Positions 

No. post tion $ 

filh:d 

Th" l"il p .. ~ i~s:_:t_::s:._ ____ -+-----------+--------1 
C;i7 .. ~pl~ins 

Resident Care 
Workcro (Aides) 
Ll'Nr-g-

Pr.ychiatri s t 

Adc.Htio~l :t l ?o~=iticr.s 

~cC'cicd 

(D"Y" /w~.~c:.:l<~) ____ ..L-----------1--------'-----------

' Vith regard t.o additional positions nccclccl, wns U1is projection based or.: 

Staff judgment 
ICF regulations 
JCAH Sta ndards 
Other (specify) 



DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROJECT 1978 f ORM 

1978 SURVEY OF PUBLIC RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES SERVING THE MENTALLY RETARDED 

Return completed survey to: 

Address label of state 
coordinator of mental 
reta rda tion services 
pasted here. 

Development al Disabilities Project 
Attn: Dr. Krantz 
Dept. of Psychoeducational Studies 
110 Pat tee Hall 
Universi ty of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, ~m 55455 

INSTRUCTIONS: See cover letter. Please complete and return this brief survey. 
hold it for final figures; if necessary, use estimates and mark them with "est." 
down any comments or notes that you think may be helpful. 

Do not 
Jot 

1 . Number of facilities: How many of these facilities or institutions did your state 
operate during all or part of the fiscal year 1977-78? Use your own definition of what 
is a separate facility. 

a. facilities, operated by the state, that are exclusively or 
primarilly residential facilities for the mentally retarded ...... . .... . .. . 

b. facilities operated by the state as mental hospitals or as 
any other care facilities and which have a significan t number of 
residents whose primary diagnosis is mental retaL·dation. Do not count 
penal institutions. . . . .............. . .................. . ........ . ....... . 

2 . Number of restdents at beginning of yea!_; How many mentally retarded persons were 
resident in these facilities on June 30, 1977 (a year ago )? Include those persons who 
were on trial placement or on vacation or l eave , but who were s till carried on the 
facility's roll of r esidents. 

a. in state res.(d~ntial facilities for the mentally retarded ....... . 

b. in other state residential facilities (see l.b above), persons 
whose primary diagnosis was mental retardation ...... . ..... . .. . .. . .. . 

3 . _Average d;:d ly rcsi_dents: l-.~1at v.•as the average daily resident population of mentally 
retarded persons in these facilities during ·FY 78 (July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978)? 

a. in state L·esidential facilities for the mentally retarded ..... .. . 

b. in other state residential facilities, persons whose primary 
diagnosis was mental retardation .. ............. . .. .. . .... . ........ . 

4. Number of residents at end of year: How many ment al ly retarded pers ons \vere resident 
in these facilities on June 30, 1978 (this year)? Include persons \vho were on trial 
pla cemen t or on vacation .or leave, but who were still carried on the facility's roll of 
residents. 

a . in state residential facilities for the mentally retarded . . ..... . 

b. in other state residential facilities, persons whose pri mary 
diagnosis was 1~ntal retardation ................. . .......... .. ... . . 
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S. First admissions: How many persons with a primary diagnosis of ruentnl retardation, 
<. nd \./ho had not previously been resident in one of your state-o•,.,ncd facilities se rving 
the mentally retarded, were admit ted to these faciliti es between July 1, 1977 and 
June 30, 19 78? 

a. to state residential facilities for the mentally retarded .. .. .. . 

b. to other state r esidential facilities, persons who~e primary 
d.i agnosis was mental retardat .ion .. . ...... . ............. . ......... . 

G. Re-adr.Jissi.ons : !low many persons with n primary dia!:nosis of mental retardation, 
an::l who had previous ly been resicl !:! nt in one of your stute-owned facilities serving 
the mentally retarcled , were ad~it t ed to these facilities between July 1, 1977 and 
Jtme 30, 1978? Do not include those who tran s ferred betv;een facilities of these t!W 
types. 

a. to state residential facilities for the mentally retarded ...... . 

b. to other state residential faciliti es , persons whose primary 
diagnosis was mental reta rdati on ..... .. .......... . ...........•.... 

7 . ..!:.~ . ve releases: Ho1-1 many persons '"ith a primary diagnosis of mental retard :> tion lvere 
officially rel eased irom the facilities and removed from the institutions' rol ls during 
the period from 7/1/77 to 6/30/78? Include those who-had n!ad·c--the .. phy-s fcZ\r-mo-ve, 
such as to trial placement, be fo re 7/1/77; do not in c lude those who had made the move 
during the year but were still "carried on the books" of the facilities on 6/30/78. 
Do not include transfe rs between state institutions. 

a . from state z·esidential facili tics for the mentally retarded ..... 

b. from other state residential facilities, persons tvhose primary 
di agnosis was rr.ental retardation ............•....................• 

8. Deaths in institutions: How many persons with a primary diagnosis of mental retarda
tion died during th e pelliod July J., 1977 to June 30, 1978 lvhile they were residents of 
these f&cilities ? Include, if possible, . those who were on ::he institutions' rolls at 
the time of death but who were. physically on trial placement or on leave or in 
community hospitals. 

a. in state residential facilities for the ~ntally retarded 

b. in other state residential facilities, persons whose primary 
diagnosis t,ras mental retardation . ........•.......... . •...•........ 

9. Per diem: What ~o.•as the per diem cost of care of residents l·lith a primary diagnosis 
of mental retardation in these facilities in you state in fiscal year 1977-78? 

a . in state residential facilities for the mentally retarded $ ___ _ 

b . in other state residential facilities, for persons ;,•hose primary 
diagnosis was mental retardation .•• . ...•..••.•....••...•••..•••.. $ 
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